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The forensic examination of the real property records of Osceola County~ Florida "Was. 
oommi.ss.i:oned by Arnl.ando ~. a duly eJected public official -Nith the ti11e of Clerk of the 
Circuit Colill'l: of Oscco1a Co-unty~ Florida [n all times and places within this report, 1he Clerk of 
tbe Circuit f'Amt shldl be hereina.fter referred to as .. ,Clefk,. 

llJI :Florida. the Clerks of the Court llave a. dual it'ole as bolh a clerk o'flhe official recoros (which 
contaiin vita:t statistics u wem as rea1 pr.oporty records, lbe focus of this e-xamination) IUld as 
cleru of lhe ca__:cuit oolilftS in lhe cmmtiea which ihey ~- U li.4t this. CJenCs tl)lini<nll, being 
auiOn.Cimou-s from lcglisiitive and judicial influence~ a.a.t it is his mora] duty to the property 
owners of Osceola County to· conduct a comprehen_slve foreui c eJtamjfiltiion~ of not only h:t_Sl 
C<rln't R~ but alRO of his OfficW Property Records. in ligbt of 1hc ongoing rorecl,os_ure crisi . 

While me Florida Statutes do not specifically sttttt" that among the doties of tbe· ClCJ.b is to be 
concemed with the· integrity of tbr: ~ 'they wac cl~ ·w 1iru1Jl_ntai1il, then:o is notmng in tbe 
Staru.t.es tOld prohibit the Clcrb ftum mga,ging thu services of ~ to n:vicw and 
:in\i·estigatc the rocordt; as 'k! wh~er the reeenls Violate civll 01 critnin8ll statutes by virtue of 
tbcir submissi<m fOI tcc-ordatioli'l or filling with said Ot'l'1ks. Thus. it appears 1hat 1bc Clerk in 
(IUC:stion desirtd to ~ such a ·t:ask, bcliuving dlat th1;;1: tct:.ordlt he was duly clucted to 
ma.i:ntafu hav~ ·ibocn ~ as 1o t1wir integrity. To, that ond. the Clcd;: took it upomlrimsc1f 
to imr~ and seck out c.xmrina:s wo:r1hy of such a task, a 5pt:cialt.y wbicb proffers vr;ry few 
contendCTS, md em~ into a OOliltnwl with DK Comultanlli LLC, a Tc~basoo limit.:.d liability 
company, lhat pGiforms such laB.b. DK C-omultant5 lLC did not solicit tb Osceola County 
Clerk. 

By :lll1d:ual agreemo.ot, specific Jliling dates of June l , 20121brough JUile l , 10l4 we.ro :se1ootcd as 
target 1liiing datu; howewr, tMre was mrtbing prohibiting the ~ from ronducting a 
fo:rcmsic examination outside af those t8Qt!t dates if dley found piObabk cause to 9el.lllch >Outside 
oftboss parametmlii wb.Grc alleged crimina]] violati.oru. wo-uld apply; such was. dle case here. 

It was tho hritial i.otcnt of tllis Clerk to bavc this f'oreruic aaminat:ion and investigation 
caoduotcd of his mamh du~ to· lhe CUI'I'Gld state of suspect a.ft"a.iD sl!D'JO'Imdiog cGrtain 001.'J:XII'8.te 
entities operating witmn the United S11J.res and the State of Florida that appear to have tainted his: 
real property and ooun. records with falseJ :misrepresemative ndl malicious IDings that bav·~:~no1 

only comprised the integrity of the recxmls he was duly elected to maintain, but alsc may have 
committed crimes against the peo,Pie of the S'taite of Flmida as well as agaim 'dle rea] property 
owners of Osceola County, Florida. lihe Cieri: therefore contractually retained the euminvs to 

conduct mcll an investigation by vbtu.e of a oompre.hms.ivc forensic cxa![ninatio.n, which initially 
took pla.ce betwem July 14· tb:ro11gh July 1 8~ 2014) and continued tb.erea.fte.r wmi 1he lime tl:te 
results of the e:xaminatioo were released in this report. There appears to be JH"Obable caue to 
believe that erimi na1 activity within both setJ; of these reccmls did in fact occur. 
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CO.MPltEHENSIVE FORENSIC EXAMINATION OF TilE 
REAL PROPERTY RECORDS OF OSCE-OLA 00UN'IY1 !FLORIDA 

SECTIO ONE: OVERVIEW OF 'l'HI F'ORE SIC EXAMTNATIO~N 

The Clerk reta.1ned OK Consultants LLC after eondn.ctin (with due diligence). mfficienr research 
to believe that mil fum had prior t!lperie:nte in reviewing isme contained within county rem 
PfOPCflY records. lt was 6rmly di clo!led ·en lbc aer:t lha1. DK Con_M'tnnts d~d in fact 'mutua an 
audit of the Offi.clall Prop.ert-y Rceor:& of WilliBJnSOU County. T~as~ as commissioned by the 
C~t:tk of the.t oowu.y. To w fferentiate tile two scenarios. h0wever. ·~t must be 'Wlderstood lhat the 
Oerk of W1Wam._ll0n. Cow~. Tex_as only maint.a1ns pub lie records ad does, not ~ ooun 
reccrds; Florida Clerks at"C m.amdatcd by Conitilll.tional proYisions to act as public trustees. 

It i W:5o ~t.ood ~Florida CID..'Uit Clerks, fbpite ~c WW~tumies, are jud.il..'ia] ,offic-m. 
JudiciaJ officer~ of Florida ha'VC a duty to Pfi.~~cnt fraud from bclng ~ upon their court 
SyStem&, if they .in fact become aware of Such OCCUilCilCCS. The Clerit in tJ!m instance Chose the 
latter of me lwe~· ifivcsng!Ui~ u ilD a.ud~t would batV"C otlly provided sUJtishcal iiDIJ)'5iJ of d.ala 
and ilic: rcsulbng isJtllCS lhc:rce~ wh~ a colll,I)ltlharsivc fon.'illlic ~lion ~ to itk."Dtify 
specific: persons or entities which ha.,·e <:.Qnd'a.t.'ted all.cgcd crimioall cnt.erprises 1w11ith the intent to 
violate both civil atl.d etim.iJ:W ~~ of Os~la Cotmty and tb~: State of Florida. In tbis in.
st!mc-e. the f<mmb"ic c.xaminaticm rcvealcdl pattern cvidGnoe of mm-c widespread crimind. b\mavioc 
as the result of Slii5]JOCt j)Gl)jury, subomatiom of peijury, notacy .frau~ fBlsc &wearing, fabo and 
l:lliDqJrcsentativtJ public filings in both tDe teal property ~ecords and within the circuit C-ourt sy,r 
bm1.s orf Osceola Comty mdi~ve of dc&~d "whlta c.vllar crime'~ !itahrtcs. However, my civil 
issaes that ams.G whicll affmtd the mtcgrity of an oWll.a~s cl:lain of title' wGie aiso noted in many 
of the; mstam::cs observed hr:re. 

D. Probable Caas.e 

It is 1tOO belief ,of1he Exmnin~ afta ,cooduetiug this fon:nsic examination, that suspect criminal 
en1mprises e::rls1 wi1hin the State of Florida, which m.&y be irnftuenced by other SI!ISpect c.ri:minal 
eliteJprlses without tbe State of Florida1 w]m together appear to ba,."e engaeed in a conspiracy in 
the nature of a corrupt rae.k~ cl!l.tcrprisc {RICO) to commit crime~ against the Poople of 
Osceola Ccnmty, Florida, with the .alleged intmtt to deprive p:Foperty mvners. of their property by 
fraudnlent and misrepresemtati\"e means, incLuding but not timited to the violation of .Florida 
Criminal Code § 817 .535; in most instances through 1he use of "state-sanctioned o:fficers1

' as: 
noted in F.SA. Chapter 117. Many of tbes.e cases may JmlVe to violate l8 USC ~ 3·71, § 1341 
and * 1343. Tel that end, tke Clerk expressed the desire that this report and all accompanying 
ev:ideuce be first examined by the State's Attamey for Osceola ~Cc:m.nty"' Flmida for the purposes 
of emp.iJ.IWling a grand jury to mvestig~t:e t!he allegan om comai.ned herein, prior to releasing this: 
report to the general p111bJic. 
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CO.MPltEHENSIVE FORENSIC EXAMINATION OF TilE 
REAL PROPERTY RECORDS OF OSCE-OLA 00UN'IY1 !FLORIDA 

If lhe State?s Attru"Qey fmds, after review~ that in fact, probable Cllll&e e::tisu in these tna.tters, that 

:it is requ.es.ted b-y rhe Clet'k that Uris report ~ idl accomp~mying 3lOteS and evidence be placed 
under seal for fUrther examination by the grand jwy representing Osceola County, Florida. 

It is ai!K'J undemood t1W aU Ex~ and person imrolvcd witb thi,; f~ic e-~a.tian are 
potcndal witnesses., having p.artlcula.r knowledge ,of lhe detB.U!!i or this e~:amination and report. A 
detailed! hiSf(lry of these e~J p1 ises are di_li.Cussed m as m\!Jeb detail u possfble as ·rime permitted. 
Due to the ~ his-tory of certam UlSl!u~.s llDd ~ before Ole· ooi.II'Ul ~~~~ the Unikd SUtes 
at :PR cnt. certain witnesses. desetibed herem are listed anonym.ousJy for their protoction against 
physical retaliation again&t their individual per8(lns for bringiGg furth inforn1ation essential to 
tbi fo~ ~too. The witnesses" illlm~ will mdy be revettled to ahe state~s Attom~y 
verbally in. oonfideace and to the 0 ceola County. Ftorida grand jucy inve 1tipting these. mattc1'S. 

EXAMIJiERS NOTE REGARDING ALL BXJHIJITS USBD IN THIS REPOR:P. 

All thJ.trunent6 nO'td as E:dlibm hmhr tJre 51ilt.efl tiS .m F..xlribit Wid gre aecullfJHPJid by a: 
c:orrupo:1fding mmrhr tUJd I1H itu:cnrpoiVIJed ~ fly nifuct~Ut Kithollt r.e.s.tata.mt. All 
Exhibits ,rtiscM§ed in tlJis npon an ,amlldnd i11 « s·ep~U1ttelj""'ftf4Tkd contldnu, tl8 ntlted, for 
tire prupon1 .of review Jy 1M S'Uite ~Attorney for dt~ 9tlt JvdkiRI Ciral.it of Flori~/&. 

Prim to the fmancial ,crash of 2008. 1fwrc were numcruus inquiries md inv~atLons conductai 
by ooUlil5el on behalf of p1opmy owners iD co1mties acros;s the U.S. tbd revealed issues involv
ing cctain cmpomtc mtmcs that have protift'Ill.tcd swpcct fta.ud upon the: dmins o.f title to m.rcc 
7Q..million pi~ of JUal pro;perty. Osceola CA:nmty. Florida is .among those counties affected by 
tbese suspect issues. 

A&rthe tin.Rmial crash of20G8, numero~ goVtemmcmt ag~:ocies investi,gated all of the: financial 
:instittltiom involved and to date"' only iill l.umdfW of criminal cueslmve ii::Mren prosecuted. [n the 
civil reahn however, tens of hilliom of doUar.; in fines have been Jevied agaimt most of the ma
jor lending Wtituticms (and some of 1ihe Wal!l Stroot broke:ragc houses) wko participated m the 
ewnts leading up m 1he cmsh. l!ll! some instances, it a~ that money was Literally thrown at 

tbe United Smtes Department of .fustlce ( .. DOrf) to thwart the ~ of criminall cba:rg.es. 

Much of the '"~ont't bom aiminal piOsecutioD is believed to be deriv-ed. from die relation
ship between tbe DOJ and the WashingtDII\t DC law film O·f Covington &. Burling (.,_C&B"). n is 
no secret that Lanny Breuer, ~Assistant U. S. Attom~ G~ resigned! his position with 
tbe DOJ ro nffill'm to C&D as 8D officer of ,that :fum. It is also no secret that Eric Holder, the U. S. 
Attorney Oerreral, resigned his post to take a corporate position with JPM~ Chase Bank. 
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CO.MPltEHENSIVE FORENSIC EXAMINATION OF TilE 
REAL PROPERTY RECORDS OF OSCE-OLA 00UN'IY1 !FLORIDA 

On.e of C&B's clients is ME.RSCORP Holdings. me .• the parent company of "-"MERS" (pro
nounced MERZ as in ''l'l.en'•) an acronym Mortsage Hteetmnig Registtatiom Sy&tefi'Wi~ lnc. (here
inaller referred to e .. Ji4ERS·~ C&8 Also repJeseat.~ mfiUY of the major u. S. financjal ia~ttitu
oons. As pm of the effan to funher this scheme, C&B drafted a. ~tion paper (October 21, 
2004) o~ ihe use of eleea-onic notes (""eNotes") with teSpect co the E-8ION and Uniform Elec
tronic ~~fen Act ("VET_A "') rand MERSOORP~s '"e,Registry" q it~ to the "'br;ta mOorl.cl" 
known as 1he ''MBRS® System••. This leuer is attnc])(d as Eiblbft 1 co Oris reporl U 3s ncc;es
saey to preface the entire seenario based ~on cenam d~~ments presented her~e in eJhlbit farm, 
MERSCORP HoldiagsJ Inc. wu formerly known u MmtSCORP, Inc .• until februaor 23, 2012. 
wiletJJ tho former ~en.tily tubsumed the latlCJ:' cmity. The Cmiftes.te of Merg« was locaced iD Lbe 
records of dle Delaware Secretary ,of Stale's office and prcs.ented aa EihlbJt 2 as part of this re
port. It is the 4·~R_S® Sy~n and its C111i'tt!.t patem o~npotation, MER~CORP Holdlings, Inc. 
that are ai tl'J& root of dw ~peel beJml\l];on and ldl-WI~ 1.1p0n wbicb. th..sc SUSpeCt erintida] cnk.te 
prise& operate. It is witb these two corporate entities" alleged cvrporate ·~olute permiBsion"" 
tliat is at the core of 1Im investigation as ~pla~ fui1ht:r within the ~contents of this repon. 

The inception of MER.S bogo hll99S. The mst cotpOratt: ¥ct"Sion ofMERS begs.D in l995 and 
ended in Aprlil of 1998. The sr:oond corpOD.tion version 0f MERS ended in latt 1998 and the 
cunmt Y~Cm of MER.S (which wM tq)Lm out of tbc _sec-ond MBRS entity into Mo~ge E-~ 
tFonic RcgiBtrallon S~Wm.s, bJc. and thCD-MERSCORP. Imc. ocCUIJ'Od ,en January 1. 1999. To 
fmltbcr 1hc ambitions a:nd objedivcs of wi:Qg MBRS fm trackin,S t:mnskrs of mortgage loans on 
v.raH Stroot, Moocty•·s Investor Scnricc (also, nspect for itil role in falsely rating of AAA bo:nds 
rcHoo upoo by :invcston! who bought 1hem) was ask1i!d, w rate, review and is_sue a oopon on 
MERS amdl MHR.SCO.RP fur investment purposes (probably at the request of the founders of 
these two cmtitic:s •.. :Fannie Mat; freddie Mac, tho Mortgasc &okenAs:mciation, thc:Amcrk:an 
Land 'IJ'itle Association and most of tbc ~or banks) to IZlltico participation in the scln~mc. A 
copy of the Moody's Inv-estor Se.M.ce report on S1iructmed Finan-ce is included as Emibit l to 
th.i.s rcpcrt. 

Thli) Lead Examiner of this F~orensic Examination, Dave Kri1:1ger, authored a book called Clouded 
1ltles1 which was wed as an. authority in the amicus brief filed in the· Wasbmgton State case of 
Bain ~ Metropolittm MortgQge Group, Jnc. es aJ, No. 86206-l (2012) on behalf of the non-pro.fit: 
group OUR Washmgton. MERS was a DefendBDt party m this action. A copy ofdlis book, which 
is widely :read by affec-ted property ~ am.d liheir llltomeys, aa w~1JJ a.s tlris Cler.fct is ineJwled 
in llhe Report .EXhibit paok&,gE for wviC'!N by the State's Attorney. 

Addinorml oopies ,of Wi 4llapa,ge book wiR be :made available to tmy membe,r of tlte 1Qsceola 
Cmmty grand jury who teqllem it, Again, for the pmposes of hackgrounding the case, the book 
is attacllcd (as one copy) to 1IWI report as Emihit 4 to the Exhibits packag,e. 
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In lhe BaiiJ: deci&inn. decided Augmt 16. 2012., Ute Supreme Court of ihe State of Washington 
decided that MERS w.as NOT a valid benefic.ia,ry ~5 de&ed uo.der the State .. s Deed or Trust Act. 
The Wa&hlngton State Assis1Bnt Attorney Oeneml. lJl.mf:$ Sugarman (now m enforcement ohief 
with the Consumer financial Prot.ectio:n Bureau in Vluhington. DC) also wbmitted an o.miellS 
br.ict o~a behalf of tbc Washmgton Attorney General (Rob MeKefl_Da.). denoun"Cing MERS~s role, 
in appa~ent para.lilel a.s to s-um and. s-ubS1mce oflhe amjcus brief med by OUR Washington. 

The Supreme Court of the State o( Oregan ~ followed the W.Qbingtot!J ~ Court'!ll lead 
em June 6. 20]3, deciding that MERS wa:s not .a \lalid benenciary as defined under that State"s 
Deed ofTmst Act The decisi<ms were filliy e~Jpressed im 1he Niday v. G • ...,-AC .W:o,.zgage UC el 
al; SC S06Cl6~S (:l(UJ); ondB'll~ v. R«onTrust CtJ11fJHUT1. NA. et al; SC S-060281 (2013). 

The Supreme Coort of the State of Montana followed uit witb a November 2S. 2013 in Pilger
am v. ~int· M01'tgQge FWldiJW, Inc.~ at~ DA 12-'0629. 20]3 MT 3S4 ruling tb_st MERS 
oawd not appoinJ a suot-essor bru:i'tee OOcfl1!LSe that duty ·ww; utitbout thtl SCOpe of ilti baic:fitial 
interests in lhe Joan. 

Conflicting cue law ~ Ul have been crtalOd depending un what particcl..- eourt in UDY giv
en State oftbc Union is bearing a we. The database and its paront cJearly (by md du'ough lts 
attorn-ey51, as. ~lain-ed in Clouded Tales) lmvc argued 1hat MHRS being mamed as a ')lomin"" 
and u ''beneficiary .. m tbc Mortgqes md Deods of Tnm executed by homeownc:n aeros:! the 
country givo. i! 4-<!pcrrJilis.sion"" to act as 8 cmmim:party m lho tra!n.s~1ion. 

In n:5ponse to dis foregoing ndingS fD Washiogtun, OrGgon and Montana, MERSCORP officials 
issusd a nMERS ~, Form 3158, approved for nst~ as a Fannie Ma.eiF'rcddic Mac Uniform 
/nstrumem sime April of2014. This Rider is inum.dedl to be u.tilizedl by title cmnpanie:s. which 
would rcqum pcrsODS obtaining mortgage loans to sign 1h.i.s Rider as a c-0oditiom of the loan, 
whiCh appears to effectuaw ciK:umvcntion of 1he foregoing :ruJings by conlractually includin-g 
MERS' B.'!l an Wleged ommtmparty agent (aka 4'oomimee''). 1'1ilii Rider is aUe,gOOiy and CllHeiltly 
being used by title companies in the foregoing S-tates to furthor MBRS •:s alleged criminal cmta
priSic andl is attached ro this RpDit as Eihibit 5. Because Df the fact lllmt the FcderaJ National 
Mortgag:e Association and ·llhe Federal Home I..o:m Mortgage Cmparatiml are :MERSCORP 
fo1mdei'SI 8l!ld stockholders, ~t is necessary m point out that these two e.mities names (as ~'Fmmie 
Mao" and "FH:ddie Mac'? appear on tho ME.RS-originated reoorded Mort~ m Osceola Coun
ty! F1mida; thus. i.t is necessary to emphasize tibat these. twa entities may be mlllld to be c-o-con
spirators in the particular IRJCO dainn dmlt may be dacovered by the Stat~:'s Attorney. 

It mliSt be. further understood that even though 'MBRS and MBRSCORP Hofdio.gs, IDe. are bolh 
De'la.w~~re corpora1ioos that operate out of headquarters locamd at 1818 Library Street"~ Res:to14 
V.ir:ginia. thase ennties are dislinctly and sepamte]y-named COJPOmtions. 
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MERSCOitP Jfcldicng~ Inc. is. die parent, for·pmfit 'cotpemtion~ white MERS. the wlolly-owned 
subsidiary of MERSCORP Holdhlg£, Jnc. is a "'sheJl. banktuptcy-remote"' QOJParation. tlla1. fur 
aU intents and purposes. is 'lhe uclillcr of the pa.rent and hos the name. of the Kft.IER&il SYJtflll". 

It is no ~ thai MERS bas boon trued thou&aDd& of times in C01Jl'1.S a.cro!l«<. the eouutry. A Ctm-
5enl OrJe:r, issued by five Federal re~ullltOry agencies on .Aprt1 13. 2D11. o copy of \\lhich is at
tached a8· Exiblblt 6 to this report, lllOW requires MERS llftd MRRSCORiP to divulge aU suits filed 
agam,;rt it or against li!DY of ill members to the U, S. govemm~. The gn;vemmcnt ~to 
have even be-em "hoodwinked'" into believing the wordmJlhing iiJSM b-y MBRSCORP attorneys 
to try to cla1m that dle parent and child are the a.m.e; yet 001ltrac..~ly. the .. members" are bound 
to MERSCORP Hold~. me. and ulll ME-RS. Slldly~ un. miliinformatiou campaign cont:mues 
in~~ MERS.rdated 1itiption. 

It ia u1 o no ~t mat the intent of the founders. vfMBR_S (Pa.nn:ie Mae. !Freddie Mac) M~a,ae 
Bakm. Associurtiun and numcrou JIUJjcr financial imllitlltiou) ~ted fbi:; OOJpOiation to cira 
cum"fC!rt the payment o.f leCOfdiog fees to county cletks and JtCCotdcrs and registers of deeds by 
initially t.-'TC!Jtirns a "'place eaud, nominee &tutus~, thfolJgb the: ~ of the rocording fee ti:U:st 
paid by the Bom>we:r a:; part of his closing costs to rn:md the Mortgage m 'OS«.·tda County, Flor~ 
ida'.s. official public I'COords. 'Ibis scenario was first brought to light in lhe case of MERSCORP, 
/ru;, ~ Edwtmi RoliUline, B, N.Y. 3-d 90 (2~ which em be Jeviewt:dl in brl~f on Page 399 of 
Clouded 'litles. 

In subscquc:otliitigation against ~t, MERS woulld them insist tlult It had ooJdraCtual authority to act 
u a nominee (an ag,¢nt with limited authority), given 1o :It by its ~'mmbcrs"' (whlc'b are rn~lly 
oomractually-bound members of MERSCORP, ·lb.~ parent and. N01 }dERS, 1he child~. This is 
furtlu:r evidenced by th'O .repudiation noth:e of n.MERSOOt.RP executory cont.Facts" iB!rned by 
cmm~l fm tho nowadcfunct New Century Mortgage Corpmation, Jklawm:e Bankruptey Court 
~No. 07-10416; also attachall to tills report as IE:dtib.h 7. Dming its investigation,~~~ c:um
inaticm team dililCOv~ ME!RS-reiated W~sigmnent5 :filed in the real pJoperty feiOOJds of Osceola 
CoUIIlty1 Flmi.da which appear to violate this bankruptcy repudiation notice. 

Accruding to New Mexico artooncy .Robert M. J:mes (who many of the Bxa:minf:n m\'olvcd in 
tbis forensic examinatiou have spokm~ with pmsomllly and revi&wed his work), r•ShellGame 
MERS, Contriv.ed CMj'usimr ~· Orttp;/Jwww.e§PIDUIS1coml, the frmnem of MERS c:rafted vague 
and ambip.ous language, which was 11ien prolifErated into mmtg,age documem, wherein MERS 
claimed itself as an undefined "'nominee'' and a "mortgagee~' foT 1be pwposes of recordali014 
then premised! to be contracmall!Y agreed to by the Borrnwers. who bad no idea that their MEJ.tS,.. 
origi.m.ated Martgages were destined to be &actionalizedl .and sold as debt ob~tions. lt is esti
mated tlm1 only 1 out of l5'0 lmm closings imvo·lwd the signing ofaMERS Di.rdosure Nafloo. 
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Even then, the meaning of that document :o.pplll'e:l'ltly got pam. boTI'OW"ers who signed these Mticell: 

because it was pan of the rushet tide-dosing process of becoming property ~owners. The 
pJOCess appears to have escalated between 2.000 and 2007. specifically, which eventmtlly was 
exposed after lhe firum.ciaJJ crosb of 2008. 

The "MERS® System" is registered witll the Office of Patents and 'frad~a~ks. n is the vdlicle 
by wbicn these cotpo-ratio-ns appear to ba"e obfuscated the rea1 partie1i in mtei'Qlt from 'tbc lbor
roweRl. Due to lite .lk.ct that this folrl.et of in!'~ ~ !10 V'OtumilwUS, ~t blQ been in_ eluded w a 
separate USB flash dri"'c for review, as MEltS USPTO DOCS~ ir deemed necesSD~Y. 

Thj system.'s biJI8;me model WJW promo.t.c;d to the blmk! ,and W31l S~rtet to :SaVe its users. te:ns of 
millions of dollars a yl:'M m rec-«dio8 ~ at 'Lhe expense of,COOilty clerks and reomdcr!, by ck
cum.vmfing the rcoording of as!iignD1Cll1& of nt0.t1gages using the MERS' «place card status~·. In 
Flori~ it is also gpparent 1bat 1ln:: Sta1t: Legis!MW'e bought into tbis 'iiche:me'~ by allowi_:ng tbe 
.. MERS® Sy:~tctn'' WJ..m~ ii.D cxo.rbitudt axmnmt of J:atiiUdo in mm. paying fCCOJ:Wns fC¢:;. 

This practfec continues today in ~ coun't)'" in the United S:tatcs, inclUding Osceo'la 'Coumy~ 
Florida. Since: MiERS~ (Co.rporatium Versiw #3) inecplion on Jtmi.W)" 1, 1999~ ev>Cry U. S. cmmty 
bas lost IeVem~C a~timated mto 1he liumclre& of millions. of dofiars, because of the way the :MBRS 
bw.mcss model opmtc:s. Of late, tbt legal (:b.allkmge against :MERSCORP and MHRS m Penn
sylvania has 3ffumc.d tbat both eDtities 8pptalito have: viola.b:d (us agents oftMir mmlbcreUSCD) 
die states's mandatory CG<Cm:datio:n statutes. This case is still ongoing in the U. S. DiBtri'ct Court 
for the Bastcm l!lbltrlct of Pennsylvania. The cmrem outcome of this ,cue willlik1y be: appcakd 

DozmiS ofU.S. Counties (through iodiv.idual and cl.ass a.otioa-typc litigation) have attempted to 
ISUe MERS and i1s parent fm: unpaid fees, noted u generally unsueces!dUl duo to the JmL'IilDa in 
whlch 'tho cases Wefl:i presented andl litiglltcd. Not ~once llms a couoly attcmrptcd to criminally 
prosecute these enterprises, which RM not specifically sarnctioocd as ''gQVe:DIIIlCnt4cld or spon
SCJred entuprisesf• (as are Fannie Moe m:1d Freddie Ma.c1, 'but aN! CI\eatcd as «corpol"B'W creatures" 
oftlw State olDclawa:r-s. his al!o mghly Jike]y that Fannie~ and Froddlic Mae bGnclit finan
cially ftom the aUegcd criminal acttv~tiCB that DavE: mmmted lhmnsr:lves: wi<tbin this Report. 

Due to the~ nmure and :liu.nen.on of tlie MERS busiDess model, tile belief of the Examiners and the 
resulting supponing m.idsnoo, th-e t.mtim chain afti11e tc each aifGctGd property m o~oola Coun
ty, Florida (as we!) u every ccnmty in the United States) bas beem compromised and coli'Dpted if 
ME:RS, :is: involved!, despite its claim to the cxmtney. MERS, .is a privately-held ·~sheu cGrpom
tionu whoso behB'Viors are cmorol!l~ by .MBI:tSCORP Holdin~ Inc. 

If ME.RS was ·involved in any :portWn of 'tMt givtm propeny''s clmm of titlet the intel'Vening as
signees, by de:si~ wooldl not recard arul prese:rw their interests because these unknown ·COU!Il· 

teipmties Dtil'ized the ••Mf.RS® Systems' to obfWicate their mtere.&ts tmm the .BoDOwcr:s affected 
by 1hese MBRS·orlginated Mortgages. 
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In virtually all instances, the original counterparties appeared to have already sold their interests 
in the mortgage notes BEFORE the respective Borrowers actually signed their loan closing doc
uments. In this report, you will also discover that the "MERS® System" refers to the term "Bor
rower" in quite a different way than you'd expect. There are more pre- and post-closing points to 
be discussed here as well, because of the way the loans were designed to be securitized based on 
the line of credit offered at the inception of the loan application. This will be discussed in more 
detail in Section 1Wo of this report. 

IV. The Basis for the Belief that Criminal Enterprises are Currently Active in the State of 
Florida (affecting Osceola County, Florida) 

It is the belief of the Examiners, based on the admissions shown in the previous Exhibits, that the 
promissory notes were converted into "eNotes" (electronic image versions of promissory notes), 
which is unique to the "MERS® System" business model. Once scanned into eN otes, it is be
lieved that the original promissory notes may have been lost or shredded (more than likely 
shredded). Much of the "robo-signing" scandal revolved around lost/missing Notes and Mort
gages and so document manufacturing plants sprung up all over the country to help the ailing 
mortgage industry "fix" their lost document problems, to prove the alleged lender's claims that it 
owned a particular mortgage or note. The intent however is clear: The use of the "MERS® 
System" was the intention of the parties involved in the loan origination to fund these loans with 
funds eventually derived from aggregate funding sources within securitized trusts, common law 
creatures set up by the Sponsor-Sellers of these trusts. In turn, the Sponsor-Sellers wrapped the 
pools of loans into derivatives known as credit default swaps (insurance-type "side bets"). Many 
of these loans were predatory in nature, a majority of which were negatively amortized, ad
justable-rate and interest-only mortgage loans. The way the loans appear to have been structured 
to fail over time and the lack of quality control in the underwriting of these loans has been noted 
in dozens oflawsuits filed against the issuing entities of the trust vehicles allegedly holding these 
mortgage pools of loans. 

In any case, the securities that were registered with the United States Securities and Exchange 
Commission, appear to have been structured to fail collectively and simultaneously upon the al
leged default of the Borrowers. It further appears that the loans were collectively and similarly 
structured to the point that when placed within specific tranches in these trust pools, defaults 
would occur simultaneously in each respective class of certificates (known as ''tranches") and the 
Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits (hereinafter "REMICs") the loans were placed into 
would collectively and simultaneously fail. Thus, the REMIC would collect on numerous insur
ance policies taken out against the pools of loans. When this alleged illicit behavior was discov
ered by the reinsurers of these policies (companies like AMBAC, MBIA and AIG), they filed 
lawsuits against these issuing entities, claiming inter alia that the applications made by the 
REMICs contained misrepresentative information as to the quality of the loans offered in each 
REMIC's 424(b)(5) Prospectuses. Many of these suits were settled for pennies on the dollar. 
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In virtually all instances, the unknown counterparties that participated in these processes were 
MERSCORP members who utilized the "MERS® System" business model to participate in said 
activities. It is therefore alleged that MERS was created (by its own admission in its public rela
tions materials) for the purpose of streamlining transfers of these loans among investors on Wall 
Street. It is also implied here that many of these loans may have been fractionalized and split into 
multiple batches ofloans, thereby increasing the number ofREMICs who would wrap these frac
tionalized notes into multiple credit default swaps for the purposes of collecting multiple insur
ance claims, multiple times, thus enriching themselves at the expense of borrowers and investors 
alike. 

At the other end of the equation, because the loans offered to Wall Street residential mortgage
backed securities investors soon failed, the alleged structured number of defaults (designed to 
push homeowners to their financial limits in being able to pay their monthly loan payments) 
caused the number of foreclosure filings in Osceola County and the State of Florida to rise as 
homeowners' adjustable rate mortgages simultaneously reset themselves to higher rates. Many 
of these loans were tied to the scandalous LIBOR issue, not a part of this report but still part of 
the manipulative structure involved in the predatory lending schemes of the mortgage brokers. 

Still, as the foreclosure scenario began to develop, it became necessary to procure certain docu
mentation to present to the Florida courts, something that the alleged claimant Plaintiff-banks 
appeared to be lacking; thus, the reason for this investigation into the use of and abuse of the 
"MERS® System'' to mass produce copies of notes, mortgages and assignments of mortgages to 
"cover up" the failed "internal controls" described in the April13, 2011 Consent Order. 

At the heart of this matter is the furtherance of the alleged schemes and artifices, as described in 
Florida Criminal Code § 817.535 on "white collar crime", regarding the fraudulent filing of doc
uments in the real property records with the intent to deprive homeowners of their property using 
MERS-related assignments and related claims by the law firms filing judicial foreclosures on 
homeowners in Osceola County and elsewhere in the State of Florida, using suspect documents 
of this nature. On many occasions, these documents appear to have used in tandem with court 
filings, also suspect for fraudulent alterations of their contents by Plaintiff-banks' counsel. 

In the alternative, despite the legislative alterations to Florida Statutes Annotated Chapter 701 in 
2004-05, the unperfected interests of the alleged lenders in these scenarios would suddenly sur
face in the land records months, if not years, AFTER the foreclosure action was concluded and 
the property sold. These documents appear to be "manufactured", in every instance observed, for 
the purposes of using the "MERS® System" business model to "tie the ends of the chain of title" 
together in such a way as to perfect title by fraudulent artifices so properties taken in foreclosure 
that had questionable chains of title could be remedied for the purposes of the issuance of title 
insurance, post-foreclosure. The examination team is also aware however, that insurability and 
marketability of title have two totally opposite meanings. 
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Title insurance aside, the "MERS® System" business model appears to create potential civil and 
criminal issues (through the abuses of this business model by MERSCORP members). In most 
instances reviewed, many of the submissions involved apparent document manufacturing by the 
banking entities themselves or through third-party document manufacturing mills, effectuating 
abuses with reckless and wanton impunity, both pre- and post-foreclosure. 

The Suspect Nature of MERS-related Filings 

This report presents a disturbing pattern evidenced in tens of millions of MERS-related filings in 
county land records all across America. Osceola County, Florida is no exception. In instances 
discovered and related here, there are numerous events wherein employees of law firms, attor
neys and employees of servicers and document manufacturing plants, utilized the official titles of 
"Assistant Secretary ofMERS" and Vice President ofMERS", when in fact: 

1. They were in reality employees of the various entities conducting self-assignments of 
mortgages as $10/hour paid minions, acting under the direction of their supervisors; 

2. Their official "authority" by then-MERS officer William Hultman is suspect as to 
Hultman's actual authority to grant such official titles to the foregoing employees; and 

3. Despite the fact that MERSCORPIMERS policies strongly suggest that the signors of 
these documents be "officers" of the members who use the MERS database, the users, 
and thus the fabricators of these documents, ignore that rule in favor of cheap labor that 
the Examiners herein believe is vested with not much more than a high school education. 

The Examiners believe, based on previous reports like the one on 60 Minutes with Scott Pelley, 
that the employees of these document manufacturers had nothing more than signing skills and 
had little or no knowledge of the banking industry. It is in this way that the Examiners believe 
that these employees were manipulated into signing these documents by being told that it was 
"okay" to do so. These signors were given anywhere from 250-350 documents a day to ''ro
bosign" (signing their names in robotic fashion; hence the term). Many of the document manu
facturing plants actually appeared to have sponsored and paid for the notaries' commissions and 
bonds, so they could have a ready supply of people to acknowledge the signors' signatures, with
out question. Bonding is required in most of the States, including Florida, California and Texas, 
where notary bonds can have claims filed against them by the State's Attorney for anywhere 
from $7,500 to $15,000 for each notary involved in these practices, meaning that there is a viable 
way to pay for at least the up-front costs of the prosecutions of these alleged violators and the 
creators of these document mills, law firms and servicers who sponsor their activities. 

These activities in large part, involve the use of a ''title", known as a Certifying Officer (or sign
ing officer) of MERS. These alleged titles were initially handed out by William Hultman, who 
claimed that he had "authority" via a Board Resolution to do so. 
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Unfortunately, the aspects of this "authority" were discussed relative to MERS Corporate Version 
#1 and not the current version (#3). The foregoing issues were discussed in a conversation the 
Lead Examiner had with Mark J. Malone, a consumer lawyer based in New Jersey who deposed 
William Hultman on April 7, 2010 in the MERS-related case of Ukpe v. Bank of New York as 
Trustee for the Certificateholders of CWABS, Inc. Asset-Backed Certificates Series 2005-AB3 et 
al (Docket #F10209-08 Sup. Ct. NJ Chancery Div., Atlantic Co.). The deposition discussed here 
is attached to this report as a USB .pdf file, for specific viewing if necessary, as it is 170 pages in 
length. 

In this particular case, Hultman was asked to provide copies of the two (2) alleged MERS Board 
Resolutions which were allegedly created (from an allegedly-memorialized conversation Hult
man claimed he had with the MERS Board of Directors) and signed April 9, 1998 (during the 
pendency of MERS Version #1). Neither Hultman nor MERS provided Malone or any of the 
other counsel involved in the proceedings with these two resolutions. Additionally, there is no 
other viable information that would lead the Examiners to believe that these alleged "resolu
tions" were adopted into the current version ofMERS (#3); or MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. 

Malone, a former federal prosecutor, does not believe these Resolutions exist, despite Hultman's 
vague and ambiguous statements under oath that the MERS Board of Directors granted him such 
authority. A letter that contains statements regarding this deposition and Malone's comments 
was sent to then-Adjunct Professor Christopher Peterson (University of Utah, S. J. Quinney 
School of Law; Peterson is now an enforcement chief at the Consumer Financial Protection Bu
reau, "CFPB", in Washington, DC), is attached to this report as Exhibit 8 by reference. 

The first "MERS" was dissolved on June 30, 1998, at a point in time when Hultman was alleged
ly given this "authority" to appoint "Assistant Secretaries'' and "Vice Presidents" of MERS. It 
appears that despite other depositions and cases involving the challenge to and request for pro
duction of these two resolutions (as researched by the Examiners of the forensic examination 
team), MERS has refused to produce these documents. Again, Malone does not believe they 
exist. The rationale here is that if these documents did exist, why then did MERS not produce 
them? It is on this basis and belief that the examiners regard these resolutions as non-existent; 
thus forming the basis for the allegations that Hultman did NOT have such authority and there
fore, every single assignment or other MERS-related document entered into any court case in 
Osceola County, Florida or recorded by mail or electronically recorded in the official real proper
ty records of Osceola County, Florida is suspect for fraud based on the foregoing scenarios. 

Also worthy of note here is the fact that these "resolutions" are very seldom recorded in the real 
property records as individual signing authorities, but rather in "group listings" under an Agree
ment filed with any given MERSCORP/MERS member. The number ofMERS-related Limited 
Powers of Attorney recorded in the real property records of Osceola County, Florida that would 
give notarized and acknowledged authority to any signor of any of these documents are notice
ably negligible. 
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The Examiners assert here that MERS plays loose and fast with the facts and creates these doc
wnents to be confusing to anyone attempting to interpret them; or in the alternative, does not 
proffer notarized Limited Power of Attorney forms within the "signing agreements"; thus, the 
authority is only "resolute'' and not "absolute'', again, due to MERS's fast and loose "beta poli
cies''. MERS further demands its members indemnify MERS from all harm in connection with 
these signed docwnents; thus, it appears MERS is attempting to isolate itself from criminal pros
ecution while its members appear to commit perjury in concert with the actions taken by the law 
firms filing foreclosure actions against the properties wherein the MERS-related Assignments are 
used as a "reliance'' in the appearance of effectuating "proof' that the Plaintiff-bank owns the 
Note AND Mortgage. 

Statistical Analysis of Suspect MERS-Related Real Property Record Filings 

It should be understood here that MERS-related real property record filings do not discriminate 
based on gender or any specific or non-specific demographic profile or political persuasion. For 
example, out of all of the elected officials serving Osceola County, Florida property owners and 
residents, 26 of them have MERS involved in their chains of title to property that they may 
own or rent, where there is a recorded MERS-originated mortgage ("MOM") or a MERS-utilized 
Assignment of Mortgage filed or a MERS-related Satisfaction of Mortgage or Release filed. 

Within the target period in which this forensic examination of real property records was conduct
ed (June 1, 2012 through June 1, 2014), the following statistical information revealed: 

(1) there were 9,404 MERS-originated Mortgages recorded in the real property records 
of Osceola County, Florida, which means that 9,404 pieces ofproperty may have issues 
with the chain of title, wherein marketability of title and insurability of title would be 
affected; thus causing potential "double liability" for conveying property owners; 

(2) there were 5,367 MERS-related Assignments of Mortgage filed, both electronically 
and by presentment, including but not limited to, members of MERSCORP that have 
alleged permission to utilize the MERS business model to self-assign mortgages using 
MERS as a "cover" for the potentially broken chain of title; 

(3) where an occurred instance of a MERS-related Assignment was used to convey an 
interest into any existing SEC-registered or private label trust vehicle, the transfer 
failure rate was 100%, meaning that the Closing Date was exceeded by the regulations 
allowed under the trust REMICs' Pooling and Servicing Agreements. This failure rate 
could also directly affect the REMIC's tax-exempt status under IRS regulations; 

(4) the use ofMERS in conveying an interest via an Assignment ofMortgage appears to 
have been used for: 
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(a.) assignment of an allegedly non-performing mortgage loan from a defunct 
originating lender into a closed REMIC trust pool; 

(b.) purposeful creation of a MERS-related Assignment by a foreclosure mill law 
finn attorney or non-attorney using MERS as a "holder" or ''party of the first 
part" to convey an interest to a Plaintiff involved in foreclosure-related litigation; 

(c.) assignment of a mortgage loan using MERS as a "standalone entity", using 
various addresses for MERS, whichwould not show the real party in interest 
present in the document (only the Originating Lender), wherein any party wishing 
to know who the originating lender was would have to reference the original 
MERS-originated Mortgage; and 

(d.) the creation of an Assignment ofMortgage wherein the employees of the 
Assignor AND the Assignee were using MERS as a "cover'' to assign the rights 
and interests in a Mortgage to their employer (the Lender, not necessarily of 
record at the time the assignment was executed), as Assignee, who would then 
retain a foreclosure mill law finn to commence proceedings in reliance of the 
manufactured, self-assigned document; 

(5) when a Release of Mortgage was utilized, there were 8,264 such MERS-related 
Satisfactions of Mortgage filed for record, meaning that MERS, in name, was utilized 
as a "cover" in an attempt to clear the chain of title, which may have resulted in: 

(a.) the preparation ofboiler-plated Satisfactions, prepared and drafted by 
non-lawyers or third-party contractors, who had no personal knowledge as 
to the accuracy of the information relayed to them through third-party data 
software platforms that derive information about mortgage loans from multiple 
sources; 

(b.) a determination that the preparation of these Satisfactions of Mortgage are 
relied upon by title companies to determine insurability and in the event of 
error or omission, the property owner's title suffers marketability issues; 

(c.) the real parties in interest may in fact, have no knowledge that the lien 
they may have an unrecorded interest in was released and thus, their future 
claim poses a threat of "double liability" upon the property owner; 

(d.) the preparation and use of non-lawyers to draft and submit such documents 
may constitute the unauthorized practice of law ("UPL"), which is a felony in 
the State of Florida; and 
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(e.) the eventual clouding of the property's title should a Notice of Lis Pendens 
be filed by an unrecorded intervening assignee within the MERS electronic 
database that received a fractionalized portion of the Borrower's loan; 

(6) there were 150 suspect Loan Modifications, using standard or RAMP-originated 
documents, wherein MERS was named in the execution portion of the recorded 
document as a "nominee" for a lender who was NOT of record nor had a recorded 
Assignment to validate ownership interest prior to the ACT itself; or in the alternative, 
claimed to have power of attorney privileges when no such privileges were recorded 
PRIOR TO the act itself; many times signed by someone not employed by the Lender; 

(7) there were only four ( 4) MERS-related Limited Powers of Attorney filed for record 
during the target period wherein MERS granted signing authority that it may not have 
had to grant, especially on behalf of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 

All of the foregoing statistical analyses were based on key searches of "Mortgage Electronic 
Registration Systems, Inc." and the data obtained and presented here is for ONLY A TWO
YEAR PERIOD. Had this search been extrapolated O'Ver the entire period of time from 
MERS' inception in 1995 until the present, there would be well into the hundreds of thousands 
of MERS-related documents recorded in Osceola County, Florida alone. 

The Suspect Nature of MERSCORP Member and Non-Member Related Court Filings 

Because Hultman gave signing agreements to thousands of MERSCORP members, there are lit
erally over 20,000 such signers of these documents that work for various entities that have 
caused these suspect documents to be created; directed them to be created by a foreclosure mill 
law firm in Florida or elsewhere; directed them to be filed in the real property records of Osceola 
County, Florida or filed with the Circuit Court of Osceola County, Florida to be used as "valid" 
evidence at trial. These suspect documents were then relied upon by judges, who knew or should 
have known by the Borrower's attorneys response and reply briefs, that these documents had 
been challenged for fraud and were not self-authenticating. Still, the Osceola County, Florida 
circuit judges appear to have granted most banks' summary judgment motions without ever giv
ing the authenticity of these assignments and other MERS-related documents a second glance. 

These types of bank-client behavior were also evidenced in Florida cases such as U. S. Bank, 
NA. v. Harpster in Pasco County, Florida, wherein then-Circuit Judge Hon. Lynn Tepper de
clared a MERS Assignment of Mortgage to be "fraud on the court" and dismissed the case with 
prejudice. In that instance, then-David J. Stern law firm secretary Cheryl Samons (also having 
been deposed in other related cases) attempted to backdate an assignment to December 5, 2007 
(recorded in the Pasco County real property records April 6, 2010), witnessed by Florida notary 
Terry Rice, whose commission was not valid at the time of acknowledgment. 
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This is only a sample of the abuses uncovered as part of this forensic examination. This particu
lar case of proven abuse will be discussed in more detail under the David J. Stern heading in this 
Report. 

In another matter, it is believed that court documents and filings were altered and submitted as 
verified complaints by at least one law finn, whose ex-senior partner has since filed a whistle
blower lawsuit against the finn, who fired her because she refused to take part in the alteration of 
said documents. There is reason to believe that the out-of-state parent law firm directed other 
attorneys working at the West Palm Beach, Florida satellite office to alter the sworn declarations 
AFTER they were signed as a Verification by the Plaintiff's representative, knowing they were 
altered and thus a by-product of perjury; and did this in concert with other actors, wherein there 
are believed to be sufficient multiple suspect Florida criminal RICO violations worthy of inves
tigation and prosecution. In most instances, MERS-related assignments preceded or followed 
summary judgments for foreclosure, resulting in the suspect wrongful taking of thousands of 
Osceola County, Florida property owners' homes using recorded documents that contained false 
and misrepresentative information, created to deprive the homeowners of their properties, proba
ble cause for violation of Florida Criminal Code§ 817.535. 

The evidence pool of documents presented as part of this report, along with supporting docu
ments accompanying Section Five and Section Six of this Report, shows that in many of the in
stances of foreclosure, any assignment giving any authority or rights of transfer of the mortgage 
to any party, subjected to any review or discretion for prejudicial treatment by any judicial court 
in Osceola County, Florida, apparently did not matter. 

The content of the analyses of a majority of the cases presented show that the Assignments were 
not filed: (a.) until after the foreclosure process had already been commenced; or in the alterna
tive (b.) until long after the foreclosure was adjudicated by the court. 

In certain instances however, these manufactured documents were produced as a precursor to the 
filing of a Notice of Lis Pendens, raising additional suspect concerns of why the Assignments 
weren't recorded when the actual transfer of the Mortgage took place. This is due largely in part 
to the MERS business model promoting that it saves its "members" millions of dollars in not 
having to record Assignments in the first place (advocating the creation of Assignments only 
when necessary to foreclose). This is the "Pandora's Box" that is going to haunt the Florida Leg
islature, which appears to have been duped into helping these actors conduct their criminal en
terprises within the State of Florida. 

Many of these manufactured documents appear to have been "self-assigned" to create standing 
for the Plaintiff lender. Whether it was the Florida Legislature's intent to hinder the practice of 
duly recording assignments as proof of transfer of mortgage loans or not, it appears from the in
vestigation conducted by the Examination Team that there was complete disregard for the timely 
filing of assignments in most instances found in this forensic examination. 
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Further, the methodology used to create these documents is supported by both video and written 
depositions of many of the persons involved in these suspect document manufacturing issues, 
which are incorporated into the report as USB Exhibits by reference herein. 

V. How Securitization Caused the Evolution of the Criminal Enterprises 

Since the courtroom battles involving standing issues regarding securitized trusts were incorpo
rated into the target research, the Examiner herein reflects that counsel for the banking industry 
has mounted what appears to be a contrived argument to convince the Courts that the Borrowers 
are not third-party beneficiaries to the trusts their loans were allegedly bundled into. This ap
pears to be a very well-crafted, "less than honest'' argument designed to confuse the courts into 
believing that securitization is Wall Street's problem and not Main Street's problem. 

The Examination Team believes that the bank, knowing that back-door accounting of the trusts 
would be called into question, "got out in front of this argument" in advance of the foreclosure 
defense industry's grasp of the situation, by getting case law passed to make it harder to get the 
courts to "open the evidentiary door" into the Borrower's actual involvement with the securitized 
trusts. 

If one were to absolutely trust the government's perspectives regarding securitization, then the 
Borrower indeed is a party to the transaction and derived a benefit from it. Without the Borrow
er's intended fmancing of the loan and eventual signature on the Note, the trust REMICs would 
NOT be able to operate. In light of the previous statement, there are issues with whether the 
Notes were actually conveyed into the trust pools in the first place and these issues proliferate 
current litigation against the Sponsor-Sellers of the respective REMIC trusts. 

Further, it is the belief of the Examiners that every loan intended for securitization was placed 
into the MERS electronic database and that the chain of title to each MERS-affected property 
was compromised the moment the MERS-originated Mortgage was recorded in the real property 
records of Osceola County, Florida (and all across America). Inversely, if one were to allege that 
the U. S. Attorney General's office was colluding with the Sponsor-Sellers to "frame litigation" 
to put a damper on foreclosure defense securitization attacks on the REMICs, one would hold the 
recent resignation of Eric Holder to take a position as "Compliance Officer" in a $77 -million-a
year corporate position with JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., at best, ironic; at least, oxymoronic. 

When one reads the Asset Securitization Comptroller's Handbook put out by the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency in November of 1997, attached to this report as Exhibit 9 by refer
ence, one can see that the Borrower benefitted tremendously from the securitization process, 
whether the argued point of not being a ''third-party" beneficiary has anything to do with the 
banks' argument, as noted below (excerpted in part from Pages 4-5, 8; emphasis in bold italics): 
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Benefits of Asset Securitization 

The evolution of securitization is not surprising given the benefits that it offers to each of the ma
jor parties in the transaction. 

For Originators 

Securitization improves returns on capital by converting an on-balance-sheet lending business 
into an off-balance-sheet fee income stream that is less capital intensive. Depending on the type 
of structure used, securitization may also lower borrowing costs, release additional capital for 
expansion or reinvestment purposes, and improve asset/liability and credit risk management. 

For Investors 

Securitized assets offer a combination of attractive yields (compared with other instruments of 
similar quality), increasing secondary market liquidity, and generally more protection by way of 
collateral overages and/or guarantees by entities with high and stable credit ratings. 

They also offer a measure of flexibility because their payment streams can be structured to meet 
investors' particular requirements. Most important, structural credit enhancements and diversi
fied asset pools free investors of the need to obtain a detailed understanding of the underlying 
loans. This has been the single largest factor in the growth of the structured finance market. 

For Borrowers 

Borrowers benefit from the increasing availability of credit on terms that lenders may not have 
provided had they kept the loans on their balance sheets. For example, because a market exists 
for mortgage-backed securities, lenders can now extend fvced rate debt, which many consumers 
prefer over variable rate debt, without overexposing themselves to interest rate risk. Credit card 
lenders can originate very large loan pools for a diverse customer base at lower rates than if they 
had to fund the loans on their balance sheet. Nationwide competition among credit originators, 
coupled with strong investor appetite for the securities, has significantly expanded both the 
availability of credit and the pool of cardholders over the past decade. (see Exhibit 1 on the fol
lowing page) 

The borrower is responsible for payment on the underlying loans and therefore the ultimate 
performance of the asset-backed security. Borrowers however do not realize that their loans 
have been multiply pledged as to cash flow through the REMIC and not the Notes themselves. 
Again, the "security" is not necessarily the Note itself, but the cash flow it produces as pass
through income to the investors. A criminal investigation is warranted to resolve issues involv
ing the path the Notes actually took and whether or not the Borrowers' homes were illegally 
taken. On the other hand, as described in Section Three of this report, the term "Borrower" 
may have a double meaning that may make this scenario more confusing. 
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It is also important to note here that the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC") had 
one idea in mind when it crafted the flow chart (above), with securitization being an optimum 
way for lenders to extend fixed rate debt to bo"owers who would not otherwise qualify. 

The problem is however, was that what the OCC had contemplated back in 1997 was a little less 
elaborate than it appears the banks had in mind. Secondary interim funding lenders like Coun
trywide Financial (and its web of corporate subsidiaries); and Washington Mutual B~ FA (who 
managed much of its own securitized portfolios) decided to lend money to anyone ''who could 
fog up a mirror" (meaning that the Borrowers' incomes and appraisals were inflated to generate 
more up-front profit for the brokerage houses handling the initial loans as (originating lenders) 
"Borrowers" of extended credit lines using (homeowners) "Borrowers" credit ratings and ques
tionably-altered financial statements). In other words (as the related MERS issues will demon
strate in Section Two of this report), the meaning of what a "Borrower" is in the securitization 
chain was NOT disclosed to the "Borrower'' who signed a promissory note at the closing table. 
These misrepresentations (and the apparent manipulation of documents, which become the focus 
of this report) are exacerbated by what "Corporate Version 3" of Mortgage Electronic Registra
tion Systems, Inc.'s ("MERS") ''beta model" did to facilitate the creation of "eNotes", placed 
into an "eRegistry", which was controlled by then-MERSCORP, Inc. now known as MER
SCORP Holdings, Inc. 
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Below is one such sample (Figure 2) of a flow chart for a Countrywide (CWABS~ Inc.) Asset
Backed Securities trust is described within its 424(b)(5) Prospectus~ which was filed with the 
United States Securities and Exchange Commission: 

Figure2 

In the foregoing figure~ notice that the "Borrower" is omitted from this flow ch~ yet it is the 
Borrower~s line of credit and monthly payments that make this chart work. Also notice that there 
are "insurance~~ entities (lower, left-hand box) that make the trust (or portions of it) whole in the 
event the Borrowers in a particular tranche can ~t make their payments. 
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Since the Borrower's loan was "insured" against "default", the lender and the servicer benefitted 
the most, rather than the investors who bought the certificates in the pool. Since the Trustee was 
part of the pool's hierarchy, it too was not harmed financially. The investors, however, bought 
non-recourse bonds. Buying these bonds is like playing in the stock market. It's a gamble. You 
can't sue if you lose your money. But what if the trusts were "structured" in such a way that a 
portion of them would fail? What if the lower tranches of the trust (which paid a higher interest 
rate) were more at risk of failure because the loans in those portions of the trust pools were "de
signed" to be more "toxic"? The assumption here is that the higher the rating of the bond (the 
"Class" of the tranche, or slice of the trust pool's assets), the lesser rate of interest is paid out. 
The riskier the tranche, the more interest it pays, but the risk means you get paid last (or not at 
all) in case of a "credit event" (which could be the collapse of the tranche). The "cause and ef
fect" appears to have passed the "credit risk" onto the investors of the bonds, who were only 
supposed to assume the "interest rate risk". Without going into major, complex detail on the is
sues of predatory lending, the loans appear to have been structured in such a way as to transfer 
the "credit risk" (which was supposed to affect the Borrower and the top end of the securitization 
chain, as shown above Figure 1) to the investors (at the bottom end of the securitization chain), 
who were only supposed to absorb "interest rate risk" according to the 424(b)(5) prospectuses 
that the Examiners (whose findings are reported here) utilized to determine whether or not gov
erning regulations of these securitized trust pools had been violated. This is why the investors 
and insurance companies are suing all of the trusts, claiming misrepresentation and fraud in the 
prospectus. These prospectuses are submitted and certified to be truthful and accurate under the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which provides for both civil and criminal penalties for violations of said 
Act. 

The failure rate in the compliance with the governing regulations of these securitized trusts 
appears to have been 100% when the pooling and servicing agreements ("PSAs'') were used 
to analyze each particular case that was reviewed in this report. 

This is why this area of forensic study has become so specialized, particularly when it comes to 
finding reliable (but severely limited) sources of firms who conduct audits and forensic examina
tions into these areas of study. The aspects of what the "lenders" apparent increased risk behav
iors did to destabilize the government's fmancial markets, through the guaranty programs offered 
through the Federal National Mortgage Association (hereinafter "Fannie Mae") and the Federal 
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (hereinafter "Freddie Mac") and their own sets of securitized 
trust pools, which still exist today, also contributed to the financial crash of 2008, causing both 
Fannie and Freddie to become "delisted" on the New York Stock Exchange and taken under the 
conservatorship of the Federal Housing Finance Agency (hereinafter "FHFA"). When federal 
regulators realized that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac had been ''played" by the major banking 
institutions (within and without the United States), the FHFA initiated a volley of lawsuits 
against those institutions involved in the "credit risk scam" to recover what are known as ''put 
backs", meaning that the major banks had to buy back their toxic assets that they used the gov
ernment-sponsored entities to initiate and later sold to the GSE 's. 
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History will show that the first entity to suffer in the securitization meltdown was AIG, who did 
in fact receive a $185-billion bailout from the U. S. government. The apparent "squeeze play" 
by firms engaged in setting up credit default swap (insurance side bets) mechanisms (like Gold
man-Sachs, Lehman Brothers and Bear Steams), which causedAIG's demise, came to light when 
investors who bought these collateralized debt obligations ("CDOs") on behalf of municipalities, 
retirement funds and private investment firms, realized that the shifting "credit risk" was actually 
"structured" to cause the collapse, resulting in severe losses at the bottom end of the securitiza
tion chain. Dozens of lawsuits then followed, alleging that the secondary interim funding lenders 
misrepresented to investors the ''risks" they were actually taking. The massive failures on Wall 
Street were the result of the predatory, subprime loans (adjustable rate, pick-a-pay, negatively
amortized and interest-only mortgages) given to the "Borrowers" on Main Street. The major 
banking institutions who relied on the guarantees connected through the use of Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac ended up buying back a huge chunk of what most of Main Street now understands 
were ''toxic assets". 

Thus, because of the few pages of historical data represented here, the courts are not getting the 
entire simplified story as foreclosure mill law firms appear to misdirect the courts (by design) 
into believing that "Borrowers" (the term most thought of referring to American homeowners 
who signed mortgages and promissory notes at the closing table) have no beneficial interest in 
the securitization chain. The Examiners believe that this is part of the ''wordsmithing" used to 
persuade the Court to keep "Borrowers" away from vital discovery that might prove the "back 
door accounting" would show that their notes were actually paid in full by third-party payors 
(insurance payments like credit default swap side bets; default insurance payouts; and title insur
ance payouts) and that the Borrowers are actually NOT in default, as claimed by the foreclosing 
law firms on behalf of their clients. As shocking as this may seem, this would intimate that if the 
Borrower's loan was securitized, chances are likely that the Borrower was never in default. The 
foregoing scenario presents itself as one of the key reasons that these trust pools and their spon
sor-sellers are settling with the investors and insurance companies; they do not want the "back
door accounting" exposed. For in so doing, the criminal aspects of these enterprises would be 
revealed and the U.S. government would be forced to do something about it. 

The Causes and Effects of Manipulation and Fraud via the Florida Legal Community 

One only needs to examine the cause and effect scenarios of David J. Stern's law operations to 
realize that even the Florida "system of justice" could not tolerate his alleged document manu
facturing abuses and lackluster suspect management of his self-proclaimed 100,000 court cases 
due to Stem's failure to keep up with day-to-day management of those cases from his Plantation, 
Florida offices. This led to the collapse of Stern's enterprises and Stern's eventual disbarment. It 
is well documented Ben-Ezra & Katz and the law offices of Marshall C. Watson also fell victim 
to Court and Florida Bar scrutiny, which resulted in major shake-ups at both law firms and Wat
son's 6-month suspension from the practice oflaw. Other attorneys were also affected similarly. 
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On April30, 2014, the Tampa Bay Business Journal reported that the law firm of Ronald Wolfe 
& Associates (formerly known as the Florida Default Law Group, or "FDLG"; also the subject of 
focus in this report) had filed a WARN notice with the State of Florida indicating it would lay off 
116 workers. This entity was investigated by the Florida Attorney General's office in 2010 for 
robosigning and other sloppy work, but the case was eventually dropped. The corporate foreclo
sure law firm of McCalla Raymer LLC appears to have taken over at least all ofWolfe's Bank of 
America business, which in part, resulted in the layoffs. The news report previously noted is in
cluded as Exhibit 10 to this report by reference. 

Also coming to light as part of this forensic examination, discussed in detail in Section Five of 
this report, is the alleged behavior ofthe law firm ofAblitt Scofield, P.C. (which later changed its 
name to Connolly Geaney Ablitt & Willard, P.C.); the former with offices in West Palm Beach, 
Florida and home offices in Woburn, Massachusetts. Prior to the start of this forensic examina
tion, news reports surfaced that the Connolly law firm was being evicted from its Woburn, Mass
achusetts offices, employees' paychecks were being delayed and third-party vendors' checks 
were bouncing. A copy of this article is attached as Exhibit 11 by reference. Even more alarm
ing was the content within the news story (Page 4) that stated that this report's WITNESS A had 
initiated a whistleblower lawsuit against the Ablitt Scofield firm, claiming that she was fired for 
refusing to alter the sworn declarations contained within the verified complaints AFTER they 
were signed by the lender/client's representatives, which would render the verified complaints 
filed by the foreclosure law firm and its attorneys as false statements (peijury), which for all in
tents and purposes, reflects fraud on the court in the taking of homeowners' properties. 

Section Five also contains the separate review of 33 Ablitt Scofield-Connolly Geaney Ablitt & 
Willard cases, which reflect the alarming behaviors alleged in this report that WITNESS A more 
than likely has personal knowledge of. Many of these cases, in addition to some of the cases dis
cussed in Section Six of this report, focus on the securitization chain and the misrepresentations 
brought before the Courts in Osceola County, Florida. 

Many homeowners lost their homes due to these misrepresentations, which were largely based 
on the claims made in the Assignments of Mortgages proffered in their Complaints (many of 
these cases did not reveal the Assignments; the Examiners had to conduct further research to lo
cate them within the real property records of Osceola County, Florida and to separately examine 
them). The sad state of affairs that is this foreclosure mess in Florida was described in an article 
put out on a blog site by national foreclosure attorney Jeff Barnes, attached to this report as Ex
hibit 12 by reference, which speaks to the failure of the "Rocket Docket" and the cause and ef
fect scenarios created by repeated alleged due process violations of the affected homeowners. 

The Examiners further believe that the Florida Legislature equally shares in the blame for the 
way the real property records have been compromised through the alterations of F.S.A. Chapter 
701 et seq, regarding assignments of mortgage, which basically does not make it mandatory for a 
lien holder to perfect its interests unless its wants to. 
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The Examiners feel anything less than mandatory recording makes every chain of title question
able as to suspect defects within it, as many of these issues involve the Assignment of Mortgage 
to a securitized trust or in the alternative, represent a self-assignment by the entity directly bene
fitting from the Assignment, whether through the use of MERS as a "cover" for the self-assign
ment or as a standalone as a ''party of the first part, Assignor'' in an apparent attempt to not only 
obfuscate the chain of title, but the custody of the Note as well. Thus, BOTII the marketability 
and the insurability of titles in the State of Florida, including Osceola County, is severely and 
adversely affected. It would be a safe bet to assert that the banking lobby had much to do with 
the influence to change the F. S. A. Chapter 701 requirements to comport to the design of the 
"MERS® System". It is this scenario that directly contributed to the foreclosure mess in Florida. 

In numerous court cases around the country, it is established fact that the "MERS® System" has 
been extolled as a way to save "MERS® System" users money by not having to record assign
ments. The cause and effect of this business model has now come under fire in Pennsylvania in 
the Montgomery County Recorder of Deeds (Nancy Becker) v. MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. et al, 
No. 11-CV-6968 (U.S. E.D. Pa, June 30, 2014) wherein this business model appears to have run 
afoul of Pennsylvania Recording Statutes. A copy of the judge's Memorandum and Order is at
tached as Exhibit 13, by reference. Pages 28 to 35 of this Memorandum and Order specifically 
itemize MERS's role as a "nominee" and that it shares in the liability of the acts of the principal 
it represents. This agency argument presented itself similarly in a two separate cases in New 
York, a State that appears to have little tolerance for the MERS business model. 

Despite the fact that the MERS business model was eviscerated by New York Bankruptcy Judge 
Robert Grossman in In Re Ferrell Agard, Case No. 810-77338 (2011; and his opinion of MERS 
later vacated by a New York U.S. District Judge), his comments similarly ended up in part in a 
later case decided by the Supreme Court of the State of New York State Appellate Division -
Second Judicial Department in Bank of New York et al v. Stephen Silverberg et al, Index No. 
17 464-08, June 7, 2011. A copy of the Opinion & Order is attached as Exhibit 14 by reference. 

The ''MERS® System" was Designed to Obfuscate the Securitization Chain to Borrowers 

MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. owns a website where it claims Borrowers can go to fmd out who 
owns their loan, at: https://www.mers-servicerid.omfsis/index.jsp 

Despite MERS' officials claims that the MERS website is transparent for Borrowers to go and 
see who owns their loan at any given moment is again, appearing to play fast and loose with the 
facts. Unfortunately, when a Borrower visits that website, it is looking at information that is: (a.) 
inputted and managed by "MERS® System" users that service the loan; (b.) that is not regulated 
in the same manner as the credit bureaus are regulated through the Fair Credit Reporting Act, in 
that no one is allowed to challenge the information on the MERSCORP-owned website; and (c.) 
the information that is maintained is disclaimed for accuracy by MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. 
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Thus, the information that Borrowers view on the "MERS® System" website is being manipu
lated by the "MERS® System" users who place whatever information they want the Borrowers 
to see at any given moment with little to no oversight from MERSCORP and NO oversight from 
the government. In fact, in order to view what information the "MERS® System" users want the 
Borrower to view as to who the "Investor'' is, they have to input their name and Social Security 
Number, which was given to MERSCORP without the Borrowers' express written consent. This 
is one of many abuses that has been litigated against in courts across the United States. Included 
in these allegations are charges of identity theft and non-disclosure of MERS 's actual function in 
the transaction, pre-closing. The real property records are equally plagued by this problem as 
well, because the MERS business model claims to create a "static condition" using MERS as a 
"place card" by creating a vague and ambigously-worded contract (Mortgage, Deed of Trust) 
with the Borrower so as to stand in the stead of the real party in interest, while the real parties in 
interest participate in the transfer of the Borrower's loan (including multiple fractionalizations of 
that loan) to unknown intervening assignees, without recording any specific interests in the real 
property records of the county the subject property is located in. This was discussed in detail in 
the white paper entitled, "Two Faces: Demysti.fying the Mortgage Electronic Registration Sys
tems Land Title Theory" by Prof. Christopher L. Peterson, William and Mary Law Review, Vol. 
53, No. 1, attached to this report as Exhibit 15 by reference. Again, Mr. Peterson is now an en
forcement chief with the CFPB (along with Washington State Assistant Attorney General James 
Sugarman) in Washington, DC. 

The ttMERS® System" Facilitates Abuse of False and Misrepresentative Recordations in Real 
Property Records, including the Real Property Records of Osceola County, Florida 

The "MERS® System" facilitates suspect abuses involving all of the back-end parties of the 
chain of securitization (as shown above); including, but not limited to: 

(1) Manipulated control of information available to the Borrowers and Courts; 

(2) Lack of recorded perfected interests in the securitization chain, causing issues with 
Borrowers' chains of title, impairing their vendibility and potential insurability; 

(3) Servicer manipulations of data in third-party computer software platforms generated 
and utilized by document manufacturing plants and foreclosure mill law firms that create, 
manufacture and file documents containing questionable and potentially false and 
misrepresentative information under the direction of the servicers and title companies; 

( 4) Manipulation of document manufacturing software to engineer false and misleading 
"hearsay" data, which is then transferred by parties with lack of actual, personal 
knowledge of the loan transfer wherein the data is applied to documents recorded in the 
real property records and to documents used to facilitate verified foreclosure complaints; 
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(5) The use of"MERS" as a "cover" to obfuscate the real parties in interest involved in 
the transfer of rights in any given property via an Assignment of Mortgage or Deed of 
Trust, which cause suspect issues for self-assignment by the party claiming an interest, 
using its own information and manufactured data to: 

(a.) assign the Mortgage to itself using different addresses to obfuscate parties 
so it can thwart detection for use in effectuating the foreclosure process; 

(b.) assign the Mortgage to itself using MERS as a ''party of the first part" 
Assignor (representing that MERS is the "owner" or "holder'' of a note it 
is not involved in), using a MERS-related street or post office box address 
to hide the real party in interest; 

(c.) supply foreclosure mill attorneys with manufactured data, which in tum 
subvert the truth and bring fraud on the court by utilizing document 
manufacturing plant sources to facilitate the suspect fraud to obfuscate RICO
enforceable claims through the use of outside, "arms-length" contractually
created (or attorney-in-fact) relations between lenders, servicers, document 
signors and the REMICs attempting foreclosure; 

( 6) Deprive county recorders and clerks needed revenue to maintain the integrity of their 
state-mandated recording processes by controlling document flow into said processes; 
and 

(7) Creation of documents and inherent "database directives" that could involve the 
subornation of perjury, unauthorized practice of law and ethical violations of Florida 
Bar Rules as well as general mandates issued by the Florida Supreme Court. 

Below is an example taken from one specific case file in Florida (C. Rachelle Roach v. Wells 
Fargo Bank, NA. et al), wherein the Servicer directed the foreclosure mill law firm to utilize one 
of these so-called "computer databases" to generate fraudulent documents, based on a work order 
directive to a foreclosure law firm, obtained by the examination team: 
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The directive contained within the foregoing paragraph pairs with the 150-page Foreclosure At
torney Manual allegedly developed for use by Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. attorneys. This foreclo
sure manual is now under scrutiny by state regulators and federal bankruptcy judges in New York 
as well as judges in other jurisdictions across the United States. This is another example of how 
MERS is used to facilitate suspect fraud on the court. A copy of this 150-page "manual" is in
cluded as part of the Exhibit package as a USB .pdf file, by reference; and is also attached in 
printed form to the Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. Exhibit package for review by the State's Attorney 
and the grand jury. According to reports in the New York Bankruptcy case of Cynthia Carrsow
Franklin, Linda Tirelli, the attorney representing the debtor, confronted Wells Fargo's attorney 
who stated to her that the manual was "classified", thus admitting to its existence. 

From the examples shown in the section on Wells Fargo's Default Assignment Team in Dakota, 
County, Minnesota (one of many suspect document manufacturing plants around the country), 
these issues are numerous and rampant throughout the U.S. as well as the subject county of this 
Forensic Examination. 

The focus centers on MERS-related Assignments of Mortgage and the resulting case documenta
tion produced thereafter, which revealed numerous issues with the chain of title being incongru
ent with the chain of custody of the note, as would be expected from a system that advocates not 
recording assignments to save money. 

Further, because it also appears that MERS wants to "have its cake an eat it too", MERS, through 
its Florida counsel, also petitioned the Court in one instance to "share in the spoils" of a foreclo
sure sale, even though MERS is NOT the real beneficiary and in so doing would violate its bank
ruptcy-remote status. 

VI. Summary of the Overview 

Since the Clerk elected to make public the fact that he intended to conduct a forensic examina
tion of the official real property and court records that he was elected as a public trustee to main
tain, he has informed the examination team that he has come under political pressure from out
side law firms and former judges, who appear to be scrutinizing his right to examine the integrity 
of the land records he was elected to be the custodian of. 

It is the belief of the examination team that based on the research personally conducted by the 
Clerk, a former law enforcement officer, that based on the research conducted by the examina
tion team, the Clerk has reason to suspect that fraud has been perpetrated upon not only the land 
records but the court records as well. The examiners believe that as a result of the Clerk himself 
being physically exposed to the team and their examination effort, he too is a witness to the is
sues set forth herein and subject to being called to testify to the grand jury, if necessary. 
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The amount of money spent on this forensic examination pales in comparison to the millions of 
dollars of taxpayer money wasted in the handling of incomplete or facially-deficient foreclosure 
filings utilizing MERS-related documents or in the alternative, documents prepared by document 
manufacturing plants (under the direction of foreclosing counsel) or directly prepared by the 
foreclosure mill law firms themselves. The examination team was provided with documentation 
from Osceola County, Florida's foreclosure ''rocket docket" proceedings which appears to vali
date the statements contained in this paragraph. 

This scenario does not speak well to the intent of Florida Legislature or the Supreme Court of the 
State of Florida to mandate speedy judicial outcomes over apparent denial of due process oflaw. 

The fact that suspect documents appear to exist in both the real property records and in the court 
filings themselves probably has these outside law firms worried that there may be a political 
backlash as the result of this forensic examination. 

If not for any other reason, criminal prosecution of these allegations would indeed send a strong 
message to these law firms that Osceola County, Florida's Clerk does not intend to tolerate this 
aberrant and suspect behavior despite the political pressure that continues to be applied against 
him from the inception of this examination through to the date of the release of this Report. 

Shortly after the forensic examination into the Osceola County real property recorded began, the 
Clerk of Osceola County, Florida posted a WARNING sign on his website, using his recording 
platform to alert potential violators intending to record suspect documents that his department 
intends to investigate such matters. 

DK Consultants LLC and its examiners comprehend that the Clerk believes he is justified that 
there are suspect fraudulent real property recordings and court filings but maintains an even 
stronger position that it is up to the State's Attorney that prosecutes cases in Osceola County, 
Florida to investigate these allegations and bring criminal charges against those responsible for 
perpetrating such frauds and the resulting illegal taking of property utilizing procedures that 
comport to white collar criminal activity. 

The examiners further maintain that these alleged criminal enterprises will continue their behav
ior unless they are stopped through prosecution or forced to "consent to changes in their behav
iors" by agreement and order of the Court overseeing this prosecution. It has been shown 
through the results of this forensic examination that despite the Attorneys' General Settlement 
Agreement, robosigning and document manufacturing continues to affect the recording systems 
of Osceola County, Florida (and everywhere else in America) to this very day. It is the belief of 
the Examination Team that there is probable cause to believe that multiple parties have indeed 
engaged in numerous criminal enterprises through the filing of suspect real property recordations 
and court filings which would constitute the wrongful and illegal taking of real property from 
property owners in Osceola County, Florida. 
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It is further asserted that the evidence (combined with witness testimony from at least two 
whistle blowers involved with this forensic examination) that entities within the State of Florida, 
working in concert with entities without the State of Florida, would be, upon further investiga
tion by a grand jury, found criminally responsible and thus worthy of the issuance of true bills in 
these matters. 

The balance of this report has been set forth into specific sections to describe the behaviors of the 
various entities that the Examiners believe took part in the preparation of and recordation of the 
schemes and artifices to defraud Osceola County, Florida real property owners of both their real 
and personal property. 

As Florida is a deficiency judgment State, once the banks sold the property at a foreclosure sale 
(some of the sale sheets are present here, where the Plaintiff only paid $1 00 for the property at 
sale), the Borrowers were left facing a deficiency once the bank made a profit selling its 
"REO" (real estate owned) property. It is suspect that the banks additionally and unjustly en
riched themselves during the commission of these alleged criminal acts. 

Thus, the conveyance of any title from an REO-type transaction (despite the assurances that the 
titles to these properties were insurable) would be at great risk for exposure to double liability 
from outside intervening assignees in the chain of title. The title companies would knowingly 
suffer less risk of having to pay claims on such issues, because their Schedule B portion of their 
own title policies clearly state that if the basis for the claim is not found in the real property 
records, then it is excluded from coverage. In sum, this would make the title policies worthless 
ab initio. 

The question then pondered is: Why is the issuance of worthless title insurance (required) 
and allowed to continue in Florida if the title companies have allowed MERS and the banks 
to obfuscate the chain of title while excluding these alleged criminal acts from coverage? 

Further, the fact that the American Land Title Association ("ALTA") is also a member of MER
SCORP should add suspicion as to why ALTA was needed to make the "MERS® System" work. 
From the beginning, ALTA's job was to extol and pontificate the reason for the lenders' participa
tion in the "MERS® System" in order to "speed up" the process (in by-passing the land records) 
through the use ofthe "MERS® System", to effectuate streamlining of securitization. 

Had all of the foregoing scenario described in this entire Section One NOT occurred, there 
would be no reason for this forensic examination. 

Listed below are the Exhibits and Witnesses referenced in this report. The witnesses names have 
been withheld for their personal safety and referred to only by letter values. 
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Section 1\.vo takes a closer look at the "MERS® System" and the scenarios it appears to have 
created by design. 

Section Three discusses the specific issues involving the recordation of suspect documents. 

Section Four lists the suspect actors that were exposed and reported on in the results of this 
Forensic Examination. 

Section Five discusses a cross-section of the cases filed by Ablitt-Scofield, P.C. (Connolly, 
Geaney, Ablitt & Willard, P.C.) in the Osceola County, Florida Circuit Court. 

Section Six presents an overview of the forensic issues within the foreclosure cases brought by 
multiple foreclosure mill law firms into the Osceola County Circuit Court. 

Vll. List of Printed Exhibits Referenced in this Forensic Examination Report 

The following is a chronological listing of the Exhibits referenced within this comprehensive 
Forensic Examination of the real property records of Osceola County, Florida as they present 
themselves within each category of discussion, as incorporated herein by reference. Some of the 
Exhibits are too voluminous and thus, in order to save time, paper and unnecessary expense, 
these files were included in ".pdf' format on a USB flash drive; copied and provided in part to 
the State's Attorney serving Osceola County, Florida. 

EXHIBIT LIST BY NUMBER 

(01) Covington & Burling letter to MERSCORP Corporate Counsel regarding the Validity 
ofMERSCORP, Inc.'s eRegistry System, October 21,2004 

(02) Certificate of Ownership and Merger merging MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. with and 
into MERSCORP, Im~., filed with the Delaware Secretary of State on February 27,2012 

(03) Moody's Investor Service, "Structured Finance" Special Report on "MERS and its Im
pact on the Credit Quality of First-Mortgage Jumbo MBS Transactions", April30, 1999 

(04) Clouded 1itles- Mayday Edition, by Dave Krieger, V. 3.4, Copyright 2014; original edi
tion Copyrighted 2010; ISBN 10: 0-692200967 (printed by Law Bulletin Publishing Co.) 

(OS) MERS RIDER- Single Family- Fannie Mae/Freddie Mac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT 
Form 3150 (04/2014) 
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(06) MERS/MERSCORP, INC. Consent Order (#2011-044); April13, 2011; issued by Office 
of the Comptroller of the Currency, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Office of Thrift Supervision and Federal Housing 
Finance Agency 

(07) Notice of Rejection of Executory Contract; In re New Century TRS Holdings, Inc. et 
al; March 19, 2008; Case No. 07-10416 (Ch.11 BK Ct. Delaware) 

(08) Mark J. Malone on MERS, Letter to Professor Christopher Peterson, November 29, 
2010 (re: William Bultman deposition of April 7, 2010) 

(09) Asset Securitization, Comptroller's Handbook; November, 1997; Comptroller of the 
Currency (Liquidity and Funds Management) 

(10) Tampa Bay Business Journal article by Eric Snider, re: FLDG/Wolfe law fmn laying 
off 116 workers, April30, 2014 

(11) Massachusetts Lawyers Weekly article by Brandon Gee, re: Connolly, Geaney, Ablitt & 
Willard facing eviction, in financial disarray, June 12, 2014 

(12) Foreclosure Defense Nationwide blog post by Jeff Barnes, Esq. entitled "Courts Con
tinue to Trample on Homeowners Rights and Reward Banksters, September 18, 2014 

(13) Memorandum and Order, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania Recorded of Deeds et al v. 
MERSCORP, Inc. and Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.; No. 11-CV-6968, U.S. 
Dist. Ct. E. D. Pa., June 30, 2014 

(14) Bank of New York et alv. Stephen Silverberg et al, No. 17464-08, S.C.NY, App. Div. 2nd 
Jud. Dept., June 7, 2011 

(15) "Two Faces: Demystifying the Mortgage Electronic Registration System's Land 1itle 
Theory" by Christopher L. Peterson, William and Mary Law Review, October 2011, Vol. 53, 
No.1 

(16) ELECTRONIC TRACKING AGREEMENT -WAREHOUSE LENDER, internal 
MERS document (with exhibits) 

(17) ELECTRONIC TRACKING AGREEMENT- WHOLE LOAN SALE AGREEMENT, 
internal MERS document (with exhibits) 

(18) ELECTRONIC TRACKING AGREEMENT - GESTATION AGREEMENT, internal 
MERS document (with exhibits) 
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(19) MERS FAQ SHEET, as excerpted in part from http://www.mersinc.org 

(20) MERS Policy Bulletin -Number 2011-5, issued July 21, 2011 

(21) 11The Case Against Allowing Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. (MERS) to 
Initiate Foreclosure Proceedings", by Nolan Robinson, Cardozo Law Review, April3, 2011 

(22) MERS Announcement Number 2011-01, issued February 16, 2011 

(23) Comments of the Florida Bankers Association, Case No. 09-1460, Sup. Ct. FL, Sep
tember 28, 2009 (In re: Amendments to Rules of Civil Procedure and Forms, etc.) 

(24) Dennis Delia v. GMAC Mortgage, Case No. 5D14-78, Oct.17, 2014, 5th DCAFL 

(25) Verified Amended Complaint, Lorelei Fiala v. Ablitt Scofield, P.C, Case No. 2013 CA 
0750, 15th Jud. Cir. Ct., Palm Beach County, Florida 

(26) Listings of :filed Ablitt-Scofield/Connolly Geaney Ablitt & Willard Cases 

(27) Fiala v. Ablitt Scofield, Palm Beach County, Florida Clerk's docket sheet printout 

(28) Connolly, Geaney, Ablitt & Willard, P.C. "form" letter to Nationstar Mortgage LLC, 
dated August 7, 2013 (extracted from an actual court case filing in Section Five herein) 

(29) 11-Page Principal Forgiveness Flow Charts describing manufacture of documents for 
the purposes of forgiveness of fines due as part of the federal Settlement Agreement 

(30) MERSCORP I MERS "Signing Agreement" sample for Flagstar Bank, FSB and its 
"vendor", Security Connections, Inc. 

(31) Final Judgment, Bank of America, N.A. v. Linda A. Nash, et al (2011 CA 4389; Div. 14-
K; 18th Judicial Circuit, Seminole County, FL; Oct. 16, 2014) 

(32) Burdeshaw v. Bank of New York MeUon, et al (1D13-2703; 1st DCA, Oct. 13, 2014) 

(33) Kiefert v. Nationstar Mortgage LLC (1D13-5998; 1st DCA, Oct. 13. 2014) 

(34) Lacombe v. Deutsche Bank National Trust Company, et al (1D13-4094, Oct. 14, 2014) 

(35) LNV Corp. v. Madison Real Estate, LLC (2010 NY Slip Op 33376(U); Dec. 6, 2010) 

(36) Docket & Recommended Order of Magistrate, HSBC Bank USA, N.A. v. Ma"a, et al 
(2008 CA 0630 NC; Aug. 15, 2013; CLOSED Apr. 8, 2014) 
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VIII. List of Witnesses that have Personal Knowledge of Certain Statements 
Contained in this Forensic Examination 

WITNESS A 

WITNESS A is the party who is mentioned within this report that filed a whistleblower lawsuit 
against Ablitt Scofield, as described in Section Five. 

WITNESSB 

WITNESS B, whose name cannot be released in this report due to personal safety concerns, has 
knowledge of the inner workings of the processes inside a specific financial institution noted in 
this Report, which are being utilized for the purposes of manufacturing notes and other docu
ments in an attempt to tie the institution to certain second mortgage loans that can be used to off
set the fees owed to the government involving their Consent Order arrangement (allegations of 
18 USC 371, RICO and perjury claims involving the use of Florida Notaries to commit fraud on 
the land records in violation of Florida Criminal Code§ 817.535). 

WITNESSC 

WITNESS C is a former mortgage loan officer with inner workings and knowledge of certain 
documents mentioned in this report; and can attest to certain issues only known to "insiders,. 
His name must also be kept private for personal safety concerns. 

WITNESSD 

WITNESS D, a potential witness for the grand jury, has personal knowledge of the issues in
volving alleged criminal behavior regarding the "blind eye" treatment of Goldman-Sachs by the 
New York Federal Reserve Bank. 

WITNESSE 

WITNESS E, a potential witness for the grand jury, has personal knowledge of the issues in
volved alleged criminal activity conducted by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 

WITNESSF 

WITNESS F, a potential witness for the grand jury, is an ex-Bank of America, N.A. employee, 
employed as a robosigner, with personal knowledge of the bank's California operations; specifi
cally that no notary public ever personally witnessed his signature and that he had no idea who 
MERS was or what authority he had, yet he signed hundreds of documents a month claiming he 
was an officer ofMERS. 
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SECTION TWO: INSIGHTS INTO THE "MERS® SYSTEM" 
AND WHAT IS NOT REVEALED TO THE "BORROWER" 

I. The Suspect Issues Behind the Recorded MERS-Originated Mortgages 

The "wordsmithing" previously described in this report would appear to make what MERS and 
its alleged ''members" (who are users of the "MERS® System" and are contractually bound to 
MERSCORP Holdings, Inc.) are doing behind the scenes (without participation of the "Borrow
er") is suspect of not only non-disclosure but of potential constructive fraud. 

In this section, there are numerous Exhibits offered that must be validated by proper investiga
tion because they are allegedly used in the "MERS® System" to further the objectives of the 
''beta model" and its users. These documents are NEVER DISCLOSED to the public, only 
to the users of the "MERS® System". All exhibits shown here are incorporated by reference in 
Section One of this report. Each of these exhibits will be noted as they appear by exhibit number. 

It becomes necessary at this juncture to discuss that the definition of a "Borrower" as noted on a 
Mortgage loan appears to be given only a common meaning. The average person would see the 
term and believe that what the Mortgage states is that the "Borrower" is the party or parties that 
are Borrowing the actual funds by signing a promissory note and Mortgage to secure the home as 
collateral for the Note. This is the only scenario that the courts are apparently taking notice of. 

However, behind the scenes, there exists what is known as an "Electronic Tracking Agreement
Warehouse Lender" Form that the "Borrower'' on the recorded mortgage never sees and thus 
never signs or is ever made aware of. This form is attached to this report as Exhibit 16 (in 
blank; highlighted for the purposes of emphasis to illustrate the ''wordsmithing" in the USB .pdf 
version, which appears deceptive to the average ''person"), part of which is shown below. 

According to what appears on this Form, there are two distinct definitions of the party or parties 
involved in the participation of the execution of a Mortgage and Promissory Note. The form 
shown below clearly refers to MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. is an "Electronic Agent", yet MER
SCORP Holdings, Inc. is never shown on the original Note and Mortgage that is executed by the 
homeowner. In this form, the party is referred to as the "homeowner" to distinguish it from the 
"Borrower", who is NOT the apparent person that one would believe it to be. 

In the first highlighted sentence, it clearly shows that the "Borrower'' appears to be the table
funded mortgage broker, the party who is listed on the recorded Mortgage document found in the 
real property records of Osceola County, Florida. It further appears that the Lender shown on 
this form (below) is NOT the "Lender" represented on the MERS-originated Mortgage signed by 
the "homeowners" at closing. 
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The second highlighted paragraph obligates the "Borrower' to "pledge the Mortgage Loans to 
the Lender and to service the Mortgage Loans". How can the "Borrower" referred to in the fore
going form be the same "Borrower" as stated on the MERS-originated Mortgage? They aren't. 

This is why this document refers to the "Borrower" as stated on the recorded Mortgage as a ''po
tential homeowner", which the Examiner construes to mean that the "set-up" of the loan in the 
"MERS® System" requires this form to be filled out based on the information provided to the 
originating "Borrower" (the Lender shown on the recorded Mortgage) from the homeowner's 
Form 1003 Mortgage Loan Application, which appears to utilize that "Form 1003" to facilitate a 
line of credit with the "interim funding lender", who is NOT listed on the recorded Mortgage. 
The use of this ''wordsmithing" appears to create deception ab initio, from the moment the 
homeowner submits the Form 1003 to the mortgage broker, the REAL "Borrower". Further, 
the "Definitions" contained within this Agreement, "as amended from time to time" (unlike the 
homeowner's loan), do NOT state the meaning of the term "Borrower", which would then be 
construed to mean that the party wishing to depose or subpoena any person or entity signing this 
Agreement would have to ascertain the true meanings within this Form. 

ELECTRONIC TRACKING AGREEMENT 
WAREHOUSE L&"''DER 

TRACKL'*O AO.RE.&\4ENT rutted M 

MERSCORP 

the Born:twer desire to 
re.ll:l~~ en below) the 
'VIflnot:~{:"" {defined ~w) $;t;WI be 1det.Uified as. MER$; 

NOW, TH.EREFORE, 
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The foregoing scenario appears to create deception from the time the "homeowner" (re
ferred to in the sense of the party signing the recorded Mortgage at closing) is never noticed 
that by signing the Form 1003 Mortgage Loan Application, he has unknowingly entered 
into the front end of a warehousing securitization agreement. This would explain that by 
the time he sits down at the closing table to sign the Mortgage and Note, a MERS MIN 
(owned by MERSCORP Holdings, Inc., the "Electronic Agent" in the securitization trans
action as described above, and NOT spelled out finitely in the Mortgage the homeowner 
signs at closing) was already inserted onto the front page of the Mortgage and Note (in 
most cases) to indicate that electronic tracking of the transaction had already begun. 

This is why the homeowner (as the "Borrower" on the Mortgage) is actually a third-party benefi
ciary to the securitization transaction: 

( 1) His personal identifying information ("P I r') is utilized to further the originating 
Lender's line of warehousing credit with the interim funding lender; and 

(2) Because his P I I is used to get him a loan he would not otherwise get from a standard 
"good credit risk" loan scenario, his credit is pledged to set up the securitization platform 
for the REMIC (as shown in the diagram above in Figure 2) to work effectively; thus, he 
derives the direct benefit of a pass-through of funds from the investors (holding non
recourse bonds) to the closing escrow agent handling the homeowner's loan closing. 

In other words, without the Borrower's signature and pledging of credit, there is no "guarantee" 
and the securitization process will not work. The Borrower's (at closing) benefit is the guarantee 
that he will get the mortgage loan; however, the caveats are never disclosed that the homeowner 
unknowingly participated in a securitization scheme. There has also been much discussion of 
whether or not the promissory Notes were shredded once they were scanned and turned into im
age files within the "MERS® System". The homeowner never consented to that, nor were they 
ever informed that their loan application furthered someone else's financial gain, without their 
knowledge. The Examiners believe that this non-disclosure was at all times, deliberate. 

Under the "Defmitions" of the next document attached to this report as an Exhibit and incorpo
rated herein by reference, the "Electronic Tracking Agreement - Whole Loan Sale Agreement" 
specifically defines who MERS and MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. are according to their real 
meaning, as well as where the promissory Notes are supposed to go once turned into image files 
on the "MERS® System" and it is attached as Exhibit 17 by reference (also defined below, in 
part): 
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From the above "Definitions", it becomes clear that the "MERS® System" IS the registry. 

Further, to answer the posited question of whether or not the trust possesses the original Note and 
mortgage (as has been previously suggested to the contrary), the foregoing definition of "Mort
gage Loan Documents" identifies that the "originals of the Mortgage Notes and other documents 
and instruments required to be delivered to the Custodian" would appear to indicate, barring a 
court's protective orders against it (because it is undetermined whether the Custodian of the trust 
pool actually has the documents), the Custodian of the trust pool has the original documents. 

The Government Cracks Down on MERS and MERSCORP, Inc. 

If MERS is a bankruptcy-remote "shell" which is used interchangeably in court cases all across 
the county to mean whatever MERS' counsel refers to as a ''nominee" or ''mortgagee of record", 
the real meaning being defined by the users of the "MERS® System", which is wholly-owned by 
MERSCORP Holdings, Inc., makes BOTH corporations and their officers suspect for participa
tion in the scheme to defraud homeowners by deception under the Florida RICO statutes. It 
should also be noted here that many of MERS policy manuals and membership rules were made 
inaccessible to the public following the issuance of the Aprill3, 2011 Consent Order, which is 
also attached to this report as an Exhibit and incorporated herein by reference; the sum and sub
stance of emphasis shown below for the Examiner's concern that MERS and its parent MER
SCORP Holdings, Inc. have indulged in the reckless and misrepresentative behavior of the users 
of the "MERS® System" (the "Examined Members" being Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, all 
other "members" apparently excluded): 
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Despite the above findings being only pertinent in part to "Examined Members" (being Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac), there is probable cause to believe that the allegations set forth in the 
foregoing paragraphs are systemic and inherent (and continue to plague) in the "MERS® Sys
tem" regarding these alleged document manufacturing abuses noted throughout this report; oth
erwise, the Examiner herein believes that the federal agencies involved in the issuance of this 
Consent Order would not have seen fit to mention these behaviors at all regarding "Examined 
Members". 

Again, restated here, despite all of the alleged "training" conducted by MERSCORP to its 
current members using the "MERS® System", this apparently not stopped document 
manufacturing, robosigning, surrogate signing, notary fraud, false swearing and perjury in 
the recordation of documents into the real property records of Osceola County, Florida. 

The protecting only Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac from the behaviors described in these findings, 
through the government agencies' Consent Order, makes this Order (in the least) wantonly dis
criminate to the behaviors exhibited throughout the system not covered by this Order to the 
point of being protective of only government-sponsored enterprises ("GSE"), which are covered 
under a separate Agreement in the "MERS® System", known as the "Electronic Tracking 
Agreement- Gestation Agreement", is also attached to this report as Exhibit 18, by reference. 
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Part of the problem with GSE-related loans, is that in most instances, these entities do not surface 
until AFTER the foreclosure sale has occurred. In most instances observed by the Examiners 
taking part in this Forensic Examination, when an Assignment of Mortgage is recorded, it is not 
self-authenticating; however, the lack of a recorded Assignment can be legally challenged as to 
the actual "standing'' of the claimant Plaintiff, as noted in one of the Definitions contained within 
the "Electronic Tracking Agreement- Gestation Agreement", below: 

mean. wiili to 
W!l:FI..:r.!l!l' or equivalent in:swme1U 

~""""'~ mor~gaged property is lioa!.ted t{) 

Thus, according to this Agreement, which affects GSE's, if there is no Assignment, how can an 
effective transfer of the Note and Mortgage be held to be valid as to the standing of the Plaintiff? 
Further, the GSE's had to give their written consent to the Gestation Agreement to make it work, 
thus, they were participants in this scheme, even if only remote. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
are still founding members of MERS, so each understands the implications of being involved in 
the scheme. 

Further, in every available Black's Law Dictionary known to the legal community, the word 
"gestation" has a meaning construed to deal with the term of pregnancy of a woman (sic). It is 
highly likely, given the data in this Form, that it will probably only be made available to a grand 
jury because cooperation directly with the GSE's and their counsel may meet with certain resis
tance in the civil realm. It is also important to note that none of the GSE's originate loans; they 
only guarantee them. All the GSE's however, do have trust pools ofloans they manage. 

The listings of these can be found under IRS Publication 938, which is contained in the USB 
Exhibit package for every available publication year that was accessible to the Examiners. 

This would lead the Examiner to believe that the intentional misrepresentation of the true party 
in interest in the real property records under Florida Criminal Code § 817.535 may also find 
probable cause that such a crime has been committed when the GSE is the real party in interest 
but only the name of the "servicer" is shown in the real property records. 

The claims of Assignment of Mortgage to the servicer of the loan (whether in name only or oth
erwise) is still violate of the real facts contained therein if a GSE is found to be the real party in 
interest NOT represented in this equation. Again, even with the recorded Assignment of Mort
gage in place, the real party in interest may still be obfuscated from not only the Borrower 
(homeowner) but also from the Courts as well. 
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It should be further understood that the allegations set forth herein are stated due to the "MERS® 
System" being a corporate-designed private enterprise that, despite the issuance of the forego
ing Consent Order, is still a private system that has pontificated its authority by self-proclama
tion without full disclosure to the parties who unknowingly made themselves victims of its beta 
model by signing MERS-originated Mortgages and misrepresentative promissory Notes, when 
the true facts of "line of credit pledging" into a private corporate electronic system, maintained 
by privately-held corporate agreements, were undisclosed to them. 

Further, it should be noted that absent the foregoing Consent Order, these two corporate entities 
have no real regulatory oversight; and they both continue to act as private corporations, claiming 
in numerous court cases that MERS's "rights have been violated" (when MERS is simply a 
"shell" owned by parent MERSCORP) and that they have both "sustained an injury" in relation 
to the homeowner. 

The nexus created within the Deed of Trust or Mortgage appears to tie MERS into the front end 
of the securitization equation, whereas, the foregoing documents appear to tie MERS into the 
back end of the securitization process. 

In virtually all instances reviewed by the Examiners, the Defendants in the named foreclosure 
actions were never privy to the foregoing information; otherwise, there would have been some 
allegations of commercial non-disclosure or fraud in the inducement provided for review as a 
counterclaim. Until these forms and allegations can be vetted throughly by a grand jury, the na
tion (and Osceola County, Florida) may never know the real truth and the consequences of them. 

MERS' Officer Fails to Effectively Validate His Resolute Signing Authority 

In revisiting this allegation, it becomes extremely important to understand that during the Ukpe 
Deposition, supra (because the deposition ofWilliam Hultman was 170 pages in length, it is in
cluded as an Exhibit in a USB .pdf version only; specific issues will be noted here), MERS's 
counsel (Robert Brochin) appeared evasive, as did Hultman himself, when it came to the discus
sion surrounding the Board Resolution which was allegedly passed (by the Board of Directors) 
and signed, which gave Hultman the legal authority to appoint "Certifying Officers", which in 
the context of this Forensic Examination as noted as $10 an hour employees who have been 
committing document manufacturing abuse examples ad infinitum, ad nauseum throughout this 
report. It becomes necessary to demonstrate this evasiveness from the transcript, below, specifi
cally to the Ukpe case, where Hultman allegedly gave signing authority to the foreclosure attor
ney law firm of Phelan, Hallinan & Schmieg, L.L.P. (which evolved into a discussion of Mr. 
Hultman's complete authority; by Mark J. Malone): 
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Malone claims that Brochin objected to the request for continued further testimony and assured 
Malone that they would "make every effort to produce ... those documents". It has been over 4-
1/2 years now and Malone has told the Examiner writing this report that he has NOT received 
any resolutions giving Hultman any signing authority, which could also be construed to mean 
that any "authority'' that claims to be "superceding authority" based on the previous resolutions, 
must also be suspect as invalid. 

It would appear that a grand jury would have more success in compelling Hultman and the 
MERSIMERSCORP Boards of Directors to produce the originals of these requested resolutions 
and the corporate minutes wherein Hultman claims he "memorialized" the conversations 
on paper; in addition to all of the by-laws and amendments that connected these resolutions to
gether through all three (3) MERS ventures because MERS and its counsel appear to be success
ful in noncompliance of request for production in discovery. 

ll. MERS' use of the Court System in Osceola County to "Share" in the Spoils 

NOTE: This case is the second observance in the State of Florida by the Examiner pre
paring this report wherein MERS has filed an answer with the Court in a foreclosure case, 
asking to "participate in the surplus" of a foreclosure sale. This particular case is the 
Osceola County, Florida case of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. as Trustee, on behalf of the holders 
of the Harborview Mortgage Loan Trust Mortgage Loan Pass-Through Certificates, Series 
2007-1 v. Due C Nguyen et al. 

This case was analyzed in part in Section Five, Case No. 31. The relevant documents, being Cer
tified Copies from the Court records, are contained in the actual evidence package and are not 
made a part of this report. Public access of this file may be obtained through the Osceola Coun
ty, Florida Official Court Records site. 

Two (2) documents were electronically filed with the Court on 02-06-2014 by the Florida law 
firm of Shapiro, Fishman & Gache, LLP (another foreclosure mi111aw firm under examination 
by this team) on behalfofMERS in Case No. 2013 CA 0140 MF, as: 

( 1) ''Notice of Appearance as Counsel for Defendant Mortgage Electronic 
Registration Systems, Inc. as Nominee for First Magnus Financial Corporation"; and 

(2) "Defendant's Answer and Petition to Participate in Surplus". 

The Examiner preparing this entry takes note of the preceding filings and submits the following 
suspect issues for consideration, to wit: 
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( 1) It is the belief of the Examiner that the reason MERS is listed as a Defendant 
in foreclosure actions is that if there are any unknown intervening assignees within 
the MERS electronic database concerning the affected MIN (100039290594957037) 
in this instance, it is for the purposes of researching and notifying said unknown 
assignees obfuscated from the Borrowers by the MERS database and the 
MERSCORP members that input the data that is intended for the Borrower's 
to read; otherwise, MERS and its parent, MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. would have 
no idea that a challenge involving the MERSCORP-owned "MIN'' even exists; 

(2) The foregoing summation parallels the apparent assertions in the Defendant 
MERS' answer to the Complaint that it is without knowledge as to the allegations 
contained in Paragraphs 1 through 19 and 21 and 22 of the Complaint. Paragraph 
20 of the Complaint mentions MERS as having a possible interest. This "interest" 
is specifically undefmed in the MERS-originated Mortgage as to the "interests" 
granted to it by the Borrowers. 

(3) It is for good reason, as it becomes apparent here as MERS (by and through 
its counsel) appears to be interested in violating MERS's alleged bankruptcy-remote 
corporate charter by asking for a "cut of the action". The Examiner believes the 
intent is to attempt to ''validate" its ''beneficiary" status, when in fact, MERS 's own 
internal documents state that MERS is only a "beneficiary of record" and does not 
possess any pecuniary interest in the mortgage loans recorded in its name as 
nominee (agent) for the lender; 

(4) In light of the internal documents discussed in the previous section, there is 
probable cause to believe that the entire scheme wherein the "Borrower" is not 
who MERS intends the actual "Borrower" to be, that the signing of the document 
at the closing table would lead the Examiner to believe that certain fundamental 
elements ofMERS's "nominee" and ''mortgagee" status in Florida were never 
disclosed to the Borrowers, despite MERS's claims that it is a "mortgagee in record" 
only. The specific defmitions of WHAT MERS IS are never shown in any mortgage 
contract; thus, leaving interpretation of the meanings of these terms up to the courts 
where MERS' counsel can continue to ''play loose and fast with the facts''; 

(5) By virtue of deposition testimony of former MERS CEO R. K. Arnold and then 
Secretary William Hultman, MERS is a bankruptcy-remote entity, which is 
construed to mean that it cannot have assets or liabilities, receive an income or 
pay expenses; thus, it can have no employees and can't share in the spoils of 
anything, including any proceeds arising from a foreclosure sale; 
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(6) Clearly, MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. fka MERSCORP, Inc. MERS's parent since 
January 1, 1999, is the for-profit entity that First Magnus Financial Corporation 
created a nexus (by contract) with to use the MERS electronic database, 
which is the "SHELLGAME" that is being played on Courts across the country 
(that ''the parent and the child are one in the same" when in fact they are not); 

(7) MERS's own policies preclude MERS from receiving payments (see below): 
The foregoing section was excerpted from MERS' own FAQ page, included as 
Exhibit 19 to this report, by reference (as shown below): 

(8) Since the financial debacle of 2008, MERS has attempted to foreclose on real 
property in Florida, albeit unsuccessfully. Policy Bulletin 2011-5 however, 
effective as of July 23, 20 11, instructed that "MERS MEMBERS" should not 
foreclose in the name of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. any longer; 

(9) On occasion however, MERS is named as a Defendant and not a Plaintiff, 
as noted previously in this report; 

(10) First Magnus Financial Corporation entered into a Chapter 11 Bankruptcy 
in Arizona on August 21, 2007 and it is unknown whether or not this entity 
asked the Court to rescind and revoke its MERSCORP executory contract (as 
New Century Mortgage Corporation and Fieldstone Mortgage had in their 
respective bankruptcies), which would mean that MERS no longer has 
"nominee" status of First Magnus or any of "its successors and/or assigns"; 

( 11) If in fact, the bankruptcy court Trustee were aware of the Petition by MERS 
to share in the spoils of a debtor's estate, that MERS would have entered the 
Nguyen's bankruptcy action in the Middle District of Florida and would demand 
and thus attempt to prove that it owns the Note with the right to enforce it. Only 
the party who has the right to enforce the Note executed by the Nugyens has the 
right to share in its proceeds; 
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(12) Accordingly, MERS is attempting to set case law here by asking the Court to 
insert what it claims is an "interest" via a recitation contained in Paragraph 6 of 
its Petition to the Court that it should get the proceeds due First Magnus 
Financial Corporation, which, if First Magnus transferred those rights by 
Assignment to another entity, as previously noted herein, and said transfers were 
lawful, then First Magnus would be due nothing as a result of the sale, and neither 
wouldMERS; 

(13) The Examiner herein believes that MERS cannot participate in the surplus as 
that would effectively be considered an income that MERS does not rightfully 
deserve, as MERS did not suffer a financial damage or injury under Restatement of 
Mortgages Third at§ 5.4; 

( 14) This Examiner has seen one other instance in Broward County, Florida where 
MERS has attempted to insert itself into the Note equation as a Defendant in an 
action where it seeks to gain credibility; however, it would appear that if MERS 
is not entitled to share in proceeds it did not derive without injury, then for 
MERS to receive one dime of any proceeds would constitute a fraud on the Court, 
as well as a potential fraud on the bankruptcy court of Arizona (the Examiner 
does not believe that MERS could file a proof of claim as a creditor in this case); 

(15) In this instance, the Court would have to inquire ofMERS whether it filed 
such a claim of interest in the Nguyen's bankruptcy proceedings in the Middle 
District of Florida, where it would be given every opportunity to present its 
interest in the promissory note, which if acknowledged, would contradict the 
information supplied in its Appellant BriefinA-04-000786, Mortgage 
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. vs. Nebraska Department of Banking 
and Finance, where MERS argued that it was not a lender subject to taxes 
and charges customarily charged to lenders that are true Mortgagees by 
virtue of Restatement of Mortgages Third at§ 5.4; 

( 16) MERS' counsel in this action automatically assumes that the trust has 
standing to foreclose on the property, when there are certain issues involving 
MERS' ability (through its alleged signing agreement authority) to appoint 
any outside party who agrees to indemnify MERS, to legally participate in 
Assigning Mortgages and Releasing MERS-originated liens as a matter of 
convenience, without having a recorded Limited Power of Attorney in place 
(like every other corporate entity has to have in conducting its normal course 
ofbusiness); and 
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(17) MERS counsel still has to prove that MERS did in fact suffer an injury 
and thus is entitled to any proceeds whatsoever. MERS appearance here is 
NOT self-authenticating just because MERS (through its counsel) says so. 

It is the Examiner's belief that once these facts are examined by the proper authority, that the real 
truths of what former New Jersey federal prosecutor Mark Malone (who has deposed William 
Hultman) has stated publicly (that MERS is a criminal enterprise) will become the focus of an 
official criminal investigation. 

The foregoing statement is necessary, especially in light of the foregoing matter, wherein MERS 
is attempting to participate, as an actor, along with its Board of Directors of itself and its owner
parent, MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. to cause itself to become complicit in the violations of Flor
ida's RICO statutes. Further, given MERS's own policies and dictates, MERS has told its alleged 
"membership" NOT to foreclose in its name (MERS Policy Bulletin 2011-5; attached as Exhibit 
20 herein, by reference. Much of academia has aligned with the American legal system majority 
philosophy (with the exception of a few States) that MERS should not initiate foreclosure pro
ceedings, as noted in "The Case Against Allowing Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, 
Inc. (MERS) to Initiate Foreclosure Proceedings" by Nolan Robinson; Cardozo Law Review, 
April3, 2011, a copy ofwhich is attached to this report by reference as Exhibit 21. 

Further, There are certain apparent contradictory aspects of preceding MERS Policy Bulletins, 
particularly #20 11-01 (issued February 16, 2011 ), attached hereto as Exhibit 22 by reference. 

This document refers to MERS Certifying Officers aka MERS Signing Officers. Despite the ref
erence to the utilization thereof, the Rule claims that MERS must be taken out of the equation 
BEFORE a foreclosure action may be commenced; thus, MERS has nothing to do with sharing 
in the spoils because it's no longer a party by its own policies. 

Rules, however, are made to be broken. It appears that users of the "MERS® System" break the 
rules quite frequently, especially when it comes to manufacturing documents for the purposes of 
effectuating assignments of mortgage and engaging in procedures designed to "bolster" the 
lender's case before the Court, procedures that should be regarded as suspicious; procedures that 
violate MERS' own polices. There is no proof attached to #20 11-01 that Hultman or anyone else 
has been given signing authority without a firmly-recorded Limited Power of Attorney to execute 
documents on behalf of MERS. Everyone else requires a Limited Power of Attorney, MERS of 
course, takes exception to this legal maxim, especially when such a document should have been 
recorded in the real property records of Osecola County, Florida BEFORE such signings were to 
take place, yet weren't recorded at all. The Examiner points to certain instances herein when cer
tain users of the "MERS® System", especially the servicers, in many instances do NOT have a 
recorded Limited Power of Attorney at all, giving them authority to sign as attorney-in-fact on 
verified Complaints to Foreclose, when in fact, their authority is non-existent. 
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The Electronic Paper Debacle and its Relevance in Foreclosure Cases 

It should be noted that in a set of comments delivered to Hon. Jennifer D. Bailey (Task Force 
Chair for the Supreme Court Task Force on Residential Mortgage Foreclosure Cases) by the 
Florida Bankers Association (by and through its counsel Virginia Townes of Akerman Senterfitt, 
another well-known foreclosure law ftrm) on September 28, 2009, clearly used the term (as ex
cerpted below), "eliminated" in reference to the promissory Note: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

A copy of these Comments has been attached as Exhibit 23, incorporated herein by reference. 
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The problem with the scenario presented here is that there appears to have been created certain 
counter-productivity between the desires of the Florida Legislature~ the Supreme Court of Florida 
and the "rocket docket" judges mandated to rule "quickly" on a matter involving any note and 
mortgage that is part of the "MERS® System~'. 

The argument here is that if in fact it has been represented that the notes are missing or at best, 
"eliminated" as the foregoing "comments" suggest, the "rocket docket" appears to run contrary 
to due process* because bank-represented foreclosure law firms appear to be paid to boiler plate 
not only their complaints, but their responses as well to queries from the courts. 

As a result, the "senior courts" appear to have little tolerance for application of Florida law. This 
was evidenced in the recent 5th DCA decision in Dennis Delia v. GMAC Mortgage Corporation, 
Case No. 5Dl4-78, October 17, 2014. In this case, the appellate court reversed and remanded 
the case back to the Orange County Circuit Court (also part of the Florida Ninth Circuit with 
Osceola County, which makes this case applicable to the Osceola County Courts as well), agree
ing with the homeowner ''that the trial court (L. Kirkwood, J.) reversibly erred in concluding that 
the bank sustained its burden of proving that it possessed standing to proceed on its lost note the
ory because the bank failed to submit any evidence on the issue of adequate protection." 

In its four-page ruling, the 5th DCA cited F.S.A. Section 673.3091 (Enforcement of lost, de
stroyed, or stolen instrument) and Section 702.11(1) of what defmes Adequate protections 
for lost, destroyed, or stolen notes in mortgage foreclosure. For clarity, a copy of this ruling 
has been attached to this report as Exhibit 24 and incorporated herein by reference. 

Another reason this scenario appears more damning to the proffered "agenda" is the application 
ofthe "5-minute" rule. In this instance, all of the cases in the Court are set for five minutes each, 
as it appears that many homeowners, not understanding their rights and remedies (or for financial 
reasons), don't even show up. Thus, the "rule" has literally created a scenario where the proper
ty, under any presented circumstance to the Court, could be given away in less than 60 seconds 
based on the lack of knowledge (or appearance) of a homeowner who was supposedly educated 
enough to sign a Note and Mortgage but not prepared to defend his home in jeopardy. 

Thus, it is apparent that those who can only afford the appellate process (by initially retaining 
counsel to defend their "instant ... 5-minute ... case") might reverse a "rocket docket" judge. 
This forces the homeowner to have to spend at least $10,000 to $15,000 more defending a prop
erty that may be upside down in its value. 

•Part of the problem that the Examiner preparing this report has directly witnessed in a Miami-Dade "rocket docket" case is that 
the apparent Supreme Court mandate has been substituted for "blind justice" in favor of the bank, using the adage, "if the bank 
showed up, they must own the note". In this instance, the bank was attempting to seek re-establishment of a lost Note on a 2001 
Option One Trust Series (which after intensive research was shown not to exist; thus, a fictitious Plaintiff). In that case, there was 
no indorsement stamp (in blank or otherwise) on what the servicer's representative claimed was a copy of a "lost note". That 
case was settled on appeal, which means that the homeowner in Delia was forced to appeal (thus spending more sums of money 
to defend his property) the lower court's decision apparently based on the agenda that the "docket must be cleared at all costs". 
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It further appears that the heightened standard of proof was ignored in Delia for the sake of ''ju
dicial expediency". From the indications presented in the various cases reviewed by the Exam
iners, the recorded documents which are manufactured by third-party document mills or generat
ed through multiple sources such as law firms (whether under the direction of counsel or not) and 
servicers' own "signing rooms", then recorded in the real property records to reflect "standing'', 
create false conditions precedent to a foreclosure. 

To record an assignment AFTER the foreclosure has taken place and the property has been sold 
appears to then be a "moot issue" because the "taking" has already occurred vis a vis the "Flor
ida system of justice", apparent in so many cases. The belief here appears that once the home
owner has been deprived of the property, there's no use in fighting for the property anymore. 
This is why the Florida justice system can no longer ignore the application of the Florida Crimi
nal Code Section 817.535 when it comes to suspect recorded Assignments of Mortgages and Af
fidavits of Lost Notes. The Forensic Examiners believe that this "manufacturing process" will 
continue until it is stopped by stiff fines and jail sentences, something the civil processes in 
Osceola County and the State of Florida do not appear to question. 

It also appears that the concern mandated by the foregoing statutes was to prevent the imposition 
of double liability upon the homeowner. When these statutes are ignored, so is the apparent at
tempt by the Plaintiff bank to circumvent the law using Florida's convenient "process". Howev
er, it would further appear that HB87, which many in the legislature advocated would help speed 
up the foreclosure process in Florida, apparently has had somewhat of a reverse effect. Still, the 
"5 minute calendar" per case still seems to circumvent that. 

This is not to say that if there are obvious circumstances the judge will not dismiss a Complaint. 
From examination of the Court dockets, it appears that a number of cases were dismissed for 
lack of prosecution. Many of these cases involve the very lost note scenarios which presented 
themselves in the form of recorded Affidavits by representatives of the Servicers who more than 
likely had no control or personal knowledge of the facts they attested to in the recorded Instru
ment, which makes these lost note affidavits all suspect for violations of Florida Criminal Code 
Section 817.535. 

"Double liability" has always been a concern where the "MERS® System" is involved as there 
have been significantly-noted issues with foreclosure actions mistakenly taken against Florida 
homeowners that: (a.) paid cash for the home; (b.) bought a real estate owned property ("REO") 
that had previous ties to the "MERS® System"; and (c.) did not have a mortgage in the name of 
the foreclosing lender; or in the alternative, had more than one lender attempting foreclosure at 
the same time. The greater concern is that the title companies appear to ''write around" the de
fects created in the chain of title by those using the "MERS® System" because the unknown in
tervening assignees do not have recorded interests in the chain of title; thus are excluded from 
title policy coverage. 
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m.summary 

The following key issues involving the "MERS® System" and its involvement in the foregoing 
described scenarios in this Section of the report are noted, to wit: 

(1) The "intent" appears that the use of the "MERS® System" was for the purpose of 
the electronic manufacture of an "eNote" as part of an overall effort to securitize that 
eNote as part of a larger pool of mortgages; 

(2) Unknown to the homeowner, it appears that in order for this securitization process 
to occur, a line of credit was established by the real "Borrower'', the mortgage loan 
broker, who would pledge the homeowner's credit score/rating/history (in acceptable 
form required to achieve compliant securitization processes); thus, what the property 
owner signed at closing appears to have contained misrepresentations as to the real 
status of the Mortgagor (based on semantics utilized by MERS and MERSCORP); 

(3) There are suspect issues involving the creation ofMERS' signing agreements, 
construed to mean that to date, MERS and MERSCORP have offered no concrete and 
viable proof that the "resolutions" that are uncertain to exist, are even available for 
examination. Therefore, as it now stands, we are told that what MERS and MERSCORP 
have done up to this point is perfectly legal, despite the suspect use and abuse of the 
MERS name and corporate seal (whether properly dated or not) to effectuate recorded 
documents purposed to create standing so a Plaintiff lender could foreclose; 

(4) It is clear that the users ofthe "MERS® System" do not follow MERS and 
MERSCORP-mandated rules, by and through the evidence procured from the real 
property records of Osceola County, Florida; including but not limited to: 

(a.) complete obfuscation of the chain of title through the use ofMERS' 
name as a "cover" for all unknown intervening assignees; 

(b.) use of obvious boiler-plated document templates for the purposes of 
inserting information received from third-party, hearsay sources; and 

(c.) involvement from the foreclosure mill law firm in designing the 
Assignment of Mortgage to purposefully give recorded "standing" to 
its Plaintiff bank client, using misrepresentative information within the 
actual recorded document; 

( 5) There may be clear misrepresentations as to the term "Borrower" as described in 
the recorded Mortgage document, given the spate of information noted in this section; 
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( 6) The misrepresentative information appears to have been included in Assignments 
of Mortgages, Affidavits of Lost Notes and Satisfactions of Mortgages recorded in the 
real property records of Osceola County, Florida, many documents suspect for being 
prepared by non-lawyers without attorney supervision; 

(7) The issue of whether a promissory Note was misplaced or shredded appears to be 
confusing and must be considered on a case by case basis; however, the Florida Bankers 
Association made it clear that electronic Notes and documents are now the preferred 
method, which then begs the question ... how can an indorsement stamp be affixed to 
a "copy" of a note, when original documentation is lacking, especially a stamp that is 
not restrictive in nature or undated to prove effective transfer of the Note? 

(8) It further appears that the banking institutions and their minions, in tandem with 
their attorneys of record in foreclosure matters, continue to perpetuate "MERS® System" 
arguments through the use of self-serving Assignments of Mortgage in an apparent 
effort to "manufacture" standing. 

More seriously, the game of semantics utilized within the "MERS® System" appears to have in
herent double meanings when it comes to the use of terms by its own "member/users" than what 
the average consumer or layman would understand as a sole purpose meaning, as in the term 
"Borrower''. 

Further, the mere fact that the Examiner would be led to believe that the consumers' lines of 
credit was utilized for the benefit of others without disclosure to those consumers en masse, as 
each loan is placed into the securitization chain, is extremely alarming and shocks the con
science. The electronic note, unless remanufactured, is NOT the original note. The original 
Note, if shredded, could not have simply manifested itself with endorsements on it if the elec
tronic file had to be ''manipulated" to include such without proof of effective date of transfer. 

The mere fact we are even questioning that such document manipulations and boiler-plating pro
cesses continue to be utilized, just because the users of the "MERS® System" (a corporate entity 
with questionable authority behind these processes) say so, does not make what has happened 
here morally, ethically or politically correct. 

In summation, much of academia has found (based on the previous research shown in the front 
end of this report) fault with the "MERS® System" in its use to facilitate the process of securiti
zation, albeit evidently flawed. The criminal repercussions are already apparent with the finite 
recording of suspect false and misrepresentative documents using MERS in various forms, to 
cover up the misdeeds of what are not even the remnants of the 2008 financial crash, but rather, 
evidence of probable cause of apparent current and ongoing criminal behaviors within the real 
property records of Osceola County, Florida, which are eventually reflected within its own court 
proceedings, that highly likely affect the other 66 Florida counties as well. 
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The ''MERS® System", MERS, MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. and the Lanham Trademark Act 

It is interesting to note that when a Borrower (homeowner) enters the offices of the escrow agent 
or title company to sign a MERS-originated Mortgage and Note (and accompanying paperwork), 
there appears to be more than just a two-party unilateral adhesion contract being executed. 

Specifically, the Mortgage Identification Number ("MIN"), an 18-digit number that is solely the 
property of MERSCORP Holdings, Inc., which is incorporated as part of the "MERS® System'', 
appears to bring MERS's parent into the contractual nexus. This occurs because what the Bor
rower does not understand is that even in light of the term "MERS" (under Definitions "C" or in 
the alternative "E") being used, there is no specific defmition as to which MERS is involved in 
the transaction. The "MERS® System" is also involved in the transaction without the Borrow
er's knowledge or consent because what is not disclosed in writing to the Borrower at closing is: 

( 1) that the promissory note is to be scanned and converted into an electronic image 
file, which in turn does not appear to be the real "lender" at all, but rather the lender 
signing back-office agreements with MERS and MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. as the 
"Borrower'' (using the homeowner's credit history and credit score) to establish a 
line of credit with the secondary mortgage market; 

(2) that the "MERS® System" account was already set up and the homeowner's loan 
had already been transferred within the "MERS® System" multiple times before the 
"Borrower'' affixed his signature to the loan documents; 

(3) that despite the agreements made in the contract which MERS and its parent 
MERSCORP claim apply to the Mortgage, MERSCORP's and the "MERS® System"s 
presence in the contract are never disclosed in writing to the "Borrower" and the 
fact that there are concealed factors within the contract that remain undisclosed until 
such time as the "Borrower" becomes aware of what has really happened, he is most 
likely already in an alleged "default" state, not understanding the consequences of 
where he stands in the securitization chain, let alone who has the right to enforce his 
mortgage note; and 

( 4) that because the Borrower relied on and gave an entity called "MERS" written 
permission to participate in the Mortgage agreement (wherein the parties 
concealing themselves from the Borrower relied on a registered trademark to 
allow MERS, as Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., a shell corporation 
that is a front for the "MERS® System"), the counterparties appear to have 
misrepresented themselves in the Mortgage contract. 
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Through fraudulent concealment, they appear to have become counterparties to the contract by 
stealth in order to facilitate securitization; thus, the Borrower was not protected from making a 
purchasing decision in complete confidence, because the name "MERS" apparently has a double 
meaning by virtue of the incorporation of a trademark as part of its undisclosed purposes. 

Thus, the Borrower put its faith in a party to the contract (MERS®) which relies on a registered 
trademark to conduct its operations, not realizing that the "MERS® System" would work to the 
detriment of the Borrower by obfuscating the real party in interest while fmancially benefitting 
every time the Borrower's loan was transferred within the "MERS® System", thus creating is
sues with title and insodoing, facilitated what appears to be a criminal enterprise of RICO-style 
document manufacturing for the purposes of trying to "cover up" the breaks in the chain of title 
with self-proclaimed authority that is at best questionable, based on the previously-noted scenar
ios involving a half-baked resolution that is believed to NOT exist. 

The misrepresentations involving MERS and MERSCORP's participation in the scheme as an 
"Electronic Agent", when such participation might have discouraged consumers from making the 
choice to purchase (or engage in the loan transaction) a home using a MERS-originated Mort
gage, was fraudulently concealed from said consumers, in apparent violation of the Lanham 
Trademark Act (15 U.S.C.A. Section 1501 et seq), which is supposed to build consumer confi
dence so they can enter into a transaction without fear of serious legal repercussions. 

While the "Act" does in fact protect the "MERS® System" from piracy, it should be noted that 
MERS has sued entities for use of the name "Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., as 
noted in the USPTO Exhibit (offered in USB/.pdf format due to the 272 pages in size). Since 
MERS sued to protect its business model, its business model needed to have been fully repre
sented in the MERS-originated Mortgage, which remains undisclosed to this day. 

Had the Borrowers known of this scheme in full detail, including the end result (securitization), 
they may have not entered into the contract in the first place. The foregoing scenario appears to 
exacerbate an already legally-volatile situation. 
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SECTION THREE: RECORDATION OF SUSPECT DOCUMENTS 

I. Suspect Document Manufacturing Abuses 

Between 2003 and 2008, there was a rush by lenders to extend credit to prospective homebuyers 
and to current homeowners who wanted to reftnance their existing mortgages. The U.S. govern
ment's agenda was to promote the "American Dream"; that everyone should own a home and 
take pride in home ownership. Unfortunately, for tens of millions of Americans, this scheme 
came with serious consequences. The rush to process loans, many of which ended up being sub
prime and predatory in nature, led to sloppy document manufacturing by both attorneys and 
lender document processing teams. Deliberate mass production of documents led to what now 
amounts to serious issues with chains of title that could literally make it difficult for a homeown
er to sell his house to mitigate an alleged lender's claim of damages in the event of foreclosure. 
Here are two of the less serious examples: 

The Case of Carl and Audrey Thilburg 

CFN#200Sl183SO, recorded by presentment on 10-05-2005 

This document surfaced in our forensic target period due to conflicts with other documents that 
caused the team to back track into the original "Mortgaget'. Unfortunately, what looked like a 
''Mortgage'' turned out to contain numerous "mistakes" that took the state-mandated mortgage 
system and turned it on its ear in this case. Not only did the persons at Greater Florida Title 
Company appear to fail in their task to provide enough witnesses to the Borrower's signatures on 
the signing page of the mortgage document, once a person began to examine the contents of the 
Mortgage, other conflicting information manifested itself: 

(1) Under the section ''Transfer of Rights in the Property", the following language 
appears on Pages 2 and 3 of the Mortgage Document: 

For th s purpose, Borro\Yer irrevocably grants ond convoys to Trustc , in tru t wnh power 

ol s.ale. the following desctibed ptoporty locuted in County, 
Florid • 

LOT 28 , bH.I.NGt'ON• PHASI 1, TRACT • A • ~ ACC01U> G '1"0 VR'B PLAT 'l1mREOP, AS 
RRCORDED IN PUT BOOR 9, PAO!S 144 THROOOY 14~. PDBLIC Jl.SCORDS Of:' OSCIO~ 
o:K1NTY, PLOR'LDA 

In Florida, the legislature chose to create a system that favored mortgages instead of deeds of 

trust; however, the foregoing language appeared to discuss the issue of conveying to a Trustee, 

which is common in Deed of Trust States, rather than a Lender, which is common in Mortgage 

States. The property is located in Osceola County; but that isn't what the document says. 
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(2) As the examiner read through the Mortgage document, more "deed of trust'~ language 
manifested itself (Page 8 of 16) as shown below: 

aW!II..,..IQ. d nd any action or proc;11 lng purpor, ng to 8ffoct 1he 
or owttl of Let~der or Truatee, (bl at Lender's option, 

in rest. anv da'ms. demands, or causes of action of 
or p cccds ot oulcmcnt or ~nv auc:h d Irn. ct mttnd Ot 

,_-.:._r may hlfonflcr ~ r •ls•ng Ollt ol or 
p o Property. Lender and Trustee sh I 

d or uso ot nctton WttMul llrrutjng the 

Notice the foregoing language in the paragraph of the '4Copy" the examiner was looking at? The 
word "Trustee" is mentioned twice in this portion of the contract the Borrower's signed. Can 
you imagine the contractual issues the property owners face at this juncture? 

(3) To make matters worse, on September 25, 2008, Washington Mutual Bank, FA was 
taken over by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, as noted below: 

On September 25, 2008, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation was appointed the Receiver 
for Washington Mutual Bank ("WAMU"). The Receiver transferred substantially all WAMU's 
assets and liabilities to JPMorgan Chase (" JPMC") pursuant to a Purchase and Assumption 
Agreement, of which there are two (2) known versions. The next day, Washington Mutual Inc. 
("WMl"), the holding company for WAMU, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in the 
United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware (assigned to Judge Mary F. 
Walrath). Thereafter, WMI, JPMC, the FDIC, in its Corporate capacity. and the Receiver became 
involved in several lawsuits contesting the ownership of over $20 billion in assets. The parties 
reached a settlement that was approved by the FDIC's Board of Directors on May 20,2010, and 
WMI filed a plan of reorganization incorporating the terms of the settlement ("Settlement''). 
Come to fmd out, there are "two" Purchase and Assumption Agreements floating around, but 
most Borrowers are only aware of one of them. 

( 4) More unfortunate for the Thilburgs, they refinanced their residence through Quicken 
Loans, Inc., and obtained a MERS-originated Mortgage (hereinafter "MOM'• Loan), 
which now brings more suspect issues into the chain of title, as MERS members take the 
"eNote" version of their loan and allegedly sell it off into securitized trusts on Wall 
Street. From this point forward, the Thilburgs will never know who actually has a lien 
interest in their property. The mortgage they obtained was recorded in the real property 
records of Osceola County, Florida on December 27, 2013 as CFN#2013100299. 

(5) As referenced in the Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC listings, the following document 
was recorded in the Osceola County, Florida real property records as an "Affidavit of 
Lost Assignment'' by Ocwen employees, despite the fact that JPMorgan Chase claims 
to have purchased Washington Mutual Bank's portfolio ofloans, which is still in dispute. 
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Yet, target document CFN#2014053211 appears in the Thilburg's chain of title six (6) 
years later, recorded onAprill6, 2014. Sadly, the declarations made in this 
Affidavit pose serious legal challenges, to wit: 

(a.) The signor of this Affidavit has a title of "Contract Manager" and not 
"Affiant"; 

(b.) The signor (Leticia N. Arias) is a known "robosignor'' as will be demon
strated throughout certain sections of this report; 

(c.) This document was not prepared by an attorney or anyone with access to 
any proof; and 

(d.) The Ocwen Signing Team has once again demonstrated its ability to 
quickly scribble their signatures onto documents to "effectuate a process". 

( 6) Ocwen has come under fire because of abuses that include the foregoing, as noted 
below: 

Ocwen stands accused of "violating consumer fmanciallaws at every stage of the mortgage ser

vicing process." according to CFPB Director Richard Cordray. Ocwen built their servicing em

pire in part by purchasing the rights to handle mortgage accounts from big banks like JPMorgan 

Chase, Bank of America and Ally Bank, the same banks that settled their own cases of mortgage 

servicing abuse in the $25 billion National Mortgage Settlement in February 2012. So to recap, 

big bank servicers abused homeowners, paid a nominal fine, and sold their servicing operations 

to non-bank servicers like Ocwen, who routinely engaged in identical practices. http:// 

www.newrepublic.com/artide/116010/ocwen-mortgage-fraud-settlement-servicer-fined

homeowner-abuse 

Further, there is no proof that Ocwen purchased the servicing rights on this mortgage from 
Chase. 

(7) Finally, Ocwen employees prepared and executed a "Full Satisfaction & Release 
of Collateral" and caused it to be recorded in the Osceola County, Florida real property 
records as CFN#2014053210 onAprill6, 2004. Unfortunately, the Affidavit should 
have been recorded FIRST, prior to this document, which purports to release the 
Washington Mutual Mortgage from 2005. There is no documentation to demonstrate 
Ocwen signor Joel Pires' (who witnessed the previous document) authority on behalf 
of Washington Mutual, Chase or anyone else. The documents appear to have been 
recorded backwards, which now imply suspect clouds on the Thilburg's chain of title. 
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(8) This document was also NOT attorney-prepared. The same notary (Derek Garrett) 
notarized the alleged "satisfaction" who notarized the Affidavit of Lost Assignment, 
also notarized this document. None of the signors had actual knowledge or proof 
any "payoff'' had ever occurred. Thus, the Thilburgs may in fact have paid off the 
wrong party, because Washington Mutual Bank securitized its own loans into 
WaMu-sponsored trusts which WaMu managed and administered itself. 

The Case of Brian and Janel Humphrey 

In Florida, the examiner believes that two witness signatures are required on Assignments of 
Mortgage. This apparently did not happen on CFN#2013000880 (also known as K.S. EX. 1, 
under the Kass Shuler. P.A. heading), recorded by presentment on 01-03-2013 in the real prop
erty records of Osceola County, Florida. Any assignment that is to be recorded in the State of 
Florida must be recorded in the county where the subject property is located. Such was not the 
case here. This document was purportedly prepared by Edward B. Pritchard, an attorney with 
Kass Shuler, P.A. law firm in Tampa, Florida and it appears to have been executed by an "As
sistant Secretary of MERS as nominee for Access Mortgage Corporation, which may no longer 
be in business. This scenario is typical of MERS-originated mortgages, where a MERS ''mem
ber" assigns a mortgage to itself using MERS as a "catch-all'' in an attempt to preserve the chain 
of title. This is problematic due to securitization and the number of parties that may claim an 
interest at some point in time in the future. None of these intervening assignees recorded their 
interests in the real property records. 

More unfortunately, however, the Humphrey's property is located in Okaloosa County, Florida, 
NOT Osceola County, Florida. Whoever processed this questionable assignment recorded it in 
the wrong county; thus, constructive notice had been given to no one. Also unfortunate is the 
fact that Kass Shuler, P.A. didn't realize its error until AFTER it filed a Notice of Lis Pendens (to 
effectuate a foreclosure on the property 3 months earlier) and had to re-record the self-assign
ment of mortgage to Chase in the Okaloosa County real property records on 06-10-2013 as 
CFN#2860528. The Osceola County Clerk's stamp appears on the document. Despite the late 
recording, the Humphreys were foreclosed on by Chase, who appear to have self-assigned the 
mortgage in order to do so, using MERS as a "cover" for its own employees apparent misdeeds. 

This has led the examiners to believe that a majority of American property owners do not under
stand the foreclosure process and cannot recognize the patterns developing in their cases. Sadly, 
it also appears that most Florida judges don't want to recognize these processes or don't care. 
These kinds of document manufacturing abuses are common to this scenario, as Lenders who 
were in a rush to make money: (a.) made predatory, subprime loans; (b.) issued faulty and incor
rect paperwork; (c.) gave loans to people who couldn't afford them; (d.) more than likely shred
ded the original paperwork and thus had to re-create it; (e.) falsified and forged documents in an 
attempt to effectuate foreclosures; (f.) brought fraud on the court in doing so; and (g.) took peo
ple homes using this methodology in violation ofFlorida Criminal Code§ 817.535. 
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The Case of the 11Deed to Nowhere"? 

This particular case involves a property purchased by Charles Bernard (a single man), who 
bought a condominium in Seminole County, Florida and signed a Note and Mortgage for such on 
January 5, 2007. The title company who handled the closing (Royal Title and Escrow Company, 
Inc. of Miami, Florida) apparently does not know that Longwood, Florida is in Seminole County, 
Florida, because it caused the Special Condominium Warranty Deed and the Mortgage to BOTH 
be recorded in Osceola County, Florida as CFN#2007008665 and CFN#2007008666, respective
ly and NOT in Seminole County, Florida, where it was supposed to have been recorded to give 
"constructive notice to the world". A check of the Seminole County, Florida Clerk's records 
showed that these two documents were NEVER recorded there. So what did Mr. Bernard have 
to show for all of the mortgage payments he's been making? (The documents are included in 
this Report.) 

It gets worse. 

Relying on the recorded information in the Osceola County, Florida real property records, the 
Wells Fargo Default Assignment Team appears to have "manufactured" two Assignments of 
Mortgage (the second being a "corrective" Assignment) and again, recorded them in Osceola 
County, Florida's real property records as (these are listed and attached as Wells Farro Bank. 
N.A. Assignments under the bank's respective heading in Section Four of this Report): 

CFN#2012035162, electronically recorded on 03-14-2012 
Document Prepared by: Wendy A. Butler (alleged Wells Fargo employee) 
Signer: Jason P. Brumm (electronic signature of his initials), who claims to be an Assistant 
Secretary of MERS as nominee for New Century Mortgage Corporation (using BOTH 
MERS's Flint, Michigan post office box address AND Metro Detective Agency's Danville, 
Dlinois addresses as a "cover"; as Assignor), to a closed HSI Asset REMIC 2007-NC1 trust. 
Notary: Janet L. Jones (Minnesota Notary Commission active until 01-31-2017; it appears 
Jones's notary signature is also electronically atTIXed.) 
Witnesses: None Listed 

CFN#2013003161, recorded by presentment on 01-08-2013 
Document Prepared by: Unknown employee of Wells Fargo Bank 
Signer: April Emily Jones (also a Minnesota Notary Public and alleged Wells Fargo em
ployee), claiming to be an Assistant Secretary of MERS as nominee for New Century Mort
gage Corporation (using BOTH MERS's Flint, Michigan post office box address AND 
Metro Detective Agency's Danville, Illinois addresses as a "cover"; as Assignor), to a closed 
HSI Asset REMIC 2007-NC1 trust. 
Notary: Rochelle Kachi Chien (Minnesota Notary Commission active until 01-31-2016) 
Witnesses: None Listed 
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There are multiple issues with these Assignments of Mortgage, to wit: 

(1) BOTH Assignments of Mortgage referenced the recordation of the Mortgage as 
being in Osceola County, Florida; 

(2) The Corrective Assignment of Mortgage lists the location of the property as 
being located in Longwood, Florida (the fll'st Assignment does not), yet Wells Fargo 
Bank's employees appear to be relying on false and inaccurate information instead 
of doing their homework to discover that there are no records of this property rued 
where they should legally be filed; 

(3) The first Assignment attempts to transfer the promissory Note ("Note"), which 
MERS cannot do, since it has no interest in the Note. The Corrective Assignment 
does NOT transfer the Note, only the Mortgage ••• so where is the Note? 

(4) The Note could not have made the trust pool, because the Closing Date of this 
REMIC trust was June 5, 2007, which meant that the Assignment would have had 
to have been recorded and sent to the document Custodian of the REMIC nearly 
FIVE (5) YEARS before the first Assignment was actually recorded •.. and the 
Pooling and Servicing Agreement ("PSA ") requires that the Assignment be recorded 
in the County where the property is located, which appears to be non-compliant; 

(5) On April2, 2007, nearly three months AFTER Mr. Bernard signed the Note and 
Mortgage, his originating Lender, New Century Mortgage Corporation ("NCMC"), 
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. The PSA claims that NCMC sold Mr. 
Bernard's loan to NC Capital Corporation, its affiliate (also included in the 
bankruptcy), which in tum allegedly sold his loan to HSBC Bank USA, N.A.; 

(6) It is highly likely that NCMC did NOT loan Mr. Bernard the money to buy his 
condo, but rather got that money from investors who purchased non-recourse bonds 
as part of the aggregate funds within New Century's REMIC trust pools; 

(7) To add insult to injury to Wells Fargo Bank's employees' efforts to "assign" the 
mortgage (or in the alternative, the Note), NCMC received bankruptcy court 
permission to repudiate all MERS/MERSCORP, Inc. executory contracts. A copy 
of the NOTICE OF REJECTION OF EXECUTORY CONTRACT is attached to 
this nle of Exhibits herein. The Objection Deadline was March 31,2008 and MERS 
appears to have received a copy of this Notice. Thus, it appears that Wells Fargo 
employees could not legally have named NCMC as a nominee on these Assignments. 

It will be interesting to see what Florida Circuit Court claims jurisdiction in an attempt to 
deal with any foreclosure issues. Does Mr. Bernard have legitimate proof of ownership? 
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ll. Suspect Assignments Violate REMIC Regulations 

There were hundreds of suspect assignments reviewed as part of this forensic examination. Due 
to the number of Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits (hereinafter "REMICs,,) involved, 
specific concentration of the examiners' efforts focused on particular groupings of assignments. 

Every REMIC has a "Closing Date''. This Closing Date is the same date as the alleged "start-up 
date" (as shown in the listings within IRS Publication 938) of the trust vehicle. Two things are 
supposed to occur by the Closing Date: (1) all of the Notes, Mortgages and related paperwork, 
including Assignments of Mortgages into the pool, are supposed to have been tendered by the: 
(a.) loan originator (the "Borrower" in the MERS back-end transaction), to the (b.) sponsor-seller 
(or interim funding lender) to the (c.) Depositor, to the (d.) Trustee, in what are termed three (3) 
true sales; and (2) the trust certificates are issued to the investors. The Pooling and Servicing 
Agreements ("PSAs") for these REMICs contain regulations regarding the specific transfer of 
mortgage loans into the trust pools. In order for the assignment to be effective, these notes had to 
be conveyed by the closing date of the trust (or 90 days thereafter in certain instances, excep
tions) in order to be valid transfers into the trust REMIC. In ALL of the cases reviewed, every 
single Assignment of Mortgage into the REMIC trust violated New York Powers, Estates and 
Trusts at§ 7-2.4 and put the REMIC trust at risk of permanently losing its tax-exempt status in 
violation of 17 CFR 210, 228, 229 et seq, which is included as a USB Exhibit in this report by 
reference (127 pages in .pdf format; also obtainable on the Internet). 

The relevance of the PSA to this forensic examination is discussed within the case of HSBC 
Bank USA, N.A. vs. Teresa Ma"a, 2008 CA 000630 NC, 12th Judicial Circuit Court, Saraso
ta County, Florida; August 15, 2013; Bailey (Deborah) J., Magistrate, (in part): 

"PlaintiWs standing argument takes another turn for the worse when it refers the Court 
to the Pooling and Servicing Agreement ("PSA") for the Deutsche Alt-A Securities, Inc. 
Mortgage Loan Trust, Series 2006-AB1 for "further clarification" of the Plaintiff's 
standing in this action. The Magistrate accepted the Plaintiff's invitation and researched 
the PSA on www.secinfo.com." 

"After taking into consideration the ... information from the PSA, it appears that the 
transfers that have been variously asserted by the Plaintiff in several Motions and/or 
documents attached to those Motions as conferring standing upon it could not possibly 
have occurred as the Plaintiff represents. Further, the Magistrate cannot conceive of any 
manner in which the Plaintiff could possibly create additional documentation in an effort 
to manufacture standing in this action. At the very least, the instant Renewed Motion to 
Amend must be denied and the Magistrate so recommends." 
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It should be noted that Kahane & Associates (a known foreclosure law firm) was represent
ing the Plaintiff REMIC in the foregoing case. The Magistrate's Order was adopted by the 
12th Judicial Circuit shortly after its issuance and the case magically "settled" soon after 
being set for trial. Through Court and real property recordations, Kahane & Associates 
presented the examiners with several suspect files for review in this forensic examination, 
which, in light of this case, must also be considered suspect for various issues. 

At issue in the Florida court systems however (and these disputed issues vary from one court to 
another) is whether these suspect REMIC assignments constitute probable cause of violating 
Florida Criminal Code§ 817.535 for five specific reasons: 

1. The documents appear to have been generated by third-party document 
manufacturers using stated information that could be construed to be false and 
misrepresentative for the purposes of concealing the true capacity of the signor 
of the document; 

2. The documents were signed using MERS as a "cover" to attempt to by-pass 
mesne intervening assignees in tandem with court filings showing promissory notes 
with indorsements-in-blank. Many of these documents were generated at the 
direction of a known foreclosure mill law firm; 

3. Said indorsements-in-blank (where specifically identified) were undated and 
failed to show effective date of actual transfer of the promissory note to the REMIC, 
the only reliance of effective date of transfer being the actual Assignment of Mortgage; 

4. Said assignments were dated years after the Closing Date of the REMIC pool, in 
contravention of New York trust law and IRS regulations (which pairs with the 
results ascertained by Magistrate Bailey in the Marra case, supra; and 

5. The alleged "MERS" members (who are actually MERSCORP members), 
required its ''members" to utilize actual "officers" of their own corporations to 
effectuate these assignments; however, as presented here, it appears that $10-per-hour 
employees were used to misrepresent themselves as "officers" when they (and their 
acknowledging notaries) knew or should have known this information was in fact 
false and misrepresentative in violation of the Florida Criminal Code§ 817.535. 

The following examples are discussed with respect to said alleged violations. Again, the Exam
iners used the same website database (htt,p://www.secinfo.com) as the foregoing Magistrate uti
lized for the purposes of determining the closing dates of each respective REMIC. This website 
is tied to the information contained within the SEC's own EDGAR search site at htt,p:// 
www.sec.gov but the Examiners used the former site as it is easier to navigate and research 
REMIC trusts to verify the violations of the Closing Dates of these REMICs. 
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NOTE: Certified Copies of the Pooling and Servicing Agreements ("PSAs ") can be ordered from 
the SEC's website at a cost of $4.00 each, including shipping and handling. The Examination 
Team can assist the State's Attorney's investigators in procuring these documents. 

There is also reason to suspect probable cause in the manner in which the process of manufactur
ing of these documents took place among one or more actors in different locations for the pur
pose of effectuating fraudulent assignments to be recorded in the real property records of Osceo
la County, Florida. The manner in which these actors consorted with each other appears to be in 
violation of Florida's RICO Statute, which will be discussed further herein. The recorded docu
ments provided for examination to determine probable cause were all certified by the office of 
the Clerk of the Circuit Court for Osceola County, Florida and provided to the Examiners as part 
of the evidence pool provided to the State's Attorney upon request. All of the following docu
ments were in fact recorded in the real property records of Osceola County, Florida (using HSBC 
as an example in instances shown below): 

Assignments Involving HSBC Bank USA, N.A. as Trustee for Known REMICs 

(HSBC EX. 1) CFN#2013155081; electronically recorded on 10-01-2013 

This three-page document appears to have been prepared by "Daniel C. Consuegra, Esquire" (or 
someone under his direction; at his law firm at 9204 King Palm Drive, Tampa, FL 33619-1328) 
on behalf of Suntrust Bank, in connection with a foreclosure action (Case No. 158953, Sun Trust 
Bank v. Curtis Saunders) filed in the Circuit Court of Osceola County, Florida. HSBC Bank 
USA, National Association is listed as the Trustee for the Sun Trust Alternative Loan Trust 2006-
lF as the Plaintiff, asserting that it is the "owner" of the loan it is foreclosing on against the 
property owner. Where Consuegra (or his subordinate) obtained this information is highly likely 
from a computer database maintained and supplied with information in another part of the U. S. 

In this "Assignment of Mortgage", HSBC maintains that it is the assignor of the indenture being 
transferred (without specifically mentioning the promissory note per se) and it is assigning the 
rights to SunTrust Mortgage, Inc. (which appears different from the actual styling of the case it
self) ''without recourse, as is". 

On Page 2 of3, the document appears to have been executed on September 25,2013 by employ
ees of Sun Trust Bank (apparent evidence of self-assignment) in Richmond, Virginia, where Sun
Trust's main headquarters are located. SunTrust's alleged Vice President, "Kip D. Judson", ap
pears to have scribbled his signature onto the space provided, underneath which appears a rubber 
stamp of his name and title, both markers of robosigning and document manufacturing. The no
tary (Dean Liverman) appears to have a current and valid commission as of the release of this 
report. 
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It is unknown as to whether any of the witnesses to Judson's signature were actually present 
when Judson scribbled his signature onto the document. It is also unknown as to whether Judson 
was actually just a paid $10-an-hour employee or a real Vice President, due to document manu
facturing conditions precedent. 

Page 3 of 3 solely contains only the property's legal description. The fact that Page 2 could have 
been manufactured separately is irrelevant as the document was apparently prepared in Florida 
by the foreclosure mill attorney and signed in Virginia by apparent employees with no personal 
knowledge of the facts they were attesting to, witnessing or acknowledging therein. 

The document further demonstrates a "fill-in-the-blank" style template, which is another marker 
of document manufacturing. The document also claims that Judson is an "Attorney-in-Fact" for 
HSBC Bank USA, NA on behalf of the REMIC, whose information is demonstrated at the link 
below: 

http://www.secinfo.com/d13f21.vMs.htm 

With this document's Pooling and Servicing Agreement (hereinafter "PSA"), the closing date of 
the REMIC was on or about May 30, 2006. There is no evidence to indicate effective transfer of 
the Note into the REMIC, so the actual alleged transfer took place over seven (7) years later, 
when an alleged default occurred, or if a default in fact, did occur. 

The alleged default may not have actually occurred based on the lack of payments made by the 
Borrower, as the examiners believe that the Master Servicer made up the balance of payments 
until the REMIC's credit default swap insurance side bet paid the note off in full There is noth
ing contained in the Borrower's mortgage to indicate that payment cannot be ''paid in full" from 
sources other than the Borrower (Saunders). The conditions preceding the alleged default are 
unknown to the Examination Team. Thus, if the note was paid in full by a third-party payor, 
there would be no need to foreclose on the promissory note and mortgage which follows it. 

As to the "attorney-in-fact" status for SunTrust Mortgage, Inc. or HSBC Bank USA, NA, there is 
no current power of attorney recorded prior to the execution of this document recorded in the real 
property records of Osceola County, Florida wherein either party listed here is directly involved. 

However, there are multiple listings of other power of attorney documents for HSBC Bank USA 
NAto other grantees (not SunTrust) in the real property records as noted from research. Without 
this express authority, the conveyance would not have been possible. 

Further investigation is warranted here, as to the actual existence of such a power of attorney; as 
to Judson's specific signing authority; and as to the reasons why no power of attorney is recorded 
in the real property records in the county where the subject property is located. 
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As to the outcome of this matter: 

On January 2, 2009, nearly five (5) years BEFORE the foregoing assignment was recorded, 
Kimberly A. Humphrey (FBN0008745; on behalf of Hollan M. Fintel [FBN 847631] of Shapiro 
& Fishman, LLP; 10004 N. Dale Mabry Highway, Suite 112, Tampa, FL 33618) filed a Notice of 
Lis Pendens in the real property records of Osceola County, Florida (CFN#2009000646) when in 
fact, her REMIC client was not yet assigned the note and mortgage. As a side note to this event, 
Fintel also appears to have been involved in a previous assignment from MERS as nominee for 
MFC Mortgage, Inc. of Florida c/o Shapiro & Fishman (another known foreclosure mill), into 
the Trust REMIC previously described here, involving the very same loan involved in the fore
closure proceedings discussed here. 

This document is noted as CFN#2009090164 and appears to have been executed by known em
ployees of Litton Loan Servicing, LP out of Harris County, Texas (Litton was bought by Ocwen 
Loan Servicing, LLC). According to research conducted by the Team Leader, the Florida De
partment of State's listing for MFC shows the company filed for dissolution on September 28, 
2012; Document No. S46092) and is now shown as Inactive. 

Based on the review of documents prior to this examination, their is continued suspicion that 
Fintel** and other attorneys (like Consuegra, supra) participate regularly in schemes of this na
ture with the intent to further fraud upon the court, the real property records of the affected coun
ties as well as upon the Borrowers/Property Owners themselves. 

Further, on August 12, 2009, a Final Summary Judgment for Foreclosure was signed in chambers 
by Hon. R. James Stroker (Circuit Court Judge) based on the claims made by Consuegra. The 
property appears to have been sold. Again, the assignment was NOT recorded until October 1, 
2013 ... almost FOUR YEARS after the sale of the property on September 24,2009. The judg
ment was recorded as CFN#2009132206. 

The main reason the foregoing instances manifested themselves is due to the recorded assign
ments that took place long after the foreclosures occurred and the sales of the property took 
place. 

**Hollan M. Fintel has been associated with other law firms, one particular Assignment of Mortgage which showed 
her to be a ''Vice President of Loan Documentation" for Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., when the Power of Attorney 
recorded in the real property records of Hillsborough County, Florida showed Fintel's status as "attorney-in-fact" 
limited to certain types of document signings involving foreclosure and NOT as a Wells Fargo "Vice President of 
Loan Documentation", which is clearly misrepresentative ofFintel's true character and status, when in fact this sta
tus only applied to a previous (now defunct) foreclosure law firm she worked for. 
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(HSBC EX. 2) CFN#2013160255; recorded by presentment on 10-09-2013 

This three-page document was prepared by Joe Simmons who appears to be an employee of 
Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC affecting the property of Sonia Margarita Robles and Andres Mar
tinez. Ocwen may be in possession of the original document. Page 2 of 3 contains four scribbled 
signatures of alleged Ocwen employees, including one "Leticia N. Arias" who claims to be an 
Assistant Secretary for MERS, when it appears she is a paid employee of Ocwen. 

Scribbled signatures are a "marker" (indicator) of robosigning. As listed in the prior document, 
the document further appears to contain numerous "rubber stamped" printed names, another 
marker of robosigning and document manufacturing. 

Page 3 of 3 appears to be the first page of the alleged mortgage which is the subject of the as
signment herein. 

It is further noted that the notarial execution was created in Palm Beach County, Florida and was 
acknowledged by Stephanie Simpson (Florida Notary Commission No. EE 845386), whose 
commission still appears to be valid at the time this report was issued. Further, Simpson, who 
was a witness on the following document, appears to have moved into the notary position here 
(possibly to avoid notice of suspicious activity). The witnesses in this case are shown as Victoria 
Vasquez and Christian J. Ferrer, also believed to be paid Ocwen employees and NOT officers of 
MERS. The notarial execution is undelineated as to gender, which is also a marker of document 
manufacturing. 

The document again shows the address of the REMIC (Rennaissance Home Equity Loan Trust 
2007-3) as c/o Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, 5720 Premier Park Dr., West Palm Beach, FL 33407 
(as assignee). The date of the assignment is September 17, 2013. The closing date of the 
REMIC was on or about September 14, 2007 (nearly 6 years AFTER the law allowed the as
signment to take place), as found at the following link below: 

http·/fwww secinfo com/$/SEC/Eilings asp?AN=0000882377-07-002186&Fjnd=elosing&Page-1 &Ust=Docs&Show-Each 

The servicer (Ocwen) is listed as the Servicer of this REMIC and it appears that the assignment 
was initiated by employees ofOcwen rather than officer(s) of Delta Funding Corporation, a sub
prime lender who filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy in Delaware on December 17, 2007. How 
then, could a defunct lender assign a mortgage to the trust when it lacked the capacity to do so? 

Thus, again, it appears that Ocwen employees "self-assigned" the mortgage and note to the 
REMIC with the appearance of giving the trust authority to commence foreclosure proceedings 
against the property owners, when in fact its agents knew or should have known that such as
signment was invalid, the MERSCORP member instructed its employees to sign the document. 
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On August 21, 2008, over five (5) years BEFORE the assignment was recorded, Elizabeth R. 
Wellborn, P.A. (FBN 0155047; 1701 West Hillsboro Blvd., Suite 307, Deerfield Beach, FL 
33442) filed a Notice of Lis Pendens in the real property records of Osceola County, Florida 
(CFN#2008134939) when in fact, her REMIC client was not yet assigned the note and mortgage. 

Further, on December 14, 2009, a Final Summary Judgment for Foreclosure was signed in 
chambers by Hon. R. James Straker (Circuit Court Judge) based on the claims made by Well
born. The property appears to have been sold. Again, the assignment was NOT recorded until 
October 9, 2013 ... almost FOUR YEARS after the sale of the property on January 15, 2010. 
The judgment was recorded as CFN#2009197169. 

The Examiners believe that the REMIC did NOT own the borrower's loan at any point in time 
before, during or after the foreclosure proceedings took place; thus, there is probable cause to 
believe that this assignment was manufactured and filed to ''tie loose ends together" so that title 
to the property could be conveyed to a bona fide purchaser and was purposefully and deliberately 
manufactured, containing misrepresentative statements and thus causing false swearing by the 
notary, as to the real party in interest at the time of the sale of the Property and at the time the 
Notice of Lis Pendens was filed and suit to foreclose commenced. 

(HSBC EX. 3) CFN#2013161275; electronically recorded on 10-10-2013 

This two-page document was prepared by Joe Simmons who appears to be an employee of 
Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC affecting the property of Stephen F. and Jayla Nelson. Ocwen may 
be in possession of the original document. Page 2 of 2 contains four scribbled signatures of al
leged Ocwen employees, including one ''Noemi Morales" who claims to be an Assistant Secre
tary for MERS, when it appears she is a paid employee of Ocwen. Scribbled signatures are a 
"marker" (indicator) ofrobosigning. The document further appears to contain numerous "rubber 
stamped" printed names, another marker of robosigning and document manufacturing. 

It is further noted that the notarial execution was created in Palm Beach County, Florida and was 
acknowledged by Janira Walker (Commission No. EE 861713), whose commission still appears 
to be valid at the time this report was issued. Further, Christopher Kelley, also a Florida notary, 
is signing as a witness, along with Stephanie Simpson, also believed to be paid Ocwen employ
ees and NOT officers of MERS. The notarial execution is undelineated as to gender, which is 
also a marker of document manufacturing. 

The document shows the address of the REMIC (Rennaissance Home Equity Loan Trust 2006-3) 
as c/o Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, 5720 Premier Park Dr., West Palm Beach, FL 33407 (as as
signee). The date of the assignment is October 2, 2013. 
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The Closing Date of the REMIC was on or about September 28, 2006 (over 6-1/2 years AFTER 
the foreclosure took place), as found at the following link below: 

http;//www.secinfo.com/dqTm6.v35w.htm 

The servicer (Ocwen) is listed as the Servicer of this REMIC and it appears that the assignment 
was initiated by employees ofOcwen rather than o:fficer(s) of Delta Funding Corporation, a sub
prime lender who filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy in Delaware on December 17, 2007. How 
then, could a defunct lender assign a defaulted mortgage to the trust when it lacked the capacity 
to do so and in violation ofNew York Estates Powers and Trusts law? 

Thus, it appears that Ocwen employees used their "alleged capacity" to assign the mortgage and 
note to the REMIC with the appearance of giving the trust authority to commence foreclosure 
proceedings against the property owners, when in fact its agents knew or should have known that 
such assignment was invalid. It further appears that the document manufacturing processes uti
lized in this regard are in violation of the Florida RICO Statutes as to multiple parties engaging 
in a process to manufacture recorded assignments for the purposes of alleging ownership of the 
mortgage and/or promissory note for the purposes of commencing foreclosure (or in the alterna
tive in this case, due to potential default of the property owners, who appear to have been di
vorced in July of2009 according to Osceola County court records). 

(HSBC EX. 4) CFN#2013196280; electronically recorded on 12-17-2013 

This two-page document was prepared by Fred Jeune who appears to be an employee of Ocwen 
Loan Servicing, LLC affecting the property of Henry and Carolina Velazquez. Ocwen may be in 
possession of the original document. Page 2 of 2 contains four scribbled signatures of alleged 
Ocwen employees, including one "Joel Pires" who claims to be an Assistant Secretary for 
MERS, when it appears he is a paid employee of Ocwen. The basic information about the as
signment is contained on Page 1 of 2, while the signatures and notarial execution are contained 
solely on Page 2, another marker of document manufacturing, where parts of the document are 
allegedly prepared in one area of the building, while the signors affiX their signatures to another 
part of the document in another part of the building. Scribbled signatures are a ''marker" (indica
tor) of robosigning. The document further appears to contain numerous "rubber stamped" print
ed names, another marker of robosigning and document manufacturing. 

It is further noted that the notarial execution was created in Palm Beach County, Florida and was 
acknowledged by Christian J. Ferrer (Florida Notary Commission No. FF062234), whose com
mission still appears to be valid at the time this report was issued. Further, Simpson, who was a 
witness on the previous document, appears to have moved into the notary position here (possibly 
to avoid notice of suspicious activity) signed as a witness on the previous document. 
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The witnesses in this case are shown as Jason Ayers and Gladys M. Prieto. These two individu
als are also believed to be paid Ocwen employees and NOT actual "officers" ofMERS. The no
tarial execution is undelineated as to gender, which is also a marker of document manufacturing. 

The document again shows the address of the REMIC (Ace Securities Corp. Home Equity Loan 
Trust 2007-HE1) as c/o Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, 5720 Premier Park Dr., West Palm Beach, 
FL 33407 (as assignee). The date of the assignment is September 12, 2013. The closing date of 
the REMIC was on or about January 30, 2007 (over six (6) years AFTER New York trust law 
allowed the assignment to take place), as found at the following link below: 

http://www.secinfo.com/d12TC3.u43h.htm 

The servicer (Ocwen) is listed as the Servicer of this REMIC and it appears that the assignment 
was initiated by employees of Ocwen rather than o:fficer(s) of Sebring Capital Partners (whose 
address ironically is the same address as MERS in Flint, Michigan), a subprime lender who 
ceased operations in early December of 2006. How then, could a defunct lender assign an al
legedly-defaulted mortgage to the trust (using MERS) when it lacked the capacity to do so? 

Thus, again, it appears that Ocwen employees "self-assigned" the mortgage and note to the 
REMIC (and to their own benefit) with the appearance of giving the trust authority to commence 
foreclosure proceedings against the property owners, when in fact its agents knew or should have 
known that such an assignment was invalid. 

On November 19, 2008, over five (5) years BEFORE the assignment was recorded, Maria F. 
Pfohl (on behalf of Hollan M. Fintel of Shapiro & Fishman, LLP; 10004 N. Dale Mabry High
way, Suite 112, Tampa, FL 33618) filed a Notice of Lis Pendens in the real property records of 
Osceola County, Florida (CFN#2008187398) when in fact, the REMIC client was not yet as
signed the note and mortgage. 

Further, on December 14, 2009, a Final Summary Judgment for Foreclosure was signed in 
chambers by Hon. R. James Straker (Circuit Court Judge) based on the claims made by Well
born. The property appears to have been sold. Again, the assignment was NOT recorded until 
October 9, 2013 ... almost FOUR YEARS after the sale of the property on January 15, 2010. 
The judgment was recorded as CFN#2009197169. 

The examiners believe that the REMIC did NOT own the borrower's loan at any point in time 
before, during or after the foreclosure proceedings took place; thus, there is probable cause to 
believe that this assignment was filed to "tie loose ends together'' so that title to the property 
could be conveyed to a bona fide purchaser and was purposefully and deliberately manufactured, 
containing misrepresentative statements and thus causing false swearing by the notary, as to the 
real party in interest at the time of the sale of the Property and at the time the Notice ofLis Pen
dens was filed and suit to foreclose commenced. 
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The More Egregious of the REMIC Behaviors 

(BONY MELLON EX.1) CFN#2013111136, recorded by presentment on 07-18-2013 

A final judgment of foreclosure was recorded in the real property records of Osceola County, 
Florida, showing Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company (:tka The Bank of New York Trust 
Company, N.A.) as successor to JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. as Trustee ... for what REMIC? 

There is no REMIC series listed on the document. The subject property was ordered sold on No
vember 18, 2013. The assignment to the alleged REMIC did not occur until five (5) months AF
TER THE SALE. Not only does the real party in interest NOT appear in the court proceedings, 
Osceola County Circuit Judge Robert J. Pleus, Jr. apparently failed to recognize the fictitious 
Plaintiff as such and granted Summary Judgment. The Summary Judgment was recorded in the 
official real property records of Osceola County, Florida on July 18, 2013. 

The filing of the case and the Notice of Lis Pendens appear to have been effectuated on behalf of 
Nathan P. Gryglewicz (FBN81715) on behalf of the Albertelli Law Firm, who may have never 
verified the information submitted to the Court. The Notice of Lis Pendens did NOT contain the 
name of the REMIC trust either. The team lead believes that this egregious behavior could have 
been avoided had counsel for the property owner (Darren Soto) been aware of the facts at hand 
and the judge was better informed. What's worse ... the security is not listed with the other 
RAMP securities on the SEC website. Thus, the Assignment by Ocwen appears to indicate prob
able cause with intent to defraud the homeowner, pursuant to Florida Criminal Code § 817.535. 

(DEUTSCHE EX.1) CFN#2014045226, electronically recorded on 04-01-2014 

In another issue involving the use of a Power of Attorney, this document purports to represent a 
filing by Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC in the real property records of Osceola County, Florida, 
claiming "attorney-in-fact" status granted to it by the now-defunct New Century Mortgage Cor
poration. The "Corrective Assignment" purports (in writing) that the Power of Attorney was 
duly recorded on August 24, 2005; Book 2878 at Page 1380; Instrwnent Number: 2005-188655. 
A search of both county real property records in Broward County, Florida (where Ocwen is 
headquartered) and in the county where the subject property being affected by this assignment 
(Osceola County, Florida) produced NO results. The only Limited Power of Attorney from New 
Century Mortgage Corporation recorded in Osceola County, Florida around that date was 
CFN#2005188657, in which the cover page shows the Grantee of the Power of Attorney to be 
"Ocwen Federal Bank, FSB" and not "Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, two totally distinct entities. 
Upon examination of the actual document recorded in Broward County, Florida, it shows the 
cover sheet with the Grantee being "Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC", which appears to conflict 
with the recorded cover sheet in Osceola County, Florida, which shows "Ocwen Federal Bank, 
FSB". 
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Since the document appears to have been sent to Financial Dimensions, Inc. (1400 Lebanon 
Church Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15236), this entity may have been responsible for altering the cover 
sheet for the Osceola County, Florida recording, which is missing the Clerk's file information at 
the top of the recorded cover sheet in Broward County, Florida. The Power of Attorney recorded 
in Osceola County, Florida also does NOT specifically mention the county of record this Correc
tive Assignment was recorded in; thus, further investigation had to be conducted to determine the 
issues presented herein. 

Further, this document was recorded when New Century Mortgage Corporation was still in busi
ness; however, this Corrective Assignment was not recorded until April 1, 2014, years after New 
Century Mortgage Corporation filed for bankruptcy and repudiated its MERSCORP executory 
contracts. The initial assignment filed in Osceola County, Florida (CFN#2009043213), contains 
only minor language issues, but fails to comport to what it claims as the original Mortgagee, 
Ameripath Mortgage Corporation, which is NOT mentioned in the 2009 Assignment, but yet is 
mentioned in the 2014 assignment as the original "Mortgagee". Upon further searching, it was 
discovered that Ameripath filed an assignment to New Century Mortgage Corporation on March 
18, 2009 (CFN#2009042982), which does NOT match the Instrument Number shown in the 
Corrective Assignment recorded in 2014. It appears that the Servicer (Ocwen) cannot keep track 
of its own filings and recreated another filing with the intent to "cover its tracks" after Shapiro & 
Fishman attorney Craig T. Smith (FBN0020315) filed a Notice of Lis Pendens on behalf of the 
law firm and its alleged client, Deutsche Bank National Trust Company, as Trustee for the Regis
tered Holders of New Century Home Equity Loan Trust, Series 2005-B, Asset Backed Pass
Through Certificates, which comports to the recorded Assignment mentioned in the 2014 Correc
tive Assignment. The Plaintiff Trust is found at the following link below: 

http;//myw.secinfo.com/dr66r.zlpn.htm 

The closing date of this Trust REMIC is shown as "on or about September 29, 2005 (Page 4 of 
the 424(b)(5) Prospectus (which is certified as true and correct under Sarbanes-Oxley certifica
tion); thus, there is no way that either the 2009 or the Corrective Assignment filed in 2014 could 
have effectively transferred this mortgage (with all beneficial interest) to a trust that could not 
accept it, as the certificates had already been issued and the question of whether the REMIC still 
has tax-exempt status is hanging in the balance. 

(US BANKEX.1) CFN#2012089034; electronically recorded on 06-12-2012 

In this instance, it appears that employees of Bank of America, N.A.'s subsidiary, BAC Home 
Loans Servicing, LP, used the "MERS place card" arbitrarily, without naming any nominee other 
than MERS itself as the mortgagee, in assigning a mortgage, dated June 8, 2012, to a closed 
REMIC that cannot be located within the registry of the United States Securities & Exchange 
Commission's website. 
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There are LXS Series Trusts listed, just not 2005-7N, so it is obvious that the LXS series of trust 
did in fact exist. Further verification that there is such a REMIC will more than likely have to 
become necessary here. Two signors and two witnesses took part in the assignment, which was 
prepared by Bank of America, which makes it highly likely that the signors had no actual per
sonal knowledge of what they were affixing their signatures to. 

m. Use of Shared Computer-Generated Data and Florida's RICO Statute 

Of concern here is the probable cause that the third-party document manufacturers, in concert 
with the foreclosure mill law firms, conspired with each other via a third-party, computer data
base such as VendorScape, NewTrak:, DeskTop*, ServiceLink or some other variation thereof. 

These systems involve a user at one end of the system inputting a usemame and password, enter
ing specific data they received from allegedly unverified sources, saving this information to a 
borrower's servicing file and then causing it to be transmitted across the country to another user, 
who would similarly access these databases to retrieve this information, to either add their own 
information to the file or access it and utilize this information to "manufacture" the necessary 
documents needed to foreclose. 

It is highly likely that there were multiple actors involved in these instances which would lead 
the Examination Team to believe that the intent to defraud homeowners of their properties in
volving notary fraud, false swearing, robosigning, document manufacturing and perjury by mis
representation on these documents, constitute a violation of Florida's RICO statute. To that end, 
the Examination Team believes that investigation by a grand jury is warranted. 

Another relevant discussion involving RICO issues is also warranted where the unnecessary 
costs to the Clerk and the Court System of Osceola County, Florida is observed. Each time a 
foreclosure suit is commenced, many of the documents required to prove ownership of the bor
rower's loan being foreclosed upon are facially deficient. The costs assessed to file these suits do 
not appear to come close to the damage inflicted upon the property owners being foreclosed 
upon. However, it does appear predominant that with the number of voluntary and involuntary 
dismissals of these lawsuits comes the undue burden on the Circuit Courts of Florida in the pro
cessing of these matters. 

*The "LPS desktop" starts foreclosure actions, assigns work to law firms and supervises the cases to conclusion 
with almost no intervention by humans. (LPS says foreclosure actions are started by its clients, the loan servicers. 
But copies of agreements with servicers obtained by reuters show that LPS has direct access to the banks• and other 
servicers• computer systems, and LPS detects defaults and initiates foreclosures based on parameters given to it by 
the banks.) This article also states that LPS was accused of fee-splitting with foreclosure mill attorneys and UPL. 
Excerpted from the Reuters article "The Foreclosure King", December, 2010 
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This scenario also appears to indicate that those endeavoring to bring HB87 into law have failed 
in their attempts to streamline the foreclosure process when it appears that forensically, there are 
still robosigning and document manufacturing issues present in this examination, despite the as
surances of the servicers to conduct themselves accordingly with respect to the terms of all of the 
settlements and consent orders they agreed to, especially Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC and po
tentially with Lender Processing Services, now Black Knight, in Jacksonville, Florida. 

WITNESS B also discovered that Goldman-Sachs may have violated its federally-agreed-to 
Consent Order. WITNESS B asserts that Goldman-Sachs agreed NOT to foreclose on property 
owners during the pendency of the agreement (CFN#2014056802, recorded by presentment on 
04-23-2014). 

The issues at hand in this instance also involved multiple actors with the intent to not only vio
late the Consent Order but to also defraud the federal government of fees due as part of Gold
man-Sachs' settlement over the robosigning issues, wherein WITNESS B maintains Goldman
Sachs is directing operations, through Ocwen, to manufacture and robosign documents to prove 
its interest in second mortgage loans, the very thing that got Goldman-Sachs into trouble in the 
first place. 

Thus, the 18 names in the possession of WITNESS B, upon further examination, are expected to 
tie former Litton Loan Servicing, Ocwen Loan Servicing and Goldman-Sachs together into a 
scheme to manufacture further evidence of loan ownership via the manufacture of not only as
signments but of the actual promissory notes themselves. 

Evidence from this forensic examination also illustrates that despite the issues involving docu
ment manufacturing and robosigning by Lender Processing Services, Inc., suspect documents are 
still present in the official real property records of Osceola County, Florida (CFN#2012103699, 
recorded by presentment on 07-13-2012). LPS, now known as Black Knight, may still be em
ploying many of the suspected actors involved in the same activities that LPS was criminally in
vestigated for. 

In yet another issue, Nationstar Mortgage, a servicer headquartered in Nebraska and also at 350 
Highland Drive in Lewisville, Texas (75067) utilized the services of Nationwide Title Clearing 
(hereinafter "NTC") in Palm Harbor, Florida to execute CFN#2014073685, electronically 
recorded on 05-27-2014) attempts to represent that the Bank of New York Mellon's address is 
in Lewisville, Texas as well as N ationstar Mortgage. In this assignment, N ationstar is attempting 
to transfer an apparent non-performing loan from one failed REMIC transfer into another failed 
REMIC transfer, nearly NINE (9) YEARS after the REMICs could legally accept them. 

Whatever the case, the effort to produce these documents appears to be tied into the computer 
data networks which share information among the parties, who acted in concert with each other 
to validate the Examination Team's assertion of multiple violations ofFlorida's RICO statutes. 
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IV. Document Manufacturing Plants Facilitate RICO Issues 

Document Preparers (whether under the direct control of their servicing entities or by the law 
firms directing the foreclosure action) are suspect for their participation to obtain information 
from unverified, third-party, computer database sources and then to prepare the manufactured 
documents to be signed and represented as fact when they knew or should have known that the 
information contained in these databases was not made available to the signors, who then had no 
personal knowledge of the actual contents therein. Despite what the notarial executions may or 
may not intimate as to the responsibility of the signers, these people are affixing their signatures 
to a document, with the intent that the document be recorded, to represent that some official act 
took place on a given point in time. By virtue of the fact that the signors actually had no person
al knowledge of what they were signing in of itself appears to play a part in the misrepresenta
tion of the information presented that is being relied on by Plaintiffs' counsel during the judicial 
foreclosure process. 

Many times, these documents are prepared in a physical area not in close proximity to the sig
nors. In one video deposition, which is a part of the USB file provided to the State's Attorney, 
one known robosigner admits that: 

( 1) he is located in a cubicle that has sides on it; thus, his direct line of sight 
was impaired to the point that he did not physically witness the person 
affixing their signature to the document that he eventually notarized; 

(2) he was told by his supervisors in many instances that he had the authority 
to sign for someone, yet he was never presented with the document that gave 
him that authority so he could visually verify it; 

(3) he claimed he was a Vice President ofMERS, yet there is no verification of 
Hultman's authority to vest him with such official titles; 

( 4) he has to indemnify Hultman and MERS/MERSCORP for any commissions 
of a crime he might potentially commit whether he is a signer or acting as a Florida 
notary, affixing his signature and seal to documents wherein he may not have 
physically witnessed the signor actually signing the document he is notarizing; and 

(5) he had no personal knowledge of any of the contents of the documents he was 
given to sign. 

In fact, many of these documents are prepared in another part of the country by someone relying 
on information contained in these databases, generated by someone else in another part of the 
country, who appears to have relied on someone else's third-party data entries with no verifica
tion whatsoever as to its origin. 
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In fact, as noted previously in some of the foregoing case studies, these individuals are tasked 
with the duty to then manufacture misrepresentative and fraudulent information based on (for all 
intents and purposes) third-party hearsay data, which is then transferred onto the manufactured 
document (many of which are ''templated") and then sent to a "signing team", complete with 
witnesses, to be ''robosigned" and notarized in batches of hundreds of documents per hour, many 
ofwhich are then recorded in the official real property records of Osceola County, Florida. Many 
of the recorded files are noticeably tied to these closed REMIC trust entities, who legally cannot 
accept them in violation of their pooling and servicing agreements ("PSAs"). 

Robosigning is stiU Alive and Well in Document Manufacturing Plants 

Due to the fact that many of the original documents were shredded as part of the loan origination 
process, the chain of title, as well as the chain of custody of the promissory note, have to be 
recreated to serve the purpose of foreclosing on a borrower that the lender-client (to the servicer 
document manufacturing plant) claims is in default. This scenario has given rise to a number of 
document manufacturing plant start-ups around the country, which all contract with servicers and 
lenders to re-create the documents by whatever means necessary, with the intended purpose of 
causing these documents (most of which contain false and misleading or misrepresentative in
formation under Florida Criminal Code § 817 .535) to be recorded with the intent to help the ser
vicer or lender (as alleged Plaintift) take the property through judicial means. 

Despite what the servicers and operators of these plants maintained in their settlement 
agreements with the U. S. government and the 49 states Attorneys General, these processes 
are still continuing even after the settlements were finalized and agreements to stop these 
processes were put into effect. 

These document manufacturing plants are identified by the processes they utilize, to wit: 

( 1) Template assignment forms; 

(2) Use of"photoshopped" signatures and notary seals (to save processing time); 

(3) Use of rubber stamped dates, names and titles (to speed up processing time); 

(4) Use of rubber stamps to affix the location of the notarial execution; 

(5) Two-page assignment templates (so the notary processing can be developed 
separately from the signature pages; 

(6) Bold-faced black type in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS which is a marker of a 
computer-generated template form that allows the user to simply "fill in the blanks"; 
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(7) Failure to make the notary that is acknowledging the document actually delineate 
the basis of identification, gender and plurality (if there is more than one signor); 

(8) Use of eSignatures to speed up document template processing; 

(9) Document preparation personnel are separately noted, which may be in a different 
part of the building and/or State other than where the signature(s) were affixed; 

(10) The document was prepared by an attorney, who is directing the manufacturing 
process of the lender's processing arms or of independent third-party plants; 

(11) Use of"autopen" -type signing devices to imprint signatures on the signing lines 
(to speed up the signing processes); 

(12) Documents that are dated, recorded and issued the same day that a foreclosure 
case has been filed (it will generally be the same filing date as the Notice of Lis 
Pendens); 

(13) The "Return To" address on the document is to that of an alleged service 
provider such as CoreLogic, Orion Financial Group, Ocwen Loan Servicing, 
DOCX, LPS, FNF, FANDO, MR. Default Servicers, Wells Fargo Default Assignment, 
Promiss Solutions, NDEX Technologies LLC (or any other NDEX-listed member), 
Fidelity National Title or Fidelity National Financial and/or an attorney or law firm; 

(14) The signor scribbles their signature (a key "marker" ofrobosigning or 
surrogate signing and/or it appears that the handwriting is that of a female 
when a "male name" appears on the document below the signature line; and 

(15) There is missing information on the copies submitted to the recorder of the subject 
jurisdiction where the recordation of the original (such as a Power of Attorney) contains 
the headers or other missing information not found on the subject recordation. 

The following individuals, whether under the direct control of their servicing entities or other
wise, are suspect for their participation to attest (or provide witness) to documents as fact, when 
the participants knew or should have known that the information contained in these documents 
was not made available to them; thus they had no personal knowledge of the actual contents 
therein, despite their claims to the contrary. Thus, these individuals were directly involved as 
attestants or witnesses to facts they had no personal knowledge of in the manufacture of misrep
resentative and fraudulent documents recorded in the official real property records of Osceola 
County, Florida. This activity among multiple parties may constitute violations of Florida's 
RICO statute. These signors and their witnesses are placed in groupings to identify them by and 
through the document plants they are employed by. 
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V. Summary 

As previously noted, the Florida Mortgage Bankers Association (as far back as September of 
2009) admitted in writing to Judge Jennifer Bailey that documents were "eliminated" (which the 
Examination Team construes to mean "shredded") after they were scanned into an image file, 
many of which found their way into the MERS® System database. 

Without the MERS® System being created and set into motion (to clearly help the members of 
MERSCORP, as well as its stockholders make money) for the purposes of facilitating file trans
fers at lightning fast speeds, there would be no need for document manufacturing plants to be set 
up for the purposes of helping manufacturers recreate these lost documents. 

Further, with the help of the Florida Legislature, the banks appear to have managed to further the 
ambitions of the MERS® System in being able to avoid having to record Assignments of Mort
gage every time the image file changed hands. However, due to the unenforced policies of 
MERS and its parent, MERSCORP, many of the MERSCORP member/users of the MERS® 
System chose not to log on and record their transfers, which disrupts and creates chain of cus
tody issues that cannot be proven in the civil judicial realm. Thus, the MERS® System then 
gives the servicer or lender's employees the option to create whatever they want the document to 
represent (or misrepresent), using "MERS" as a nominee "cover" for the mistakes created within 
the MERS® System, to facilitate document processing to replace the lost documents containing 
the wet signatures of the Borrowers affected by the foreclosures to offer solid proof of effective 
transfers of the Notes and Mortgages. 

Systematically, it appears that while the inner office workings of the lenders and servicers were 
recreating the Notes and ordering indorsement stamps to further misrepresent the effective date 
of the transfers of the Notes and Mortgages, the document manufacturing plants (through the 
third-party software platforms) were being directed to manufacture and execute the Assignments 
of Mortgages using MERS 's "cover'' to ''tie off all the loose ends" to match what the "invented" 
indorsements would state on the proffered Complaint Notes presented to the Court. 

The Examination Team recognizes that Assignments of Mortgage are not self-authenticating just 
because they are recorded in the real property records claiming to memorialize an official act. 
However, the dilemma that must be explored here is how any mandate to expedite the foreclo
sure process through the Court (whether ordered by the Florida Supreme Court or by the Florida 
Legislature through its expedited foreclosure bills) system in a judicial proceeding could ignore 
the possibility that everything that is presented to the Court and being relied on in the judicial 
foreclosure process (in light of the events disclosed here), would not be suspect and thus subject 
to further discovery to vet out the authenticity of these claims. 

As a reminder (because of some of the recordings viewed by the Examination Team), it becomes 
necessary to present the following PRICE LIST for what these document mills really represent: 
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DOCX PRICE LIST (PAGE 1) 
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DOCX PRICE LIST (PAGE 2) 
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DOCX PRICE LIST (PAGE 3) 
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It then becomes necessary to understand that a "work ordern has to be generated in order to ob
tain a "manufactured" document for use either in recorded form or as an "exhibit" at trial. This 
again brings into focus the Wells Fargo Foreclosure Attorney Manual that this lender's attorneys 
are allegedly using to order "manufactured'' documents from the "Default Assignment Team" in 
Dakota County, Minnesota. As demonstrated in this Report, these documents have also found 
their way into the real property records of Osceola County, Florida (and every other county in 
America). 

It also becomes necessary to mention that the efforts of then-Florida Assistant Attorneys General 
June Clarkson and Theresa Edwards' investigation of DOCX and its then-parent Lender Process
ing Services resulted in the prosecution of Lorraine M. Brown (DOCX's President), who plead 
guilty to engineering the entire manufacturing process, which was found to be fraudulent, and 
sentenced to five (5) years in a federal penitentiary and to pay fines for her part in the wrongdo
ing. Further, after Clarkson and Edwards released their report of their findings into Lender Pro
cessing Services, they were forced to resign their positions by current Florida Attorney General 
Pamela Jo Bondi, who allegedly has ties to Lender Processing Services ("LPS") who may be 
bankrolling her political campaign. There are several articles included with this Report that in
timate that Bondi (who vehemently denies any wrongdoing) and other Attorneys General are 
regularly wined and dined on various bank-retained law firm sponsored junkets. 

However, this did not stop Missouri Attorney General Chris Koster from pursuing claims 
brought by the Boone County~ Missouri Recorder of Deeds (who the Team Leader of this Foren
sic Examination personally contacted and spoke with about the prosecution of this case), who 
then also prosecuted Brown, accepted a guilty plea and a 2-year prison term. LPS had to pay 
over $2-million in fines as well. Brown's federal sentencing also did not stop Michigan Attorney 
General Bill Schuette from going after Brown either, who will eventually have to ''face the mu
sic" in Michigan after she serves her prison term in the "Show Me State". 
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SECTION FOUR: SUSPECT ACTORS EXPOSED AS THE 
RESULT OF THIS FORENSIC EXAMINATION 

I. The Parties 

The following entities and their listed officers are suspect for their participation in the 
scheme (RICO) to give alleged signing authority or capacity to the foregoing list of applica
ble signers in any the manufacture and filing of misrepresentative and fraudulent docu
ments in the official real property records of Osceola County, Florida, with apparent 
knowledge that such authority either (a.) violates their own entity policies or in the alterna
tive, (b.) does not exist and has never existed during the entire document manufacturing 
process: 

Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. ("MERS") 
Current Board of Directors of MERS: 

Bill Beckman, President and CEO 
Dan McLaughlin, Vice President 
Juanita Russell, Treasurer 
Sharon Horstkamp, Corporate Secretary 
Timothy Renner, Associate Secretary 

MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. (tka MERSCORP, Inc.) 
(R. K. Arnold, former CEO of MERSCORP, Inc.) 
Current Board of Directors of MERSCORP Holdings, Inc.: 

Bill Beckman, President and CEO 
Dan McLaughlin, Executive Vice President 
Bryan Kanefield, Senior Vice President and Chief Risk Officer 
Sharon Horstkamp, Senior Vice President, Chief Legal and Legislative Officer and 

Chief Corporate Secretary 
Juanita Russell, Senior Vice President, Treasurer and Chief Financial Officer 
Thomas Frosina, Senior Vice President, Member Services 
Helina Dancer, Vice President, Human Resources 
Freddy Feliz, Vice President, Information Systems 
*William C. Hultman, Vice President, Legislative Affairs 
Janis L. Smith, Vice President, Corporate Communications 
Mark Roberge, Vice President, Customer Group 
Amanda Crowley, Vice President, Internal Audit 

*Hultman has had numerous corporate positions within all of the MERS entities since MERS~ inception. 
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The following fmancial institutions and their respective subsidiary operations are suspect 
for their participation to direct the manufacture and filing of misrepresentative and fraud
ulent documents in the official real property records of Osceola County, Florida: 

Aurora Bank, FSB, c/o P. 0. Box 1706, Scottsbluff, NE 69363-1706 

Bank of America, N.A., 100 North Tryon Street, Charlotte, NC 28202 

Bank of New York Mellon, One Wall Street, New York, NY 10286 

Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas, 60 Wall Street, New York, NY 10005 

Goldman-Sachs (Mortgage Company), 85 Broad Street, 19th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

HSBC Bank USA, N.A., 1800 Tysons Blvd., McLean, VA22102 

M & T Bank, One Fountain Plaza, Buffalo, NY 14213 

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., 1111 Polaris Parkway, Columbus, OH 43240 

One West Bank, FSB, 2900 Esperanza Crossing, DM-01-08, Austin, TX 78758 

Sun Trust Bank, N. A., 303 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, GA 30308 

U. S. Bancorp (U. S. Bank, N.A.), 800 Nicollet Mall, Minneapolis, MN 55402 

Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 101 N. Phillips Avenue, Sioux Falls, SD 57104 

The following mortgage servicing entities and suspect document manufacturing plants are 
suspect for their participation to direct the manufacture and filing of misrepresentative and 
fraudulent documents in the official real property records of Osceola County, Florida: 

American Home Mortgage Servicing, Inc., 4600 Regent Blvd., Irving, Texas 75063 ( oper
ates a satellite office in Florida in what appears to be Owen's 1661 Worthington Road, 
Suite 100, West Palm Beach, FL 33409; now known as Homeward Residential, Inc.) 

Aurora Loan Services, LLC, P. 0. Box 1706, Scottsbluff, NE 69363-1706 

Bayview Loan Servicing, LLC, 4425 Ponce De Leon Blvd., 5th Floor, Coral Gables, FL 
33146 
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CoreLogic Document Solutions, 450 E. Boundary Street, Chapin, SC 29036 

Financial Dimensions, Inc., 1400 Lebanon Church Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15236 

Home Loan Services, Inc., P. 0. Box 1838, Pittsburgh, PA 15230-9500 

HSBC Mortgage Services, Inc., 636 Grand Regency Blvd., Brandon, FL 33510 

mM Lender Business Process Services, Inc., 14523 SW Millikan Way #200, Beaverton, OR 
97005 

Lender Processing Services, Inc. (DOCX), 601 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32204 

Loancare, A Division of FNF Servicing, Inc., P. 0. Box 8068, Virginia Beach, VA 23450 

Nationstar Mortgage LLC, 2617 College Park, Scottsbluff, NE 69361 

Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, 5720 Premier Park Drive, West Palm Beach, FL 33407 

Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, 1661 Worthington Road, Suite 100, West Palm Beach, FL 
33409 

ReconTrust Company, N.A., 1330 W. Southern Avenue, MS: TPSA-88, Tempe, AZ 
85292-4545 

Saxon Mortgage Services, Inc., 4708 Mercantile N, Fort Worth, TX 76137 

Specialized Loan Servicing, LLC, P. 0. Box 266005, Littleton, Colorado 80163-6005 

Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc., 3815 South West Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 

Selene Finance, LP, 9990 Richmond Avenue, Suite 400 South, Houston, TX 77042 

Suntrust Mortgage, Inc., 1001 Semmes Ave., RVW-5033, Richmond, VA 23224 

T. D. Service Company, 4000 West Metropolitan Avenue, Suite 400, Orange, California 
92868 
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The following known third-party document manufacturing plants are suspect for their par
ticipation to direct the manufacture and iillng of misrepresentative and fraudulent docu
ments in the official real property records of Osceola County, Florida: 

lndecomm Global Services, 2925 Country Drive, St. Paul, Minnesota 55117 

ffiM Lender Business Process Services, Inc., 14523 SW Millikan Way #200, Beaverton, OR 
97005 

Nationwide Title Clearing, Inc., 2100 Alt. 19 North, Palm Harbor, Florida 34683 

Orion Financial Group, Inc., 2860 Exchange Blvd., #100, Southlake, Texas 76092 

Security Connections, Inc., 240 Technology Drive, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 

T. D. Service Company, 4000 West Metropolitan Avenue, Suite 400, Orange, California 
92868 

Wells Fargo Default Assignment Team, MAC: X9996-018, P. 0. Box 1629, Minneapolis, 
MN 55440-9790 

The following law firms and their attorneys (listed throughout this section) are suspect for 
their participation to prepare, or in the alternative, direct the manufacture and filing of (or 
in the alternative, relying on the filing of) misrepresentative and fraudulent documents in 
the official real property records of Osceola County, Florida : 

Ablitt Scofield, P. C., 100 South Dixie Highway, Suite 200, West Palm Beach, Florida 33401 

Adorno & Yoss, LLP, 2525 Ponce De Leon Blvd., Suite 400, Coral Gables, FL 33134 

Albertelli Law, P. 0. Box 23028, Tampa, Florida 33623 

Aldridge Connors, LLP, 1615 South Congress Avenue, Suite 200, Delray Beach, Florida 
33445 

Ben-Ezra & Katz, P.A., 2901 Stirling Road, Suite 300, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312 

Brock & Scott, PLLC, 1501 NW 49th Street, Suite 200, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 

Butler & Hosch, P. A., 3185 South Conway Road, Suite E, Orlando, FL 32812 
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Butler & Hosch, P.A., 13800 Montfort Drive, Suite 300, Dallas, TX 75240 

Choice Legal Group, P.A. (tka Law Office of Marshall C. Watson), 1800 NW 49th Street, 
Suite 120, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 

Clarfield, Okon, Salomone & Pincus, P.L., 500 South Australian Avenue, Suite 730, West 
Palm Beach, FL 33401 

Connolly, Geaney, Ablitt & Willard, PC, 100 South Dixie Highway, Suite 200, West Palm 
Beach, FL 33401 

Connolly, Geaney, Ablitt & Willard, PC, 304 Cambridge Road, Woburn, MA 01801 

Law Office of Daniel C. Consuegra, 9204 King Palm Drive, Tampa, Florida 33619-1328 

Dumas & McPhail, L. L. C., 126 Government Street, Mobile, AL 36602 

Fasset, Anthony & Taylor, P. A., 1325 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32804 

Florida Default Law Group, P. L., P. 0. Box 25018, Tampa, Florida 33622-5018 

Florida Foreclosure Attorneys, PLLC, 601 Cleveland Street, Suite 690, Clearwater, FL 
33755 

Frenkel Lambert Weiss Weisman & Gordon, LLP, 1 East Broward Blvd., Suite 1111, Fort 
Lauderdale, FL 33301 

Gilbert Garcia Law Group (Gilbert McGrotty Group, P.A.), 3200 Henderson Blvd., Suite 
100, Tampa, FL 33609 

Gladstone Law Group, P.A., 1499 W. Palmetto Park Road, Suite 300, Boca Raton, FL 
33486 

Greenspoon Marder P.A., 100 W. Cypress Creek Road, Suite 700, Fort Lauderdale, FL 
33309 

Heller & Zion, LLP, 1428 Brickell Avenue, Suite 700, Miami, FL 33131 

Kahane & Associates, P.A., 8201 Peters Road, Suite 3000, Plantation, FL 33324 

Kass Shuler, P.A., 1505 N. Florida Avenue, Tampa, FL 33601 
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Lender Legal Services, LLC, 201 East Pine Street, Suite 730, Orlando, FL 32801 

Marinosci Law Group, 100 W. Cypress Creek Road, #1045, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 

McCalla Raymer, LLC, 225 East Robinson Street, Suite 660, Orlando, FL 32801 

Peirson Patterson, LLP, 4400 Alpha Road, Dallas, TX 75244 

Pendergast & Morgan, P. A., 6675 Corporate Center Pkwy., Ste. 301, Jacksonville, FL 
32216 

Phelan Hallinan, PLC, 2727 West Cypress Creek Road, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309 

Quintairos, Prieto, Wood & Boyer, P .A. law farm (255 S Orange Ave., Ste. 900, Orlando, FL 
32801-3454 

Robertson, Anschutz & Schneid, P.L., 3010 N. Military Trail, Suite 300, Boca Raton, FL 
33431 

Rutherford Mulhall, P.A., 2600 North Military Trail, 4th Floor, Boca Raton, FL 33431-6348 

Shapiro & Fishman, LLP, 10004 N. Dale Mabry Highway, Suite 112, Tampa, FL 
33622-5018 

Smith, Hiatt & Diaz, P.A., P. 0. Box 11438, Fort Lauderdale, FL33339-1438 

David J. Stem, P. A., 900 South Pine Island Road, Suite 400, Plantation, FL 33324-3920 

Law Offices of Michael Storey, 1380 North Courtenay Parkway, Merritt Island, FL 32953 

Tripp Scott, P. A., 110 S.E. 6th Street, 15th Floor, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 

Van Ness Law Firm, PLC, 1239 E. Newport Center Dr., Ste. 110, Deerfield Beach, FL 33442 

Ward, Damon, Posner, Pheterson & Bleau, P.L., 4420 Beacon Circle, West Palm Beach, FL 
33407 

Weltman, Weinberg & Reis Co. L.P.A., 550 W. Cypress Creek Road, Suite 550, Fort Laud
erdale, FL 33309 
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Elizabeth R. Wellborn, P.A., 350 Jim Moran Blvd., Suite 100, Deerfield Beach, FL 33442 

Ronald Wolfe & Associaties, P. L., P. 0. Box 25018, Tampa, FL 33618 

Douglas C. Zahm, P.A., 12425 28th Street North, Suite 200, St. Petersburg, FL 33716 

II. Specific Party Listings of Isolated Allegations 

A. ALLEGED IN-STATE VIOLATORS 

American Home Mortzare Servicinr. Inc. (aka Homeward Residential) JacksonviUe. Florida 

(AHMSI-HR EX.1) CFN#2012100962, electronically recorded on 07-09-2012 
Document Prepared by: "kmasias", Robertson, Anschutz & Schneid, P.L. 
Signor: Tonya Hopkins (alleged AHMSI employee), signing as Assistant Secretary of MERS 
Notary: Linda G. Bayless (alleged AHMSI employee; EE 140306) 
Witnesses: Lori Richard, Vicki Brantley (alleged AHMSI employees) 
Issues: The document purports to assign a Mortgage executed by Joseph and Rosemary 
Kaub (using MERS as a standalone "Assignor"; in consideration of the sum of "Ten Dol
lars and 00/100 Cents"; MERS is a bankruptcy-remote entity and cannot receive an in
come) to Deutsche Bank National Trust Company as Trustee for a Harborview 2007-6 se
ries REMIC trust (using Homeward Residential, Inc.'s Coppell, Texas address as the ad
dress of the "Assignee"). This Assignment has created multiple issues, discussed here: 

(1) The Closing Date for the Harborview Mortgage Loan Trust Series 2007-5 
was July 12, 2007. This Assignment was dated June 26, 2012. Under New York 
Estates Powers and Trusts law Section 7-2.4, this transfer contravenes the law 
and is thus void; 

(2) There are apparent violations of SEC and IRS governing regulations; 

(3) There are numerous markers of document manufacturing, including but not 
limited to: 

(a.) the preparation by an employee of a foreclosure mill law firm; 

(b.) the lack of personal knowledge of the contents of the document by 
the signors who executed it (not that it is required under Florida law); 

(c.) the use ofMERS as a "cover" for the chain of title and chain of 
custody of the note; 
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(d.) the misrepresentative use of addresses for the Assignor and Assignee 
which obfuscates the owner of the note; and 

(e.) American Brokers Conduit was insolvent and m.ed for bankruptcy 
in 2007; the signors and the law firm are acting in concert to create a 
document that purports to assign a mortgage (only) from MERS (as an 
assumed "nominee" for no one, showing American Brokers Conduit as 
the "originating lender", only) from a defunct lender to a closed 
trust REMIC. 

(AHMSI-HR EX. 2) CFN#2012103699, recorded by presentment on 07-13-2012 
The document was notably prepared by Florida Foreclosure Attorneys, PLLC on Clearwa
ter, Florida (see their listing regarding their specific actions regarding the use of the docu
ment) for execution by employees of the alleged servicer of a mortgage executed by Cheery 
and Jackie Davis. The recorded Instrument was returned to the law fmn after being flied 
in the real property records of Osceola County, Florida. It is interesting to note the follow
ing article, excerpting the relevant part, pertinent to robosigning documents and Sand 
Canyon Corporation (who hasn't been in business since 2009): 

Mortgage servicers still lying in court 

By Felix Salmon September 1, 2011 
http :/lblogs. reuters.comlfelix-salmon/20 11/09/0 1/mortgage-servjcers-stj 11-lying-i n-court/ 

American Banker's Kate Berry has a fantastic piece of reporting today, under the head
line "Robo-Signing Redux: Servicers Still Fabricating Foreclosure Documents". Among 
her discoveries is this document, dated August 3, 2011 , wherein Tanya Hopkins signed 
over a mortgage in her capacity as Assistant Secretary of Sand Canyon Corporation. 

The loregol!!lllnsll'\iment was adomowledg..d bek>re me Ill is !:L. day of tk~~t . 
21)11 lbY til3nya t1C pklli'lS aa "-n~u~ Sa:rc't!!J" of SAND CANYON CO . RATION 
FfJ<JA OPTIC~ ONE Lt:'.)RTGA.GE CORFORATION on ben aff of the &i'iignor.~ 
personally 1< oown tc m& or has proth.J<oed as ld~ntlfte::diOn . ..... ~ 

The problem with this? Sand Canyon hasn't been in the mortgage business since 2009, 
and Tanya Hopkins doesn't work for Sand Canyon: she works for American Home Mort
gage Servicing Inc. This, naturally, causes problems. 

North Carolina consumer bankruptcy lawyer 0. Max Gardner Ill says servicers and 
trustees often submit promissory notes in court without proper endorsements, which 
show the chain of title from one lender to another. Then, after the fact, there will be "a 
magically appearing note with a stamped endorsement," Gardner said. 
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When plaintiff's lawyers then try to depose the person whose name is stamped on the 
endorsement, ''we're being told the person is no longer employed by the servicer or by 
the party for whom they signed.'' Gardner says. 

The document being examined contains not only Hopkin's signature as Assistant Secretary 
for Sand Canyon Corporation, three years after Sand Canyon's demise, other signors' sig
natures and presence also revealed known robosignors whose names pop up on tens of 
thousands of documents across the U.S. This document purports to assign a mortgage 
from Sand Canyon to a closed Soundview 2006-0T3 REMIC trust. 

Signors: Tonya Hopkins, April King (both claiming to be Assistant Secretaries for San 
Canyon Corporation fka Option One Mortgage Corporation) 
Notary: Brenda L. Frazier (Florida Notary Commission #DD885641) 
Witnesses: Vicki Brantley, Lori Richard 

(AHMSI-HR EX. 3) CFN#2012103998, electronically recorded on 07-13-2012 
Document Preparer: "Ksimmons", Robertson, Anschutz & Schneid, P.L. 
Signor: Rolanda Wagner, who purports to be an Assistant Secretary of MERS attempts to 
assign a mortgage from then-defunct 
Notary: Brenda L. Frazier (Florida Notary Commission #DD885641) 
Witnesses: Vicki Brantley, Lori Richard 
Issues: Typical markers of document manufacturing (rubber stamps alternating with fill in 
the blanks); use of MERS to convey a note (which MERS does not own); prepared by "K. 
Simmons" of Robertson, Anschutz & Schneid, P.L. (see this listing under the law firm name) 

(AHMSI-HR EX. 4) CFN#2012106156, electronically recorded on 07-18-2012 
Signor: April King (known employee of American Home Mortgage Servicing, Inc.), signing 
as Assistant Secretary of MERS as nominee for FBC Mortgage LLC (still showing ACTIVE 
under the Florida Department of State business registration's §) to a closed 2006-11 
REMIC trust. 
Notary: Linda G. Bayless (Florida Notary Commission #EE140306) 
Witnesses: Lori Richard, W. D. Zaleski 
ISSUES: The sum and substance of the assignment appears to assert the same information 
as its predecessor assignment. Evidence of document manufacturing markers present. As 
the law firm of Robertson, Anschutz & Schneid prepared this document, it is highly likely 
that AHMSI employees had actual, personal knowledge of its contents and used their al
leged authority to execute the assignment into a closed REMIC trust. This "Corrective" 
action appears to correct minor language, but also appears to deflect scrutiny from previ
ous DOCX assignment CFN#2009058836. This assignment conveniently omitted the CFN. 
This Corrective Assignment of Mortgage, prepared by this law firm (RA&S) attempts to 
assert that an error was made in the first assignment (recorded in Book 3822 at Page 2778). 
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This reference was traced to, which was prepared by DOCX, then a division of Lender Pro
cessing Services, Inc. and t11ed by presentment on April 15, 2009. The newer corrective as
signment appears to correct not only language, but also appears (under direction and 
preparation of the law fll'm of Robertson, Anschutz & Schneid, P.L.) to deOect scrutiny 
from DOCX, whose President Lorraine Brown, plead guilty of document manufacturing 
and is currently in federal prison and replace it with another MERS-attempted assignment 
of the mortgage and note into the same closed Goldman-Sachs Home Equity 2006-11 
REMIC trust. (NOTE: Since the former assignment was a DOCX manufacture, it wiU be also 
shown under LPS's heading) In sum, since there are 4 issues here, Florida RICO may apply 
in addition to any issues regarding Florida Criminal Code Section 817.535. 

Bqyview Loan Servicinr. LLC 

In the following batch of documents, numerous "officers" of this servicer claim to be "affiants" 
when they appear to have nothing to do with the preparation of the document. In many instances 
in the following scenario, the documents are manufactured by the foreclosure mill law firm seek
ing to execute a foreclosure sale transfer on a given piece of property in Osceola County, Florida. 
Based on the "convenience" of these so-called affidavits, it appears to be part of a bigger process 
(accompanied by the manufacture of assignments, etc.) in the foreclosure process, so this ser
vicer can make more profit on the back end of the process. 

A copy of the corporate registration of this entity, along with its roster of officers, is attached 
hereto as a referenced exhibit known as "BAYVIEW EX. 1 ", incorporated within the evidence 
package herein. The following ''manufactured" documents create a suspect pattern for other 
schemes and artifices, which are recorded in the real property records of Osceola County, Florida 
and may constitute RICO violations, in addition to violations of the Florida Criminal Code at § 
817.535: 

(BAYVIEW EX. 2) CFN#2012085900, recorded by presentment on 06-05-2012 
Signer: Elva Neumann, Senior Vice President 
Notary: Doris Silva (Florida Notary Commission EE158707) 
Issues: There is no indication or proof in the notarial execution that Doris Silva (through 
her scribbled signature) administered an oath to Elva Neumann, who also scribbled her 
signature on the Affidavit. How could even a Senior Vice President have personal knowl
edge as to what the "assets" of the company are or what agreements it has entered into? 
The document was prepared by an outside attorney (John A. Taylor) for Fassett, Anthony 
& Taylor, P.A. as part of the document manufacturing process. 
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(BAYVIEW EX. 3) CFN#2012092950, recorded by presentment on 06-20-2012 
Signer: Glysette Piedra, First Vice President 
Notary: Sasha M. Cohen (Florida Notary Commission DD914213) 
Issues: There is no indication or proof in the notarial execution that Sasha M. Cohen 
(through her scribbled signature) administered an oath to Glysette Piedra, who also scrib
bled her signature on the Affidavit. How could a First Vice President have personal knowl
edge as to what the "assets" of the company are or what agreements it has entered into? 
The document was returned to the Law Office of Daniel Consuegra after recordation. 
CFN#2014031529, recorded by presentment on 03-05-2014 
CFN#2012108408, recorded by presentment on 07-23-2012 
Signer: Elva Neumann, Senior Vice President 
Notary: Doris Silva (Florida Notary Commission EE158707) 
Issues: There is no indication or proof in the notarial execution that Doris Silva (through 
her scribbled signature) administered an oath to Elva Neumann, who also scribbled her 
signature on the Affidavit. How could even a Senior Vice President have personal knowl
edge as to what the "assets" of the company are or what agreements it has entered into? 
The document was prepared by an outside attorney (John A. Taylor) for Fassett, Anthony 
& Taylor, P.A. as part of the document manufacturing process. 

(BAYVIEW EX. 4) CFN#2012108408, recorded by presentment on 07-23-2012 
Signer: Elva Neumann, Senior Vice President 
Notary: Doris Silva (Florida Notary Commission EE158707) 
Issues: There is no indication or proof in the notarial execution that Doris Silva (through 
her scribbled signature) administered an oath to Elva Neumann, who also scribbled her 
signature on the Affidavit. How could even a Senior Vice President have personal knowl
edge as to what the "assets" of the company are or what agreements it has entered into? 
Further, the notarial execution is missing the date, thus creating an apparent manufactur
ing "deficiency" in the recorded document. The document was prepared by an outside at
torney (John A. Taylor) for Fassett, Anthony & Taylor, P.A. as part of the document manu
facturing process. 

(BAYVIEW EX. 5) CFN#2013000555, recorded by presentment on 01-02-2013 
Signer: David Briggs, who purports to be an Assistant Secretary for MERS as nominee for 
then-bankrupt Accredited Home Lenders, Inc. (using a MERS post office box in Flint, 
Michigan as an address for the defunct lender) appears to self-assign the mortgage to 
Bayview Loan Servicing, LLC. 
Notary: Adeline Quintero (Florida Notary Commission EE831859) 
Witnesses: None Listed 
Issues: Self-assignment from a defunct lender using MERS. No witness signatures, which 
may be required under Florida law. 
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(BAYVIEW EX. 6) CFN#2013021838, recorded by presentment on 02-08-2013 
Signer: Elva Neumann, Senior Vice President 
Notary: Doris Silva (Florida Notary Commission EE158707) 
Issues: There is no indication or proof in the notarial execution that Doris Silva (through 
her scribbled signature) administered an oath to Elva Neumann, who also scribbled her 
signature on the Affidavit. How could even a Senior Vice President have personal knowl
edge as to what the "assets" of the company are or what agreements it has entered into? 
The document was prepared by an outside attorney (John A. Taylor) for Fassett, Anthony 
& Taylor, P.A. as part of the document manufacturing process. 

(BAYVIEW EX. 7) CFN#2013032741, recorded by presentment on 02-27-2013 
Signer: Luis Portal, Assistant Vice President 
Notary: Doris Silva (Florida Notary Commission EE158707) 
Issues: This is an Affidavit of Attorney-in-Fact status was recorded BEFORE the subject 
document was recorded; however, since Bank of New York Mellon is representing (as 
Trustee, that it owns a specific piece of property, investigation is warranted into what actu
al knowledge Mr. Portal had on exactly WHICH property Bank of New York Mellon is sell
ing, especially if Mr. Portal simply scribbled his signature and did not examine the entire 
portfolio to make sure the foreclose of the property was proper and that Bank of New York 
Mellon actually OWNED THE NOTE which it foreclosed on. 
Considering the status of the trusts Bank of New York Mellon represents as Trustee, it is 
highly unlikely the Borrower's note was in the trust pool; thus, Portal and his associates 
took part in the seizure and sale of the Borrower's real property, potentially utilizing simi
lar manufactured schemes and artifices to convince the court that Bank of New York Mel
lon had the right to foreclose on the note in the first place. There is no indication or proof 
in the notarial execution that Doris Silva (through her scribbled signature) administered an 
oath to Luis Portal, who also scribbled his signature on the Affidavit. The document was 
prepared by an outside attorney (John A. Taylor) for Fassett, Anthony & Taylor, P.A. as 
part of the document manufacturing process. It is further noted (in the verification re
search conducted here) that Doris Silva is also a Senior REO Manager for Bayview Loan 
Servicing, LLC. 

(BAYVIEW EX. 8) CFN#2013052156, recorded by presentment on 04-04-2013 
Signer: Patrick Joyce, Assistant Vice President 
Notary: Doris Silva (Florida Notary Commission EE158707) 
Issues: There is no indication or proof in the notarial execution that Doris Silva (through 
her scribbled signature) administered an oath to Luis Portal, who also scribbled his signa
ture on the Affidavit. How could even an Assistant Vice President have personal knowledge 
as to what the "assets" of the company are or what agreements it has entered into? The 
document was prepared by an outside attorney (John A. Taylor) for Fassett, Anthony & 
Taylor, P.A. as part of the document manufacturing process. 
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